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ASHLAND, Ky.(AP) — State
school board members agreed
to wait until December before
voting on proposals dealing
with schools that miss their longterm test-score goals.
One plan, unveiled at a
Department of Education meeting, creates three levels for
failing schools.
Those ending up in the lowest scoring group would be
assigned full-time improvement
coaches and be subject to an
academic audit that could lead
to a recommendation that the
school's principal be removed
by the state.
Students at schools in the
lowest group could transfer to
a school that is meeting its
goals.
Under another proposal discussed at Tuesday's meeting,
students would have to start caring more about how they perform on the statewide test.
Under the old testing system, schools were judged by
student test scores, but the
scores didn't count on a student's academic record. Teachers and principals said it was
difficult to raise school scores
when students didn't care about
the results.
The education department's
proposal would require school
districts to create exit criteria
for elementary and middle
schools, and use standardized
test scores to place students
who scored at the lowest level
in compulsory after-school tutoring programs.
The 'proposal would also let
schools apply statewide test
scores to student grades, and
allow the scores to be placed
on student transcripts.

Teachers'
union could
go on strike
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The union representing workers who work for Kentucky's
teachers' union has authorized
a strike.
Ellen Young. president of
the Kentucky Education Association Staff Organization, said
the union represents about 50
employees at the KEA headquarters and about 10 regional offices. Union workers will
conduct an informational picket at the KEA headquarters in
Frankfort Friday morning.
"We don't have a strike date
and a strike has not been
called," Young said today.
But the union's members
voted unanimously on Sept. 18
to authorize a strike.
Young said the union is still
far apart from the KEA on
negotiations over pay, health
insurance and working conditions. Negotiations have been
ongoing for four months.
KEA officials did not return
calls for comment this morning.
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MFD officials

By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
October's here, and a bad situation has become worse.
traditionally - driest:di-Ofith
of the year came amid one of the
worst droughts on record.
Scant rainfall since the tornado and thunderstorms in early July
has turned roadsides, fields and
woods into tinderboxes as grasses and trees continue their already
premature slide into winter dor-

promote local
prevention

"Leaves are already falling like
the first of November instead of
the first of October," said County Judge/Executive Larry Elkins
following a recent drive through
the county.
Elkins' countywide burning ban,
which was issued Aug. 12 when
the county was already considered to be in a severe drought
stage, will continue until Calloway
gets about two inches of rain, he
said. .
"I hope we get a good rain before
all of the leaves fall," Elkins said.
Unfortunately, that doesn't seem
likely soon, said Rick Shanklin,
a meteorologist with the National Weather Service office in Paducah. Tuesday's six- to 10-day
forecasts showed no chance for
precipitation, he said.
"You just normally don't see

By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
City fire department members are in
the second week of the annual fire prevention campaign without having to
as-fnttell-about the-ongoing drou,ght--__
as their county counterparts, the chief
said. "I'm really amazed there haven't
been more fires than we've had in the
city limits," said Murray, Fire Department Chief Pat Scott.
Citizens "are being careful about
burning. I'll give them that," he said.
"We haven't had any problems as of
late."
City firefighters have had only a
few problems with trash-burning or discarded cigarettes landing in mulch, Scott
said. Most of what they see is car or
structure fires, he added.
To_ combat that, though, firefighters
have been educating the community as
part of the 77th National Fire Prevention Week, which continues through Saturday.
Scott said the department began giv-
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Judge denies class-action
status in Paducah case

Tonight...Becoming partly
cloudy. Low 55 to 60. Southeast wind 5 to 10 mph.
Friday...Mostly cloudy with
a 50 percent chance of rain.
High in the lower 70s.

Arts
Classifieds
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Driest time of year arrives amid drought
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The Republican-controlled House
approved a package of tax breaks Wednesday to help the uninsured afford health care coverage, overriding complaints • from
Democrats that the plan would be financed out of surplus Social
Security funds.
The vote, 227-205 and largely along party lines, served as
prelude to a clash Thursday over a White House-backed bill to
.strengthen patients' hands- in dealing with their insurance companies. "The American people are concerned about the fact that they
can't gain access to affordable health care," said Rep. David
Dreier, R-Calif., arguing on behalf of a measure that GOP leadership said was essential to help the estimated 44 million Americans who lack insurance.
But Democrats contended the GOP bill would do little to
solve that problem.
"This bill does nothing except to help the insurance com- panics and the well-to-do and the healthy," said Rep. John Dingell of Michigan. He and other Democrats added it would rely
on funds in the Social Security surplus to finance the tax
breaks, a step that Republicans have promised not to take and
that is the subject of a GOP advertising campaign.
"There's nothing in this bill that invades the Social Security trust fund;"- -and-that was certified by the Congressional Budget Office, retorted Rep. Bill Archer, R-Texas, chairman of the
tax-writing Ways and Means Committee.
By making their claim, Democrats were probably "seeking
some advantage in the election next year," he added.
Meanwhile, the White House's Office of Management and
Budget accused the GOP of its own ulterior motives, saying
the bill was "explicitly designed to interfere with the passage
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PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) -- A
1997 property-damage lawsuit
against the past operators of the
Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant
will not proceed as a class-action
case, but lawyers will ask for
many new plaintiffs to be added,
one attorney said.
U.S. District Judge Joseph
McKinley ruled that the plaintiffs
had failed to show their individual claims would not take precedence over any claims common
to all plaintiffs. That disparity was
enough to deny class action, he
ruled.
The class would have included
about 40.000 people living within 10 miles of the 47-year-old uranium-enrichment complex about
10 miles west of Paducah.
McKinley's ruling, issued Sept.
28, leaves the 67 plaintiffs in the
suit to pursue their claims against
Lockheed Martin, Martin Marietta and Union Carbide. Plaintiffs

allege that past discharges of materials from the plant have lowered
their property values or damaged
their property. Some of the plaintiffs also allege they fear they will
become ill from exposure to releases.
Richard Schuster, a Columbus,
Ohio. lawyer defending Lockheed
Martin said he was pleased with
McKinley's ruling. It correctly
noted that because "the types of
claims that were brought here are
really unique to each individual,"
a class could not be established,
he said.
Ron Simon,a Washington lawyer
who is co-counsel for the residents, said he was not disappointed
by the ruling. "I don't think it makes
much difference," Simon said. "It
favors people who will want to
get involved."
No new plaintiffs have been
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composed matter - called duff on the forest floor. Duff looks like
soil, but burns easily and can hide
an ember in a root system or on
a limb, Talent said.
Joe Pedigo, a meteorologist with
the National Weather Service in
St. Louis, said western Kentucky's
fuels dryness index will be listed
as severe in four to six weeks long enough for leaves to fall and
dry out - without some rainfall.
But, Talent noted, "It's not the
woods that's the problem; it's the
grasses."
Materials on the forest floor
can absorb moisture, but wind can
dry out a grassy field two hours
or so after a rainfall, leaving it
susceptible to fire although the
ground is still wet, Talent said.
The forestry division is using
-a spotter airplane daily to look
for fire or smoke in 13 western
Kentucky counties. A ranger is
notified of any smoke or fire in
the respective county, and anyone
doing illegal burning faces a possible $100 fine and court costs,
Talent said.

From Page 1

conditions at the plant.
The three men, Ron Fowler,
acted in the Paducah case while,
lawyers awaited the class-action rul- Garland Bud Jenkins and Charles
ing_ but attorneys will ask for Deuschle, also have joined a suit
many people to be added, Simon seeking $10 billion that was filed
in U.S. District Court in Paducah
said.
The plaintiffs are evaluating mil- last month.alleging that former plant
lions of pages of documents,includ- operators lied to workers about radiing 18 boxes of records obtained ation exposure. That suit also is
from the Department of Energy seeking class-action status.
The U.S. Justice Department is
and Lockheed Martin, Simon said.
Lockheed Martin, a defendant still investigating the whistle-blowin the property-damage suit, has ers' claims to decide whether the
asked for all environmental records government will join their suit.
in the possession of three whis- The whistle-blower suit alleges that
tle-blowers. The three allege in a Lockheed Martin concealed eviseparate suit that, to secure per- dence of off-site releases of pluformance bonuses, Lockheed Mar- tonium and other dangerous
tin lied to the government about radioactive materials.

using legislative "poison pills" to
doom the so-called - patients' bill
of a freestanding" patients' bard
of rights measure.
rights.
"It's the same sort of thing they
- The bill, expected to cost $48.6
did to kill common-sense gun legbillion over 10 year. would:
islation" last spring, Clinton
—Give workers without insurcharged, referring to a measure
ance at their jobs a new tax deduc;
that died in a crossfire of oppotion to offset the cost of private
sition from conservatives and libinsurance.
erals.
—Allow the self-employed a
Democrats who solidly back
full 100 percent tax deduction for that second bill complained that
health insurance beginning Jan. 1, Republicans had refused to allow
2001, two years faster than cur- them a chance to offset its cost
rent law.
— thereby jeopardizing the
—Create a new tax deduction prospects for passage.
for the full cost of long-term-care
"The votes are not going to be
insurance premiums and a new there to pass this," said Rep. Dick
exemption for taxpayers who care Gephardt, the Democratic leader.
for elderly relatives at home.
Republicans countered that they
It also includes .aproyision, had given Democrats the rules they
opposed by many Democrats, that - had sought-for debate."The DemocWould allelw more medical sav- rats have moved the goal post
ings accounts, which let people again," said Rep. Porter Goss, Ropt out of the current health insur- Fla.
ance market and buy high.The Democrats said that was predeductible plans on their own.
cisely what the GOP had in mind.
The legislation also would give "They are in league with the insursmall businesses the option to buy ance lobby," said Rep. Rosa DeLauhealth insurance under federal rather ro of Connecticut.
than state regulation — exemptRepublicans argued that after
ing them from state mandates that seeking a vote for months on the
bigger self-insured companies now bill, Democrats. -were secretly—
avoid.
maneuvering for its defeat so they
Democrats generally oppose could continue to exploit the health
MSAs, claiming that younger, care issue politically. "This last
healthier individuals would buy minute pay-for problem is a smokethem, thereby raising the cost of screen for the fact that they want
insurance for the rest of the pop- to play politics," said John Feeulation.
hery, a spokesman for House SpeakThe Social Security issue has er Dennis Hastert of Illinois.
become prominent in recent weeks.
The HMO bill, backed by Dinas Republicans have stressed their gell and Rep. Challie Norwood,
determination not to invade the R-Ga., would arm patients with a
trust funds for other programs and variety of new rights in dealing
began airing television commer- with health insurance companies.
cials against Democrats on the
It would make it easier to go
subject.
to an emergency room or see a
_Moments after the vote on_the specialist and w-otild give patients
tax bill, lawmakers turned to a
the chance to take their complaints
second measure — supported by
to independent panels.
the White House and opposed by
the GOP leadership — to arm
patients with rights in dealing with
insurance companies, including the
From Page 1
right to sue in state courts.
At the White House, President
the construction of a handicapClinton accused GOP leaders of
accessible home.
"The city of Hazel will be
donating a lot of things to that
project as well," he said. "This
will be the second project of that
type that we've done."
Meurer said the third grant will
"A Natural Approach to Wellness"
go toward helping out families
who want to own their home, but
Appointment Available by calling
cannot afford to make a downh--payment on a -house.
Scott PO:ster D.C.
The mortgage origination grant,
Meurer said,-will be worth $25,000.
1625 Hwy. 121 N • 121 By-pass
"People can generally afford to
Down from Special Events Center
pay rent, but they have trouble
coming up with the starting money
for a home," he said. "This will
just help them out with that first
step."
Meurer said the Purchase Area
* DAILY & WEEKLY RENTALS
eve opment District also otfers
a home repair program,but the wait* CLEAN, DEPENDABLE CARS
ing
list of applicants is nearing
* CALL US FOR RATES
300 people.
To date, $6.7 million has been
allocated through the AHTF-- to
135 projects in 80 counties, which
513 S. 12th St. • 270-753-4461
VISA
$113.3 million in addileveraged
si
f
La"
c)
.3
tional funds to help create 1,895
units of safe and affordable housing.

be even.more cautious.
Discarded cigarettes have been
blamed for several field fires in
recent weeks, which worries Ron
Talent, a ranger with the state
Division of Forestry.
Hunters "have not been a problem," said Talent, noting that campfires are banned under the county's no-burn restrictions. "Our
biggest concern is that the people
who smoke don't use their ashtrays."
. That also worries Randy Barnett, chief of the Calloway Cpunty Fire-Rescue, as does the possibility of tobacco barn fires that
are typical this time of year. Most
of them, he noted, are built near
fields and wooded areas.
"It doesn't take much te get it
- going," Barnett said. "It's getting
close to (a crisis state). If we
From-Page 1
Fire officials have, upon request,
don't get rain in the next few
free demonstrations and talks
given
ing
tours
to school children a
days, it is going to get worse.
to students ranging in age from
the
Murbecause
of
early
week
"We're starting to get nervous
college and senior
ray school system's alternate cal- elementary to
now.,,
Glendale
Place, Scott
citizens
at
endar. The city 'school system's
Talent also is worried that, after
said.
week.
this
fall break is
the next rainfall, "Everybody's
At the request of the Wal-Mart
going to rush out there and start
Supercenter on North 12th Street,
burning theiLleaves and we'll have
they also provided information
fires alk-ovet the place"
about fire extinguilhers and-Smoke
-He emphasized that the restric- Staff Report
pulling a section of water hose off and carbon monoxide detectors to
tions of the state's fall fire sea- Murray Ledger & Times
the top of a pumper truck, CCFR employees who sell the items, he
A county firefighter remained Chief Randy Barnett said. A 2 1/2son, which began Oct. 1 and continues to Dec. 15, will still be in hospitalized and listed in satisfac- inch nozzle on the hose that said.
That gives employees a better
effect when the countywide burn tory condition Thursday morning weighed about five pounds fell
knowledge
of the equipment when
with a head injury he received about 4 1/2 feet and struck him in
ban is lifted.
talking
to
customers,
Scott said.
The state restrictions allow burn- while fighting a fire Tuesday night. the back of the head, Barnett said.
"We've
been
trying
to cover all
Robert
•••
Trenholm,
44,
of
Beling only between 6 p.m. and 6'
the
bases,"
he
said.
a.m., and bans fires within 150 mont Drive, remained in the intenIn other reports, Mire burned an
Scott also stressed the need for
sive care unit of Lourdes Hospital Old Salem Road tobacco barn, then
feet of timberland.
carbon monoxide detectors, espein
Paducah,
according
to
a
Lourdes
"The problems with the woods
spread across a small field and decially this time of year because
is the fuels are so dry, it (a fire) spokesman.
stroyed a neighbor's storage shed
the symptoms of carbon monoxHe was transferred there from early Thursday morning.
will six
t and smolder for days,"
ide
poisoning and the flu are simMurray-Calloway County Hospital,
The fire, which was reported at
Talent said.
day- headaches, feeling lethargic
where
he
was
brought
in
uncon1:41
a.m.,
also
destroyed
about
one
Fuels, he said are newly fall. --or -dizzy. __
en teiwts r
bcänd partially scions at -910- p.m. Tuesday-and—acre of tobace-o-that was in the barn
A
buildup
of
the
odorless,
coltreated for a skull fracture and a owned by Steve Steel, according to
closed head injury, an MCCH a CCFR spokesman. The barn was orless' gas "is a problem, but not
spokesman said.
already on the ground when nine near as much as fires in the home,"
Trenholm was one of a dozen fighters arrived in four trucks, he Scott said.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue said.
members fighting a fire that deThe fire, which is believed to
stroyed a garage at the Steve Mead- have begun from firing the tobacco,
1001 Whitnell Dr.
SUBSCRIBE
ows home on Irvin Cobb Road.
Murray, KY 42071-1040
spread to the shed owned by CharHe was injured when he was les Rogers, the spokesman said.
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Fireman remains in hospital
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Congratulations!!!
The
management
and staff of
Kopperud
Realty

would like to
congratulate our

Left to right: Rich Rollins, Kathy Kopperud, Judy Johnston, Billie
Wilson, Brenda Jones and Frankie McNutt.

1999 Million
Dollar
Producers.
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State Ftcovtie 130, Hardin,FLY

437-42430

Compare
Our CD Rates
Bank-issued, FDIC-insured to $100,000
1-year
3-year
5-year

6% APY*
6.35% APY*
6.55% APY*

Minimum deposit $5,000
Minimum deposit $5,000
Minimum deposit $5,000

'Annual Percentage Yield (APY) - Interest cannot remain on
deposit; periodic payout of interest is required. Effective 10/5/99.
Call or stop by today.
Eric Penniston
600 Main St.
Murray, KY 42071
753-7401
www edwardtones Co."

KOPPERUD REALTY
711 Main St., Murray
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FtEISTILIJNLILAT'T
Lunch & Dinner• Thursday - Sunday

753-1222
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Srrving IndivIdual Invextors Simx• 1871

Towns faces
assault, drug
charges
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Marlon Towns, a senior guard
on the Murray State University
men's basketball team, remained in
jail Thursday morning following
his arrest on assault and marijuana
charges stemming from a domestic
violence report.
Murray pOlice arrested Towns,
22, after receiving an open 911 call,
from which the dispatcher could
hear screaming and the sound of
items being broken, from his
Northwood Drive home, a police
press release said.
Detective Capt. Bobby Holmes
said officers saw signs of a physical
altercation on Towns' 21-year-old
girlfriend, who lives there, but she
was not injured enough to require
medical treatment.
Alcohol was involved with both
parties, Holmes said.
Towns was charged with fourthdegree assault (domestic violence)
and, possession of marijuana less
than eight ounces.
In other matters, city police will
conduct road checks Friday and
Saturday to try to catch drunken
drivers, the press release said.
The checkpoints will be done on
highways coming into Murray.
Drivers are encouraged to use designated drivers if they are going to
be drinking, the release said.
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'WASHINGTON (AP) — Senate Republican leaders are promising quick votes to confirm President Clinton's nominees for two
vacancies on the three-member
Tennessee Valley Authority board
of directors.
The nominees, Tupelo, Miss.,
Mayor Glenn McCullough and Skila
Harris, a Department of Energy
administrator, sailed through their
confirmation hearings Wednesday
before the Senate Environment and
Public Works Committee.
Sen. John Chafee, R-R.I., chairman of the committee, promised
a confirmation vote "as soon as
possible." And Senate Majority
Leader Trent Lott of Mississippi,
McCullough's sponsor, said once
that happens he will "make sure
their nominations are considered
expeditiously by the full Senate."
Both nominees won praise from
key senators who used the occa-

sion to vent their frustrations at "This doesn't seem to be a top- Croci7elt and the agency's inspecTVA for it multi-million dollar flight outfit," he said.
tor general.
debt, its management lapses and
Sen. Fred -Thompson, R-Tenn.;-- "When people constantly read
the spending practices of its top said the criticisms of the agency about consultants and public relaofficials.
made him febi like the father of tions expenses and foreign travel
Chafee criticized TVA for a wayward child, who "knows he and entertainment and. all of that,
bypassing his panel last year to needs a good spanking but hates you better well be sure that they
win approval of a plan to refi- to see anybody else jump on him." can be justified," he said, because
Thompson defended the refi- TVA has less outside oversight
nance its federally-backed debt, a
move he said cost the taxpayers nancing plan, which he helped than virtually any other federal
$1 billion in lost interest. He extract- engineer in last year's omnibus agency.
ed promises from . both McCul- spending bill as a way to replace
Thompson reminded McCullough and Harris to ensure that appropriations for TVA's consersuch legislative maneuvering does- vation and stewardship programs lough and Harris that they will
have equal authority with Crown't happen again.
that Congress had eliminated..
ell,
and he urged them to "exerChafee also criticized "extravWithout the $50 million TVA
agances" by TVA officials in the saved from that refinancing, he said, cise your own independent judguse of private planes and expen- the Tennessee Valley would have ment."
sive hotels. He said serving on been the only area in the country
Harris would be the first woman
the TVA board is a public serv- where the federal government did ever to serve on the TVA board.
ice and directors "should act in not pay for land conservation and-- She wasa special -assistant
that fashion."
_ _ President Al Gore and chief of
river management activities.
Sen. Max Bachus, D-Mont., the
But Thompson said TVA has staff for his wife, Tipper. A native
senior Democrat on the commit- suffered "some
self-inflicted of Bowling Green, Ky., she also
tee, urged the two nominees to wounds," including the recent spat has worked for the- Department of
work to restore TVA's reputation. between TVA Chairman Craven Energy as manager of the Ten-

nessee Natter-Achrisory
tee.
McCullough. is the_ first Mississippi resident appointed to the
TVA board since 1962. A former
state director for the Appalachian
Regional Commission, McCullough
said he will resign as mayor of
Tupelo as soon as he's sworn into
office as a TVA director.
Crowell has been TVA's only
director since May, when former
director William Kennoy's term

exp;....d. The other post has been
vacant since January when Johnny Hayes resigned to serve as
finance chairman for Gore's presidential campaign.
TVA is the country's largest
public power producer, serving
nearly 8 million people through
159 municipal distributors and electric cooperatives in Mississippi,
Tennessee, Kentucky, Alabama,
Georgia, Virginia and North Carolina.

Removal of salt cake promised in Drakesboro
D.RAKESBORO, Yy. (AP)
Removal of salt cake from an
abandoned recycling plant should
be completed ,in a year, officials
told residents who have waited
years for cleanup of the site that
has caused environmental concerns.
"We want the residents of
Drakesboro to be able to look out
and see a nice grassy, clean hill
where the site is," said Jinny Gray,
a geologist for Ensafe, a consulting firm from Cincinnati hired to
participate in the cleanup.
The salt cake, a byproduct of
aluminum dross recycling, will be
takeh tti a- landfill in Weston -Ken=
tucky, said Jim Hubbard supervisor for the Division of Waste Management superfund branch. No landfill has been selected, he said.
Three mounds of salt cake totaling about 176,000 cubic yards
remain, one in a deteriorating building and two others outside.
Primary Recovery Corp. pulled
out of the site in 1993 after numerous citations for air and water violations. The aluminum reprocess-

inr-pbmt wa.‘ s.w.41-to extract-41umum from smelter wastes.
The removal will cost $3 million to $4 million, said Jeff Grow,
'environmental technologist for the
Department of Environmental Protection.
The cleanup is expected to begin
in March with the hiring of a contractor. Actual removal of the salt
cake will begin in May and should
be finished with complete site
restoration by October, Gray told
residents Tuesday night.
"That may expand a little bit
because of weather, but it will be
-done," Gray -said._ "It's taken more
time,,but it's a complete removal,
and it's better."
Her firm was hired to work on
the project by Connell Limited
Parnership, a former supplier of
aluminum dross to Primary Recovery. Connell,a subsidiary of Wabash
Alloys of Wabash, Ind., has accepted some responsibility and will
lead the cleanup effort.
Drakesboro Mayor Richard
Neathamer, who has been critical
of the state's delays in getting the

Man finds remains
of long-dead aunt

site-c-leaneit- S.THI- he was-Pleased- wary of Plum Creek. That stream
with the plan.
will be checked during the five
"If it works the way they say years for chlorides in surface water
-it will, I'll be satisfied," Neathamer and ground levels within drainage
said. "It sounds fair and reason- areas.
able. We've lived with this prob"Monitoring the chloride levels
lem for so long, and the state has • will be a way of measuring the
been here so many times, we know effectiveness of the cleanup," Hubwhat the problems are and what bard said. "The levels should obvithe solutions are. Now it's just a ously go down after the cleanup.
matter of making that happen."
But chloride levels are more of a
There had been talk of bury- threat to aquatic life and the enviing the salt cake on the plant site. ronment than they are to humans."
But officials chose to remove the
waste for a number of reasons,
Hubbard said that levels are
including the enormous amount of above acceptable water quality of
salt Cake, lThbbIM said.
staridardS-Blif
lie -could- not
As part of the cleanup plan, answer questions about whether
the site will be monitored from 2000 the levels pose a significant health
risk.
to 2005.
Plum Creek does not empty
The site sits on a hill, and
waste runs into an unnamed trib- into any source of drinking water.
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ELIZABETH, Ind. (AP) — old at the time.
The family was stunned to hear
Eldon Eaton had grown increasingly concerned about the well- that Harrison County sheriff's
being of his aunt, Myrtle Petrie, deputies found Mrs. Petrie's
because he had not heard from remains on Monday.
"Just nobody can believe it," said
her in, several years.
Eaton,
of Livermore, Ky., on
When she didn't return his
Christmas cards or accept his tele- Wednesday."It's unbelievable. Stuff
phone calls, he decided to check like that's just not supposed to
happen these days."
on her.
Eaton and his wife drove to _ Eaton recalled one particularly
Mrs. Petrie's rural residence near eerie aspect of his unwelcome_
Elizabeth on July 31 — only to visit: As Petrie went back inside,
be hastily shooed away by her Eaton said he stuck his head in
son, Arthur Petrie Jr., who said the front door and heard what
sounded like a conversation
the woman was ill.
"I begged him just to let me between Petrie and his mother.
talk to her," said Eaton.
"I swear I heard him talking
But unknown to Eaton, -Mrs. and that she answered him," he
Petrie had died more than five said. "I don't know what I heard.
years earlier. Her skeletal remains I know I heard another voice."
were inside the run-down, garbageIt may be a couple of weeks
filled shack she and her son called
home. The bones had been on a before the state medical examinchair, covered by a blanket, since er's office in Louisville, Ky., comthe woman was found dead one pletes its autopsy on Mrs. Petrie's
February morning in 1994.
remains, though foul play initialShe would have been 75 years ly was not suspected.
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Bush makes early move
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Less than meets the eye
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
high-volume duel between President Clinton and Congress over
Social Security obscures a crucial
reality: Protecting its huge surpluses, as both have pledged to
do, would not directly bolster the
pension system at all.
Social Security collects more
' each year in payroll taxes and
interest than it pays in benefits.
By law, Social Security gives the
excess cash to the Treasury Department and gets Treasury bills in
return.
Thanks to that internal government -transaction,- the -amount -of
Treasury bills held by the Spcial
Security system is unaffected by
whether the Treasury Department
then uses the cash to retire the
national debt or spends.it to clean
hazardous waste sites or pay soldiers.
Using Social Security's surplus
cash to lower the $5.6 trillion
national debt unquestignahlyijOgs „
the program in an important, indirect way. Reducing the debt tends
to lower interest rates, strengthen
the economy and improve the government's fiscal condition. And
that should help when Social Security hits its next crunch: The retirement of the 76 million baby
boomers, beginning in a decade.
But despite what both sides' rhetoric seems to imply, spending the
Social Security surplus instead of
using it to reduce debt would not
steal from some fictitious kitty
from which either current or future
recipients are paid.
No one doubts that most of
this year's projected $147 billion
Social Security surplus will be
used to reduce debt. At stake in
this year's budget fight is whether
part of it — perhaps $10 billion
to $40 billion — will be used
instead for federal spending, ranging from hiring teachers to purchasing warplanes.
That is clearly a lot of money.
But if it is spent instead of used

AP NEWS ANALYSIS

ALAN FRAM
Associated Press Writer
to reduce debt, it would have a
virtually undetectable impact on
the long-term growth of the U.S.
economy, which currently surpasses
$8 trillion in size.
Most experts say that while using
the surplus to pay down debt is
wise, it won't- solve Social Security's real long--terrn -protstem: More
retirees and fewer workers, whose
payroll taxes cover retirees' benefits. What will ultimately be needed are changes in the system's
benefits and revenues, they say.
The political fight has caught
the attention of Federal Reserve
Chairman Alan Greenspan, who
pol14--makers should
be focusing more on expanding
the economy.
"I'm terribly concerned that
everyone keeps talking about soNing the Social Security problem
by how they are moving around
budgetary funds,". he told business
leaders in Minneapolis.
But that hasn't stopped both
parties from touting their promise
to protect Social Security. The vow
has taken on a life of its own,
with politicians worried that grabbing the surpluses risks enraging
its 44 million elderly and disabled
recipients.
-I'm here to assure the hardworking taxpayers of this country
... that this Republican Congress
will not schedule a bill that raids
their Social Security," House Majority Leader Dick Armey, R-Texas,
said Tuesday.
As recently as Friday, Clinton
said he wanted to "not dip into
the Social Security surplus any
more." The day before, he hinted

he was open to a bipartisan deal
to spend some of the Social Security money, though "both parties
need to agree on that."
Republicans ignored that offer.
Analysts across the political
spectrum say the rhetoric is misleading: ---**What they're doing is coming
up with nice sounding words that
are basically meaningless," said
David John, senior policy analyst
for the conservative Heritage Foundation.
"The solvency of the Social
Security trust funds is not directly affected at all" by whether part
-6f the program's- surplus is spent,
said James Homey, senior fellow
with the liberal Center on Budget
and Policy Priorities.
Until this year, both parties routinely used Social Security surpluses
for decades to help pay the government's bills. Even so, Social
Security's assets — in the form
of Treasury bills — have grown
steadily, hitting $887 billion this
year and a projected $2 trillion
by 2010.
The pledge to protect Social
Security has proven particularly
troublesome lately for House
Republicans. Their search for other
savings led them to propose delaying income support payments to
working poor families, which even
top GOP presidential contender
George W. Bush attacked as unfair.
Because of the political risks
and technical difficulties involved,
Social Security's problems probably won't be seriously addressed
until after next year's presidential
and congressional elections.

WASHINGTON (AP) — After
George W. Bush condemned a
House Republican proposal to
squeeze budget savings out of a
program for the working poor, the
irked sponsor said the governor
needed an education on the way
Congress works.
. But Bush_knew well enough to
have it work to his political advantage on that point. Now he is
chiding the GOP more broadly for
casting a negative image.
• "I was making the case that
the conservative philosophy is the
compassionate philosophy," the
GOP presidential front-runner said
Wednesday in New York.
He also was moving toward the
political center, where the vital
swing vote will be in the 2000
general election. It's early for that;
in the Republican primaries that
come first, conservative votes are
crucial.
Richard M. Nixon once said a
Republican candidate has to move
far enough right to get nominated, then far enough to the center
to get elected.
But Bush's towering lead — in
the polls, in campaign money, and
in party allies — opens the option
-4 playing to the center sooner.
.fslone Of. which alters Bush's
self description: compassionate conservative. What he's doing is defining the terms his way. "Conservatism has become the creed of
hope," he said. "The creed of
aggressive, persistent reform. The
creed of social progress."
Predictably, rival candidates
seeking conservative support in the
primaries said Bush doesn't deserve
it.
"Some of us seem to be embracing the idea that the way to win
is to be everything to everybody,"
said Gary Bauer. Steve Forbes said
it amounted to declaring war on
the conservative movement.
Bush also is putting space
between his campaign and the
Republican-led Congress.
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PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS
... /
WALTER MEARS
Associated Press Columnist
He's more popular than they
are. And Republican leaders are
struggling to produce an alreadytardy budget that will force cuts
in programs popular with voters,
to balance the books without borrowing from Social Seciirity funds.
Bush agrees with the goal, but
he doesn't have to sign on to the
details. He is campaigning for president, not drafting budgets.
Congressional job approval ratings are sagging in public opinion polls, and the budget crunch
is still to come. President Clinton
gained in earlier rounds, in 1995
when Republicans got the blame
for government shutdowns, and in
1998, in a compromise that included spending he wanted.
So there are perils for a presidential candidate tied tightly to
Congress. Bob Dole suffered them
when he was both the 1996 nominee-in-waiting, and the Senate
answer was
majority • leader.
to quit the Senate, his career for
35 years.
Bush's answer is to pick his spots
and make his points, on programs
and philosophy. He can't run against
Congress, especially one in which
147 House Republicans and 20
senators have endorsed him. So
his comments in a New York
speech on Tuesday about his party's
negative outlook did not directly
blame Congress.
But that's where the GOP record
is being written.
Too often, Bush said, the Republican Party has painted an image
of hopeless cultural and social
decline, and "has focused on the
national economy to the exclusion
of all else-,"speaking a sterile- Ian-

FROM OUR READERS
Identification of
photos important
Dear Editor: ,
I have been researching my family history for
several years, and I have acquired several old pictures. Most of these pictures are of my ancestors
through my grandparents, Sammie 0. Kelly and
Rubene (Graham) Kelly of Calloway County.
' Unfortunately, there are no names or dates on
most of them, and I feel that I am missing out
on a large part of my family's past.
It's not as interesting to look at the pictures
not knowing who the people are.
Several of the pictures do have the photographer's name or studio name on them. I would like
to find out what years these photographers were
in business in and around Murray.
This might help me to figure out who the people are in the pictures.

The photographers and studio names that I have
found so far are: W.G. Love, Murray; Lassiter
Studio, Murray; Bray's Studio, Murray; Bray &
Lassiter, Murray; Ira- Kesterson, Sedalia; Imerson,
Mayfield; Graham Studio, Mayfield; Love Art
Gallery, Murray; J.R. Crossley (I don't know where
it was located).
To anyone who makes or gets pictures, please
take a few minutes to write names and dates on
the pictures for the generations to come.
Just because you know who they are does not
mean that the next person (or generation) to receive
those pictures will know.
Also, if anyone has old paper clippings or old
newspapers, don't throw them away, call me.
I would like to have them for my research.
Any help on this would be greatly appreciated.
Kevin and Kelly L. Freeman
323 Kelly Road
Almo, KY 42020

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Oct. 6 - Los Angeles Times, on the MCI
WorldCom-Sprint Corp. merger:
The emergence of the telecom supercarriers poses
the biggest challenge for regulators in the long
run. Of immediate concern in the MCI-Sprint merger, aside from diminished competition in the longdistance market, is the new company's dominance
of the Internet backbone, the network through
which Internet services are delivered. Combined,
the two companies would control about half of the
Internet backbone assets. To preserve competition,
the regulators might require Sprint to sell its Internet network.
Blockbuster telecommunications deals are changing the face of the industry. The new telecom
giants must now convince the regulators that consumers' interests will not be lost in the shuffle.
Oct. 6 - Chicago Tribune, on the nuclear
testing treaty ban:
The Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty now before
the Senate would outlaw all underground testing

of nuclear weapons and would restrain nuclear proliferation around the globe. It has been signed by
154 countries, including the U.S., Russia and China.
The treaty would lock in America's enormous
technological lead in nuclear weapons, while putting pressure on other nuclear states — India, Pakistan and Israel, among others — to sign on. It
might also discourage potential nuclear states like
North Korea or. Iran from pursuing the bomb. 2.
No treaty is perfect, but the potential benefits
of this one far exceed its costs, and it is far too
important to America's — and the world's — security to let partisan differences scuttle it. ... It would
be a tragedy if the U.S. were to squander this
chance to show leadership in a cause designed to
make the world a safer place — especially when
it can be done at minimal cost to our security.
Other nations, especially Russia and China, are
waiting for the U.S. to make the first move. But
if we fail to Slow credible leadership, efforts at
banning nuclear testing forever could falter. That
would benefit no one, least of all Americans.
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guage of rates and numbers. ...
"Too often, my party has confused the need for limited government with a disdain for government itself," he said.
Bush said that is not an option
for conservatives, whose goal
should be limited government,
"focused, effective and energetic
... doing a few things and doing
them well."
"We're getting stuff done here,
real stuff, compassionate conservative stuff," said Rep. Tom DeLay,
the fellow Texan behind the budget maneuver Bush helped derail.
DeLay had proposed, and other
House GOP leaders had agreed to
a plan in which $8.7 billion would
have been taken out of the current budget by shifting from lump
sum to monthly payments to recipients of the earned income tax
credit, which pays an average of
$1,890 a year to low-income tam. .
•-iiies.-Senate leaders saw •the image
problem and said it wouldn't pass
-there, but the House hierarchy was
going ahead — until Bush weighed
in.
"I don't think they ought to
balance their budget on the backs
of the poor," he said at a campaign news conference.
DeLay denied his plan would
have done that. "It's obvious Mr.
Bush needs a little education on
how Congress works," said the
Houston Republican, who has
endorsed Bush for the nomination.
"I don't think he knew what he
was talking about."
But his opposition undercut the
proposal. Republican leaders are
talking now of across-the-board
spending cuts instead.
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Physical wellness important to everyone

DEATHS
Mrs. Mildred Grogan
The funeral for Mrs. Mildred Grogan will be today at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. Dennis Norvell will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Bobby Woods, Ricky Turner, Darren Grogan, Barry Grogan, Steve Swift and John Scott. Burial will follow in Barnett Cemetery.
Mrs. Grogan, 82, Murray, died Tuesday, Oct. 5, 1999, at 4:50
p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Her husband, O.J. Grogan, and one brother, Cecil Fitts, preceded her in death. Born Jan. 23, 1917, she was the daughter of
the late Noble Fins and Rhonda Fitts.
Mrs. Grogan was a member of Poplar Spring Baptist Church.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Eva Woods, Mrs. Mary
Turner and husband, Thomas, and Mrs. Shirley Swift and husband, Robert, all of Murray; one son, Charles Grogan and wife,
Gail, Central City; two sisters, Mrs. Polly Garland and husband,
Eurie, and, Mrs. Jane Lovett and husband, Thomas, all of Murray;
19 grandchildren; 35 great-grandchildren; one great-great-grandchild.
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Center participates in
USDA food program
First Step Learning Center, 814 and Adult Care Food Program, write
Coldwater Road, Murray, is par- to the Secretary of Agriculture,
ticipating in the USDA Child and Washington D.C. 20250
Participants eligible for free
Adult Care Food Program administered by the Kentucky Depart- and/or reduced price meals must
have a complete application with
ment of Education.
Meals will be served at no sep- documentation of eligibility inforarate charge to enrolled partici- mation which may include a food
pants at the center and are pro- stamp or K-TAP case number, or
vided without regard to race, color, names of household members and
national origin, sex, religion, age . income information
If you have questions regardor handicap. If you believe you
or any individual has been dis- ing the program, contact Lisa Allen
criminated against in the Child at 753-3961.

Jackson to hold
insurance forum
, State Sen. Bob Jackson encourages area residents with question
regarding their auto, health or home
insurance to attend a series of
meetings sponsored by the state
Department of Insurance Oct. 14
in the small ballroom of the Curris Student Center on Murray StateUniversity's campus.
Jackson, who serves as vicechairman of the Senate Banking
& Insurance Committee, said the
new "Insurance 101" initiative seeks
to provide Kentucky citizens with
a better understanding of basic

insurance, particularly their own
insurance coverage.
Senior staff from the state
Department of Insurance will be
on hand to review individual policies with participants.
The "Insurance 101" program
will cover auto insurance from 12 p.m., health insurance from 23 p.m. and home insurance from
3-4 p.m. A public forum discussing
all aspects of insurance coverage
will be held from 7-9 p.m.
The event is free and open to
the public.

Bright enrolls at college
of Mii-rfay has
enrolled this year at Centre College, joining a freshman class
marked by unusual" academic
strength.
Three fourths of Centre's firstyear students had ACT scores of
25 or above, and close to 75 per_cent_ _of. the fteshateLialiked in
the top 20 percent of Their high

School class.. Bright is the son of John Bright
and Catherine Bright, both of Murray, and is a graduate of Murray
High School.
At Centre, Bright is part of a
diverse student body that represents 37 states, and, four, foreign
countries.

By CATHERINE SIVILLS
Special to the Ledger
A wise person once said, "Those
who think they have no time for
exercise will sooner or later have
to find time for illness."
This month, we will be discussing physical wellness. This
particular topic doesn't set well with
many of us simply because it
means that- we have to answer for
every chocolate donut and every
lazy day on the couch.
However, physical wellness does
not just entail a healthy exercise
routine. It covers a wide range of
areas.
Physical wellness is the ability
to apply your knowledge, motivation, commitment, behavior, self
management, attitude and skintoward achieving your personal fitness and health goals (Wow, I'm
already tired.).
Physical wellness can be maintained by applying the knowledge
and skills of sound nutrition, exercise and safety to everyday life.
Most people think of weight control and exercise as physical wellness.
Weight control is the biggest
and most significant area of physical wellness because it affects our
self-esteem and emotions.
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GREENUP, Ky. (AP) — Property that Kentucky author Jesse
Stuart sought to preserve is being
destroyed by vandals and trash
dumpers, an official said.
Arrest and prosecution of trespassers has been made a top priority of the Kentucky State Nature
Preserves Commission.
The 714-acre Jesse Stuart State
Nature Preserve is adjacent to the
famed W-Hollow home of the poet
and novelist, who died in 1984.
His daughter lives in his former house. But Stuart arranged in
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Stock Market
Report
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Goodrich
Goodyear
HopFed Bank*
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1
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IBM
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Ingersoll Rand
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4,
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1
4 -1
Intel
Kroger
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LG & E
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4,
Mattel
13 -1
1
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4
McDonalds
43/
/
4
72/
1
4+1
Merck
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Microsoft
34/
1
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/
4
J.C. Penney
Pfizer, Inc.
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/
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Quaker Oats
Schering-Plough
451
/
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/
4
Sears
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/
4
.
Texaco
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Time Warner
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Union Planters
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/
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son has, the more likely he or sexual partner can be placed at
she is to encounter someone infect- risk if that partner has ever had
ed with the AIDS virus or other sex with someone else — one reasexually transmitted disease. Even son health experts recommend using
__condoms. _
someone who--has- had 43nly.
'
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Prices as of 9 AM

211 Maple Street, Murray, KY 42071 • 759-1111
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Bender said.
Most of the vandalism has
occurred at night, so anyone caught
on the preserve between sunset
and :sunrise will be charged with
trespassing, and the commission
will prefoLA fine, Bender. said.
Stuart's stories and poems about
the hill people of his region are
among the most acclaimed works
of Kentucky literature. His books
included "Hie to the Hunters,"
"The Thread That Runs So True"
and the autobiographical "Beyond
Dark Hills."

WS LUNCH TIME AT...

Complete Computer Systems • Computer Upgrades Cable Modem Installation
Networking • On-Site and In-Store Service • Apex Internet Sign-up
Russell Shanklin • Joe Nance (Bo)

We come to you

1980 to have the state acquire the board ripped out, she said.
bordering acreage, which includes
A nearby barn is being torn up
a secluded, two-room cabin where for firewood. Graffiti mars signs
he often worked.
and pavement. Someone habitual- "He wanted to be sure -it was ly-drives across_the property instead
protected for the long term, but of using the, road.
it's very hard_to.-do," Joyce BenA trash dump has developed,
der of the commission said in a too. "People just stop with the
truck and throw (garbage) off the
telephone interview Wednesday.
Vandalism on the property has side of the road," Bender said.
Commission officials have
oecurred "off and on for years. It
seems to come in waves," Bender sought to raise the profile of the
case with Kentucky State Police,
said.
The cabin's chimney and win- the Greenup County sheriff and
dows have been smashed and wall state fish and wildlife officers,

WASHINGTON(AP)— An esti- had only one sex partner in a
mated 17 million American women given year — at least three-quarare at risk of a sexually trans- ters — has not changed signifimitted disease because they or cantly in a decade, the study said.
their partners have had sex with — The more sexual-partners a-per- someone else recently, according
to a study by the Alan Guttmach-'
er Institute.
Some 3.5 million women are
not aware of the risk because they
believe they are in a mutually
monogamous relationship, the study
said.
But contrary to popular perceptions, the -proportion Of Sexually active Americans who have
Investments Shire 185-1
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Teams are developed for daily
support, and the material is divided into eight weeks worth of helpful- information to assist in the
mission of physical
"Winning By Losing-14 is only
licensed to health professionals, so
you are assured of high standards
and credibility.
Whether you enter a program
or work towards.physical wellness
on your own, the most important
thing to remember is that every
day is a new day. We all have
. the opportunity to start all over
again. Just don't give up.
For more information on the
"Winning By Losing"TM program,
call Elizabeth Hyde, R.N., at 7621394.

Study: Women at risk of sexual diseases
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As much as we hate to hear
it, our doctors tell _us - to- lose
weight because excess weight is
a risk factor for heart disease, cancer, diabetes, high blood pressure
and stroke.
The physical, psychological,
emotional and social benefits associated with physical activity at all
age levels are well documented.
Nonetheless, statistics from several studies on exercise adherence
indicate that approximately 50 percent of the individuals who start
a self-monitored exercise program
will drop out of that.program within six months.
So, why is physical activity
important? Physical activity has
been defined as "bodily movement
produced by skeletal muscles that
results in energy expenditure."
There is no debate about the
value of physical exertion - regular physical activity has significant health benefits, and even modest increases in energy expenditure can have health-enhancing
effects including: reduction in
chronic disease risk - hypertension, type 2 diabetes, high blood
lipids, cardiovascular disease and

structured program is necessary.
There are many types of programs available in this area, such
as Murray- Calloway County Hospital's 'Winning By Losing-n4
weight loss program (a food and.
fitness program designed for better health).
Developed by Denice FerkoAdams, a nationally recognized
registered dietitian and a certified
health education specialist with a
master's degree in public health,
this program educates participants
on the latest fad diets and herbs
to -avoid.

Famous author's property vandalized
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WELLNESS

obesity
Even among children and adolescents, physical activity-can prevent or delay the development of
hypertension and can reduce blood
pressure in those young people
who already have hypertension.
Tips for personal fitness:
• Exercise three times a week,
20-30 minutes per session. Try to
use the stairs instead of the elevator or escalator and walk whenever possible
• Get consistent and adequate
sleep
• Use a seat belt and helmets,
and encourage others to do so
• Learn to recognize early signs
of illness
• Listen to_your body
.
• Practice safe sex
• Breakfast is the most important meal of the day
• Eat a variety of healthy foods
• Stop smoking and protect
against second-hand smoke
• Control your meal portions
and try to eat smaller, more frequent meals throughout the day
• Use sugar, salt, fat and alcohol in moderation
Most people need some type
of support in order to continue a
physically fit lifestyle. For some,
a friend or spouse is sufficient
enough, but for others a more

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available
Upon RP1111PSt
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HIWARD
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IOW&CL Lyont Inc • Illovbr WYSE and SPC

8 Inch
Cheese Pizza

$3.49
8Inch
Cheese Pizza &
Garden FRESH SALAD

Extra Toppings Additional Charge

$4.39
Medium
Spaghetti Dinner
with Garlic Bread

$3.40

Extra Toppings Additional Charge

Medium Spaghetti
Dinner with Garlic Bread
Garden FRESH SALAD

4.39
Lunch specials offered Monday thru Friday.

970 Chestnut St.• Murray,KY •(270)753-2975
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IAAP begins project

THETA MEETING - Jan Hough, Nettie Bennett and Jean
Lampkins-Ray were hostesses at the Victorian tea meeting
in September of the Theta Department of the Murray Woman's
Club. At right is one of the Victorian lady silhouettes painted by Barbara Harrell, guest speaker.

REUSE THE NEWS

RECYCLE

PINNETONKA

1

MOCCASI(JS
Lariat Leather Additions
Men & Women Hardsole
Gifts of Distinction frorn the Southwest
1100 CHESTNUT
MURRAY
753-1133

lung Hills 0
kt,
maser Aor,e,
4
HWY.641 N. — MURRAY
753-1725 — 800-472-8852

FREE
Pansies
with any
purchase
with
coupon.
Expires 10-15-99

Mums - Asters - Pansies
Ornamental Kale
Gourds - Pumpkins
Straw - Corn Stalks
Also Available In
Display Package for

$24.95
Hours: Mon.-Sat.
9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Lisa Hill, chair of the Community Service Committee of the
Murray Chapter of the International Association of Administrative Professionals (IAAP), distributed collection boxes at the September meeting.
The group has adopted the General Mills Box Tops for Education program as its community service project for the year.
Hill told the group that the
procedure is very simple: collect
box tops and encourage students,
family, friends and other community members to clip and collect
box top logos from participating
General Mills products.
Pot tops will then be pooled
and divided between all the elementary schools in this area. The
schools will mail them to General Mills who will issue checks to
the school. The box top logos
received will mean more cash for
the schools.
Hill said this is a great project for any region - virtually free.
If you are not collecting General
Mills box tops for your school,
IAAP encourages everyone to
please save them, and they will
be glad to collect them. For questions or an address to mail them,
call 762-2234.
For a -complete list of products ftom General Mills that give
education points, you can go to:
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Theat

1008 Chestnut St.
Matinees Saturday
& Sunday Only

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

LISA HILL
http://www.boxtops4education.com
/parent/brands.html.
The Murray Chapter of IAAP
will host its annual Bosses Day
luncheon on Monday, Oct. 18, at
the Murray Woman's Club house.
Dr. Stephen Cobb, 1999 Boss of
the Year and chair of Department
of Physics and Engineering Physics,
Murray State University, will be
the speaker.
Lunch will be served at $7 per
person. Reservations must be made
in advance since this is a catered
meal and specific numbers must
given to the caterer. No money
will be accepted at the door. All
reservations must be turned in to
Mary Ann Hargrove, Murray State
University, 327 Wells Hall, Murray, KY 42071, or call Hargrove
at 762-6465 for more information.
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orange/white storage bldgs. &
Trollingers) on Lalfeway
Circle - large sign above door.

•Large •Small •Rented
•Owner-occupied
Just as there are many different types of farming
operations, there are many different ways to
insure those farms. Shelter has all-inclusive package policies that include broad multi-risk coverages; or can write more specific coverages such as
fire, lightning,
wind wand hail
storm. Describe
your farm to us;
we'll describe
a policy to protect i

% Silk '4%1

Harold "Jack" Romaine
105 N. 12th St. • Murray
759-1033 or 753-0873
Licensed in KY & TN

Sheity. n..,n. C. Hone Offle• 1117 W Ifrerobny. Calmobt• M011621,1

Federation of Blind will meet
The National federation of the Blind (NFB), Murray Chapter
will have its monthly business meeting on Friday in the United
Way board room of Weaks Community Center. The meeting will
start at 6 p.m. For more information contact Danny Perry, vice
president, at 753-0911.

TOPS Chapter will meet tonight
TOPS Kentucky #469, Murray, will meet tonight (Thursday) in
the annex --of • Calloway County Public Library. Weigh-in will be
from 6 to 6:45 p.m. with the meeting to begin at 7 p.m. TOPS
(take off pounds sensibly) is a non-profit organization dedicated to
those interested in weight loss. All visitors are invited to attend.
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Hayride will be Saturday
A hayride will be Saturday at 5 p.m. for all members, friends
and interested persons at the New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church,
Highway 121 South of New Concord.

Point Pleasant Cemetery will have a work day Saturday starting
at 8 a.m. Persons should bring rake, shovel, small chain saw or
pruning shears. Those unalrle to attend may send their donations
.for the trust fund to Point Pleasant Cemetery Fund, 380 McIntosh
Rd., Paris, TN 38242.. For more information call J.W. Green and
Rudolph Chilcutt at 1-901-642-3228 or 1-901-247-3920.
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Alpha Mu plans special event
Alpha Mu Chapter #4760 of Epsilon Sigma Alpha international Sorority will have a special day for the benefit of St. Jude's Children's Hospital, Memphis, Tenn., on Saturday starting at 7 a.m. at
the Ellis Community Center.
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Special fellowship Saturday
The annual fellowship night will be Saturday at 7 p.m. at Coles
Camp Ground United Methodist Church. This will be for the support of the annual Nativity Scene held in December by various
churches in the community.

Singles dance on Saturday
A dance, sponsored by the Paducah Singles Connection will be
Saturday at 7:30 p.m. at the Lone Oak Lions Club building. The
band will be "Feeling Country." Admission will be charged and
finger foods would be appreciated.
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Prayer Hour on Friday
A Community Prayer Hour will be Friday at 11 a.m. at the
Greater Hope Missionary Baptist Church, 711 South Fourth St.

Descendants of the Muzetta Grogan family will have a reunion
on Saturday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the pavilion near the swimming pool at the Murray-Calloway County Park. A potluck meal
will be. served. For information call 492-8419 or 753-6597.

BRAND NEW LOCATI
SAME EXCELLENT SR CE

AA meetings scheduled
Alcoholics Anonymous, Murray Group, meets every day except
Thursday at the American Legion Hall, corner of South Sixth and
Maple Streets, Murray. The only requirement for membership is a
desire to stop drinking. Meetings are at 8 p.m. on Monday, Tuesday, Friday and Saturday; at 11 a.m. on Wednesday; and at 4 p.m.
Sunday. For information call 436-5073 or 436-5675.

-Massage Therapy -Facials AVEDA
& OPI• Aromatherapy • Sugaring
1311 allohnscross Blvd.• Whir

67-CIP7'
7'
6113

...the great
food place:

Open at 5pm
Wed - Sun in Spring & Full
every day Dec 1-21

A Holiday

Tradition:

...business
incentive &
appreciation
dinners!

...celebrations
with family and
friends!
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Hwy 68 near Kentucky Lake
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Grogan reunion on Saturday

The Essential.

We insure farms

Tomorrow, Friday, Oct. 11,. will be a special day in the life
of Opal McClure Holland of 201 Irvan St., Murray. This will
be her 90th birthday and her family and friends are invited to
go by to visit with her anytime on Friday. Persons are asked
to not bring gifts, but cards would be appreciated.
Holland was born Oct. 8, 1909, in Calloway County and has
lived here all of her life. She and her husband, Porter Holland,
were married in February 1940. She worked at the former
Murray Hosiery Mill, The Dollar Store, Murray-Calloway County Hospital Food Services and as a cook at the First Baptist
Church for the fellowship suppers. Opal and Porter were always
present for any special suppers at the church servicing the beverage area. They were in regular attendance at the church until
ill health forced them to stay in their homes.
The Hollands have two sons, George Holland and wife, Gracie, and Charles Holland and wife, Janice, all of Murray. They
have three grandchildren, four great-grandchildren and two
stepgreat-grandchildren.

Cemetery work day Saturday

SUBSCRIBE

.Three Kings
•
•R - 1:15 - 3:40 - 7:25 - 9:40 •
•
•
1
•
• Drive Me Crazy
•
•
•PG13- 1:25 - 3:35 - 7:30 - 9:35 •
•
•
New Shipments the ist
•Double Jeopardy • '
Each Month
of
7:10 - 9:25 •
•
•
•R - 1:10 - 3:25 'Iron Furniture &
•
.• Blue Streak
Elegant Iron Pieces
•
•
9:30
•PG13 - 1:15 - 3:30 - 7:15 Unbelievable Pottery
'
•
•
In October
•For Love of the Game •
DAYS O
3
ONLY!
:PG13 - 1:05 - 3:40 - 7:05 - 9:40:
Thurs., Oct. 9 • 3 p.m.-7 p.m.
•
•
•Stigmata
•
Fn., Oct. 10.9 a.m.-5 p.m.
•R - 1:00 - 3:15 - 7:00 - 9:15 •
Oct. 11 • 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat.,
•
•
•
•Sixth Sense
layaway Now For Christmas!
•• PG13 - 1:30 - 3:45 - 7:20 - 9:45:
As you leave Paris, TN on
Hwy. 79 turn right(at
Lake
••••••••••••••
• Program Information •
•
Call 753-3314
•
••••••••••••••

JO'S DATEBOOK

f'harbroiled steak
•
lobster tail
saltui bar
•
*super desserts

call Carol today
at 474-2775
to plan your party

Gift
Certificates •
•
•
Christmas
Pardes:

reservation hotline 1-800-474-2770

•

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program
Ages 0-5

Call For Openings

753-5227
logs. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
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MORRIS REUNION
Descendants of Odie and Ola
Morris gathered Oct. 2 at Dutch
Essenhaus to celebrate being family.
This semi-annual tradition was
started several years ago by the
grandchildren of Mr. and Mrs.
Morris to keep the extended family bonded.
A family member said "a wonul time was enjoyed by the
roximately 30 family members
who traveled from Kentucky, Ten-
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nessee and Missouri.
Attending were the following:
Catherine Wicker, Betty Johnson, Dianna, Josh and Conner Jung,
Jay Johnson, Becky Tinsley, Doyce
and Kathleen Morris, Floyd and
Martha Barrow, Dwayne, Debbie,
Craig and Kane Barrow; Sue Darnell, Ron, Linda and Ben Wright,
Ryker and Jennifer Wilson, Donnie, Jane and Melissa Morris, Cory
Stokes, and Carolyn and Patrick
Morris.
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BIRTHS
Tyler Malone Morefield
Melissa Blair of Hardin is the mother of a son, Tyler Malone
Morefield, born on Monday. Oct. 4, 1999. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
The baby weighed nine pounds four ounces and measured 20 1/2
inches.
Grandparents are Danny and Teresa Morefield of Hardin. Greatgrandparents are Lloyd and Norma Jean Pollock of Jackson, Tenn.
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Call 753-8809 For
Your Appointment

Buckle UP when riding. Its the law.

Weekend Appointments Available

Chonda Harris and Ben Whitfield

Harris and Whitfield
wedding to be Oct. 23
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Harris of Pikeville announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their daughter, Dr. Chonda Harris, to Dr. Ben
Whitfield, son of John and Sonya Whitfield of Murray.
Dr. Harris is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Austin Harris of
Mount Sterling, and of Eulius Slone of Pikeville and the late Wanda
Slone.
Dr. Whitfield is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Tyler of Madisonville, and of Mrs. Mae Whitfield Harralson of Mortons Gap and
the late John (Bub) Whitfield.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Pikeville High School, the University of Kentucky, and the University of Louisville College of Dentistry.
The groom-elect is a -graduate of West Hopkins High School, Western Kentucky University, and the University of Louisville College of Dentistry.
Wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday, Oct. 23, 1999, at
the First Baptist Church in Pikeville.
A reception will immediately follow at the Mark II Reception Hall.
Invitations are being sent.

WQTV 46 will be
at Homecoming
The Q46 crew will be at the
annual Murray State University
Homecoming on Saturday, Oct. 16,
-TrOm 1 to 2 p.m.. banding out .programining information and balloons, as well as face painting for
the children who attend.
Everyone is invited to stop by
the tent and register for the football and basketball autographed by
the team members of the 19992000 MSU Racers, which will be
given away by WQTV. Registration is free and the drawing will
be held a few minutes prior to
the game.

"WQTV will be in "Tent City."'
located in the Roy Stewart Stadium parking lot on the MSU campus.
•
WQTV is a broadcast service
of Murray State University and is
the only local television station
serving the Purchase area of Western Kentucky and Northern Tennessee.
The station is a mix of general -entertainment programming, movies, sports and quality children's shows throughout the 24hour broadcast day.
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Parks promote month
Kenlake State Resort park at
Aurora is one of the Kentucky
state parks participating in the
statewide Breast Cancer Awareness Month in October, according
to park personnel.
During this month at Kenlake,
special cards are hanging from
showerheads in all park guestrooms
and cottages.
The cards include diagrams
about how to conduct a breast
self-exam, advice on breast care,
and phone numbers to obtain information.
The phone numbers are the
Cancer Information Service at 1800-4CANCER, and the American Cancer Society at !-800-ACS2345.
Greg Lawther in the Cabinet
for Health Services' Department
for Public Health said 20,000 cards

have been distributed for use in
the park system's more than 1,100
rooms and cottage bedrooms.
Parks Commissioner Kenny
Rapier said the department is
pleased to play a role in supporting the awareness campaign.
"Early detection is critical to
successfully treating breast cancer. If our efforts can help just
one park guest detect a potential
problem early, it will have been
worth the effort," Rapier said.
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SEALY FIRM PLUSH
Good

SEALY PLUSH
PILLOWTOP

SEALY SILK &
WOOL PILLOWTOP

Better

Sealy's Best

$3
'299

You Only Go
To An Experienced
Mechanic.
Shouldn't You Go To
An Experienced
Insurance Agent,
Too?

Queen Set

Twin Set
Full Set
King Set

4

$249
$269
$499

Twin Set
Full Set
King Set

85
Queen Set

$349
$369
$599

Queer.) Set

twin Set
Full Set
King Set

$499
$549
$799

11
19anne
INBURANCE

Your partner in protection
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Western
Kentucky
Insurance
Agency, Inc.

7
Tony Boyd

302 N. 12th St
Murray
753-5842

Saturday,Oct.23
Murray Court Square
4 p.m.to 9 p.m.
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McClard's Towin
207 S. 7th St. • Murray

753-9132

Football

MERCURY
-

753-5719
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612 South 9th St.

• Kitchen Cabinets
& Vanities

'Office Furniture
& Entertainment
Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops
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LUGER

502-759-9672
PARKER
FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY
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Here's To A
Winning Season!

.10 Minute Oil Change
Most Major Brands

Service
*Transmission Service
'Cooling System Flush
Locally Owned & Operated
507 S. 12th
Five Points
759-1529
759-2265
*Brake
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MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

MOVING FORWARD: Calloway County quarterback Tony Ryan (15) tries to push his way past a throng
of Marshall County defenders in the Lakers' 10-6 loss to the Marshals last week.
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Stop by
for a great
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SEAFOOD the game!

Calloway Co.(4-2)
VS

Fulton Co.(1-5)

Oct. 8, 1999 -- 7:30 p.m.
,fmakkix.:2ce
Jack Rose Stadium
y
Banking -Lakers try to bounce back
On Laker with Homecoming game
Pride!

Dees Bank
Hazel
of Member
FDIC

By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
How do you deal with a tough loss?
Look toward the next game for momentum.
That's what the Calloway County Lakers will try and
gain Friday night with a Homecoming battle against Fulton
County.
"We're looking at doing three things Friday night," said
Laker head coach Joe Stonecipher. "We want to win our
Homecoming game and we want to guarantee at least one
more win than we had last season. And, most of all, we
want to get a win going into the Hopkins Central game."
Calloway was 4-1 heading into last week's showdown
with neighboring Marshall County, but suffered a hard
fought 10-6 loss to the Marshals.
"That was a tough loss for us," Stonecipher said. "But it
wasn't a district game. We couldn't seem to get it done, but
we're going to continue to work hard."
The Lakers welcome Class A Fulton County to Jack
Rose Stadium Friday.
The Pilots are struggling at 1-5, but have been plagued
by injuries for much of this season.
"They've had a ton of injuries," noted Stonecipher. "But
they had most of their team back against Mayfield, and it
was only a 7-0 game at halftime. So that tells us something
. . They've got a good high school football team, and
they're trying to get healthy for their district race."
Fulton County boasts tailback Jamie Alexander. who has
been among the wounded for the Pilots this year.
"(Alexander) is probably one of the best recruits in the
region right now," Stonecipher explained. "Fulton County

J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home

always has good athletes ... If our kids don't stick to the
plan, they could hurt us. But I think they know that."
While many coaches regret the distractions of Homecoming week, Stonecipher welcomes the extra activities.
"I like Homecoming. It's a fun time for everybody," he
said.
"It's a chance for all the kids to dress up and have a date
to the dance. Some coaches don't like Homecoming, but
this is what high school athletics is all about."

Brooks Brothers
University BP

1]

Automotive Service &
Off-Road Equipment

By
AP

•Sen4ce

•Tune-Up

• Batteries
• Lift Kits

• Starters
• Lights

•Betts
• Shocks
• Tires

• Hoses
• Winches
• Accessories

,117-2.117,If

Coldwater Road
Murray, KY 42071

(270)753-1399
TODD BROOKS
HAMPTON BROOKS

hePtatiarteekWoodmen's Modified Endowment Universal Life
Insurance certificate, The Enhancer, lets your beneficiary
avoid the hassle of probate and the bite of federal income
tax!
*Your cash value may accumulate faster than in a CD.
•Your gain is tax-deferred until received.
And Best of all:
•The death benefit paid to your beneficiary avoids
probate and is federal income tax-free.
Ask your local Woodmen representative to find out more

Woodmen..."The FAMILY Fraternity"'
Tim Scruggs
Woodmen Bldg., 3rd & Maple,
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4377
'The FAMft Y FrotemtY.
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INSURANCE SERVICES

•

Certified Insurance Counselor
"Your Hometown Insurance So
AUTO • HOME • BUSINESS • BO

_ LargerAerobic Room offering
cool innovative fitness:• Hip Hop
Kickin' Cardio • Cardio-Pump

o

•1

104 North 4th Street
P.O. Box 1394
, KY 42071

Ttmi7temr71

JI

5
Wellness Center - Located
in a separate, relaxing environment. Co-ed & women
only classes. Expect Success
Classes!

Good Luck
From All Your Friends At

va

Family Center Expanding programs for the whole family!Larger
Babysitting area & longer hours!

Supporting Our
Home Teams

GO LAliERS
201 S. 3rd St.• Murray • 753-2411
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Terry & Karen Issacs, Owners

753-6
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WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY

Calloway County's Only
Home Owned & Operated

Call Today!

•

622 South 4th

808 Chestnut St.• Illurray,KY 42071
(270)759-9622
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Johnson seeks
answers for
MSU's troubles

IG

STAFF
WRITER

Return to
football
normalcy
welcomed

cess and trying to find ways to
By MARK YOUNG
fix it."
Sports Editor
Trouble is, there's no one speIf Denver Johnson's hair looks
thinner these days, it's because cific area or group of players to
he's been pulling it out trying to put the blame on, he said: .
"I wish I could find someone
understand what's happening with
his team.
to be real mad at, but that doesMurray State is struggling at n't seem to be the case; it's fair1-3 on the heels of a 21-15 Ohio ly evenly dispersed," Johnson said.
Valley Conference loss at West- "We've had mental errors, techniern Kentucky last week, leaving cal breakdowns and a lack of conJohnson, his coaching staff and centration. When you develop a
good plan, execute it well in practhe entire team frustrated.
"We find ourselves in a posi- tice and then get in a game sittion that we haven't been in dur- uation you prepared for and you
ing my tenure," he said at his don't execute, it's puzzling."
weekly press conference WednesThe loss at Western dropped
day. "Discounting the loss to Wis- Murray State to 1-1 in the OVC,
consin, we're 1-2 against I-AA and the Racers continue conferteams, our peers, two regional ence play Saturday night at 6 with
rivalries that we felt we could a home game against Tennesseehave and should have beaten.
Martin (1-4, 0-3 OVC).
Another aspect of the Racers'
"We're trying to find remedies;
It's puzzling to all of us," John- recent slide that befuddles Johnson added. "We've looked at film son is the fact that the majoyy
trying to identify deficits that are
contributing to our lack of suc- • See Page 10A
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It's nice to see that things are
getting back to normal around
here.
For a few weeks now, I have
been left to think that I lived in
the twilight zone.
With traditional powers struggling and perennial deadbeats
taking over, there were serious
questions that needed to be
answered about this football season - and about the Ledger's picks
gurus.
Yours truly and sidekick Mark
Young
stumbled out of the gates
SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo
like
a
three-legged
thoroughbred.
LOOKING FOR ANSWERS...Murray State coach Denver Johnson, shown discussing a call
But never fear Chicken Little at Western Kentucky last week, is puzzled and frustrated • as his team stands at 1-3.
the sky hasn't fallen yet.
Just like cream, we always
rise to the top.
Even though both of us finished just 6-4 last week, there
seems to be a little method to
this madness.
Mayfield, who was getting
uncharacteristically abused earlier this season, is in its familiar
perch atop the District 1 standings. Meanwhile, other perennial also-rans are returning to the
pack.
But while the season may be
By BOB BAUM
working itself out, this year is
By TOM WITHERS
AP Sports Writer
still far more wacky than anyAP Sports Writer
PHOENIX (AP) — Todd Stottlemyre is not supthing in recent memory.
CLEVELAND (AP) — The Cleveland Indians
posed to be able to pitch, not with a 70 percent
Last week's guest - Danita
couldn't shake the injury bug all year. Sure enough,
tear
in his rotator cuff.
Johnson - held_ her own, tying
another costly injury has popped up in October
buried beneath the
Yet there he was, the
the big boys at 6-4 to run the
that might dramatically affect their World Series
er as he shut down
beefed-up muscle in his
picks-by-committee staff to -39chances.
new life into the
the New York Mets to brea
23 on the season.
This one, though, happened to the other side.
Arizona Diamondbacks in the NL division playI'm still in first place with a
Perhaps it was the cool temperatures or maybe
offs.
41-21 record. Mark has tied me
having to carry his team all season, but Pedro MarDefying medical convention by refusing surgery
in the win column. But by virtue
tinez's back gave out on the Boston Red Sox at
to repair the same type of injury that ended his
of some early-season games, he
the worst time possible.
father Mel's illustrious pitching career, Stottlemyre
finds himself a game-and-a-half
Martinez was forced to leave after four innings
threw 6 2-3 strong innings Wednesday night as the
back at 41-24.
with a back muscle strain, and the Indians finally
Diamondbacks- beat-the--New York Ms 7-1 to tie__
Todouble-your pleasure, we'ye
got-to-- Boston's-bullpen- in the -ninth as-Travis -Frythe best-of-5 series 1-1.
added not one - but two guests
man singled home the winning run in Cleveland's
"This," Stottlemyre said, "is a big one for me."
to the slate this week.
3-2 win in Game 1 of the AL playoffs.
Steve Finley, an .091 hitter in his two previous
Joining are esteemed panel is
Fryman's one-out, bases-loaded single helped the
division series with San Diego, tied a division
Dana Stonecipher - wife of CalIndians snap an incredible streak of losing eight
series record with five RBIs with a bases-loaded
loway County head coach Joe
straight playoff openers dating to 1995.
a two-run double and a bases-loaded walk.
single,
Stonecipher - and Susan Fisher
"It feels good to be one game up," Indians manBoth of the hits came with two outs. Matt Williams
- wife of Murray High head
ager Mike Hargrove said. "It beats the alternative."
was 3-for-4 with a double and three runs scored.
coach Rick Fisher.
Staked to a two-run lead, Martinez, baseball's
Yet the Diamondbacks pointed to Stottlemyre as
You must realize they're facbest pitcher in 1999, had a shutout in the fourth
the one who set the tone.
ing stiff competition, but I think
inning when he hurt his back while throwing a
"I think everybody really looks up to him for
they'll do just fine.
pitch.
File
photo
what
he had to go through this year, and to realNow let's get to the games.
"I noticed that Pedro's velocity was suddenly
BACKING OUT...Boston pitcher Pedro Martinez was forced
Fulton City at Murray
down," Cleveland shortstop Omar Vizquel said. "I
Whew! I'm glad we're startto leave Wednesday's game against Cleveland in the fourth
turned to Sandy Alomar and said, 'There's some• See Page 10A
ing off with an easy one.
inning because of a back muscle strain.
thing wrong with Pedro.Well, not really.
On the surface, the Tigers
appear to be the superior team.
However, the Bulldogs - who
went winless in 1998 - jumped
TODAY
out to a shocking 14-0 lead over
an ability to read defenses, audi- arrived at Valdosta in 1991. There,
programs.
By TIM WHITMIRE
SOCCER
Murray in last year's game at
he
won
Mumme's
tutelage,
He's
under
avoid
turnovers.
completions
and
calls
and
Bonner's 147
ble
AP Sports Writer
*Calloway boys vs. Heath
Fulton, only to see the Tigers
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — 16 scoring passes are both tops got more mobility than Couch. national Division 11 player of the
CCHS - 5:30 (JV first)
take control after that.
Dusty Bonner is the first to admit in the nation. And last Saturday, And, at 3-2 going into Saturday's year honors in 1994 and led Val*Murray at Marshall (DH)
At 2-4, Fulton has seen a draNCAA
playoffs.
dosta
State
to
the
Carolina,
he
has
he led Kentucky to one of its game at South
it: He's no Tim Couch.
Draffenville - 5:30 (Girls first)
improvement from last fall,
matic
is
playing
ObiNow,
Hatcher
earn
a
secWildcats
poised
to
in
Mumme's
the
most
impressive
wins
Still, nearly halfway through his
and could give the Tigers a run
Bonner's Luke
Wan
ICenobi
to
by
winning
straight
bowl
bid
Lexington,
a
ond
two-plus
seasons
in
successor
to
season
as
the
first
FRIDAY
for their money.
Skywalker, teaching the secrets of
the NFL's No. 1 draft pick, the convincing 31-20 defeat of then- three of their last six games.
FOOTBALL
But don't count on it ... Murpassing
offense
to
the
"Air
Raid"
everything
takes
control
of
"He
No.
20
Arkansas.
Kentucky quarterback is showing
*Murray vs. Fulton City
ray.
"I'm having a blast," Bonner-aid - that's going on, knows the offense the quarterback he and Mumme
all the poise, intelligence and skill
Ty Holland Stadium - 7:30
Fulton Co. at Calloway
required to run coach Hal Mumme's with a grin. "I love it. I feel lucky inside and out, and really has a plucked from relative obscurity to
Here's another game that could
Couch.
everyone's
supsucceed
what
County
command
of
*Calloway vs. Fulton
high-scoring passing offense run to be playing college football, just
be
a bit deceiving.
Bonner
backed
up
Couch
in
quarterKentucky
do,"
Jack Rose Stadium - 7:30
opportunity."
posed
to
to
be
having
the
with maximum efficiency.
Fulton County has struggled
redshirted
last
season
Hatcher
said.
1997,
then
Chris
coach
pounds,
Couch
backs
At
6-foot-4,
225
Bonner
games,
five
Through
SATURDAY
mightily this season at 1-5. But
In Hatcher, who started three sea- before Couch decided to leave a
has completed 69.3 percent of his was built like the NFL quarterSOCCER
David Gallagher's Pilots
coach
Mumme
NFL.
under
early
for
the
quarterback
year
to
become.
sons
at
back
he
destined
was
passes for 1,595 yards and 16 touch*Caldwell at Calloway boys - 10
have been hobbled by key injuries,
It took just two weeks of spring
downs, with just four interceptions Bonner stands a less imposing 6- at Valdosta State in the early 1990s,
•Heath at Murray girls - 11:30
and has only recently fielded a
— impressive numbers for a recruit 2, 205 pounds and his deep balls Bonner may have found the ideal practice for Mumme and Hatcher
FOOTBALL
babythat
Bonner
was
their
Bonner,
the
to
decide
Couch's
Like
mentor.
who, coming out of Valdosta (Ga.) have a flutter to them that
Murray State vs. UT-Martin
faced Hatcher lacked the classic new quarterback. Hatcher said BonHigh School in 1997, was passed never did.
• See Page 10A
Stewart Stadium - 6
Nonetheless, Bonner has shown quarterback physique when he ner has been the ideal student.
up by most major Division I-A

Martinez leaves
game with back
injury; Indians
top Boston 3-2

SCHEDULE
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Stottlemyre
gives D-backs
new life in
win over Mets

Bonner a quick study for UK
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Networking & Communications
Hill Networking &
Communications provides a
full range of networking and

personal computer services. We provide
professional installation and service for
all of your computer and networking
needs. We offer reasonable rates and a
professionally trained staff with a combined 25 years of experience
Monday-Friday 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Offering:• Novell Networks• Windows
NT Networks • Personal Computer
Sales & Support•Y2K Consulting &
Solutions • Laser Printer Sales 8e
Service • IBM Warranty Authorized
• Lexmark Warranty Authorized
• Network Cabling Installation
• Certified Novell Engineer
• Certified Novell Administrator
• Microsoft Certified Professional

69

pp

•

NOW
IN STOCK!

Cooper Discover
HT and AT
Truck Tires
•50,000 Mlle Tread Warranty

-\
Cooper
TIRES

/

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd.• Murray • 753-1111

MP.

'1111

42071

SCOTT
NANNEY

Tel:(270) 753-9562

CIPIPIKI

C0.4110
•

THESE TIRES WILL GET YOU THERE!

CONGRATULATIONS
Lynn Grove, Almo, Pottertown,
Harris Grove and New
Providence fire departments!
Rate Change Effective 11/01199

753-4703

,
• .41 Lei*

•
\\••••

110

- -4,40•11111•••••
•••••••.•
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This week's football picks

IN Johnson ..
From Page 9A
of MSC's mistakes have come on
routine plays.
"It's not the spectacular, it's
the mundane throw-and-catch, stalwart running plays in critical situatiOng-That have been getting us,"
he said. "The fairly vanilla, hamand-egg type plays. It's snowballed
on us.
-When you're winning, sometimes you get lucky and things
just go your way; It's just the
opposite with us right now," John-

rsulcue.,taixi
ON THE SHELF
re: White Zinfandel
Could your favorite white wine
actually be pink? Due to a slack
demand for red wine in the early
seventies, a winery in California
(Sutter Home) had the bright
idea to remove the skins from the
Zinfandel grape
--during crushing
creating a rosé
dubbed
wine
White Zinfandel.
'A star was born!
White Zinfandel
became wildly
popular and is still
the wine of choice
for people who
otherwise do not
drink wine. Less
alcohol content and
a fresh strawbery
fruit flavor give
white Zinfandel.
which is actually
pink. its broad

.aPPealAlthough white Zinfandel is u.sually a so-so match with most foods,
its sweetness makes it an excellent
painng with spicy Mexican cuisine.
Also white Zinfandel's uncomplicated flavors make it a good match
for the intncate seasonings of
Onental cuisine. If dry reds and dry
whites don't fit your palate. this is
the vane for you.
This week at The Spint Shoppe
in U-Ate Oak we are running specials on three of California's most
popular white ZinfandeLs.

7.

Beringer

$499 750 ml.
Sutter Home
$799
1.5 ltr.

Glen Ellen
4147

1.5 ltr.,

2801 Lone Oak Road • Paducah, KY
270-554-0943
Open

- 10 P.M. Fn.

SaL 'PI I I P.M.

son added. "We need something
good to happen to us and get this
thing turned around. 1 think our
guys care and they want to win
and play better. The effort and
the commitment are there, we're
just not completing routine plays."
Johnson said the doldrums his
team is going through now began
several weeks back.
"I saw a little of this coming
against SEMO (Sept. 18)," he said.
"But even after we lost to SW,
I felt that if we could win at
Western, then we could come home
and have a chance to get on a
roll.
"But we didn't win at Western
and Martin is better than I wish
they were," Johnson added. "The
worst thing of it all is that now
we don't control our own destiny.
So these next three (OVC games
against Martin and Eastern Illinois and a non-conference game
against Samford, all at Stewart
Stadium) are tremendously important. We certainly need to win
these next three at home."
And the only way to get back
on track is to jump right into it.
Johnson said.
"I told our kids Tuesday that
*eve played our way into this
situation and now we've got to
play our way out," he said. "We've
dug ourselves a hole, now we've
got to bristle up, grit our teeth
and fight our way out. We've got
to find a way to get out of the
ditch and get this thing back on
the hard pavement"

Murray
Calloway

Dana Stonecipher
Guest picker
Murray
Calloway

Susan Fisher
Guest picker
Murray
Calloway

Ballard

Ballard

Ballard

Ballard

Reidland

Caldwell

Caldwell

Caldwell

Heath at Fort Campbell

Heath

Heath

Heath

Heath

Graves at Henderson

Graves

Graves

Graves

Graves

Mark Young

Scott Nanney

Murray
Calloway

Ballard at Cairo, Ill.
Reidland at Caldwell

Fulton City at Murray
Fulton Co. at Calloway

Tilghman at Hopkins Central
Lone Oak at Union
Marshall at Madisonville

Wednesday, Oct. 6
Cleveland 3, Boston 2. Cleveland leads
series 1-0.
Thursday, Oct. 7
Boston (Saberhagen 10-6) at Cleveland
(Nagy 17-11). 3.09 pm (ESPN)
Saturday, Oct. 9
Cleveland (Burba, 15-8) at Boston (R.Marpm. (FOX)
tinez
Sunday, Oc,1„, 111
Cleveland at Boston, 1:09 pm (ESPN)
or 6:50 p m (FOX). if necessary
Monday. Oct. 11
Boston at Cleveland. 409 p m (ESPN)
or 7 17 p m (FOX). if necessary

Marshall

Marshall

Marshall

Mayfield

Trousdale

Trousdale
Murray St.

Louisville

Louisville

Louisville

Kentucky at South Carolina

Kentucky

Kentucky

Kentucky

Kentucky

Last week:
Season:

From Page 9A
full squad.
The Pilots boast one of thebiggest threats in the region - tailback Jamie Alexander, who has been
among the walking wounded.
But the Lalcers have played well
this season, despite stumbling to
crosstown rival Murray and last
week against Marshall County.

By:

State Auto
Insurance

National League
Wednesday, Oct. 6
Atlanta 5, Houston 1. series tied 1-1
Friday, Oct. 8
Atlanta (Glavine 13-11) at Houston (Hampton 22-4), 3:09 pm. (ESPN)
Saturday, Oct. 9
Atlanta at Houston. 12 09 p rn. (ESPN or
ESPN2)
Sunday, Oct. 10
Houston at Atlanta. 3.09 p.m. (ESPN) or
7 50 p m. (FOX), if necessary
Wednesday, Oct. 6
Arizona 7, New York 1, series tied 1-1
-Friday, Oct. 8
Arizona (Daal 16-9) at New York (Reed
11-5), 7 10 pm (NBC)
Saturday, Oct. 9
Arizona at New York, 12 09 p m (ESPN
or ESPN2)
Sunday, Oct. 10
New York at Arizona, 650 p m , if necessary (FOX)

6-4

64

6-4

41-24

41-21

39-23

• ••

Henderson County is struggling
It is homecoming at CCHS, and
team
1-5 on the season.
better
at
the
have
the Lakers
Here's a wild guess ... Graves.
... Calloway.
Lone Oak at .Union Co.
Ballard, at Cairo 'IL__
Here's another no brainer.
Ballard seems to be turning the
Union County is a district
corner under former Calloway head
coach jack Haskins. The Bombers favorite in Class 3A and Lone
are an even 3-3 on the season, Oak is pathetic.
with a loss to Murray.
No contest ... Union County.
Cairo, Ill. is usually bad. 'Nuff Marshall Co. at Madisonville
said.
Marshall County is ... well,
Take ... The Bombers.
Marshall County.
Reidland at Caldwell Co.
The Marshals defeated a solid
This game is a toss-up.
Calloway team 10-6 last week,
Reidland has two consecutive and two of their three losses were
wins, but had to battle back An- to Mayfield and Hoptown.
each game to defeat Fulton City
Madisonville has struggled in
and Muhlenberg South.
its move to Class 4A, but does
Meanwhile, defending Class 2A have a pair of district wins.
state Champion Caldwell County
However, the Marshals are too
is a shell of its former self at I- strong ... Marshall County.
5.
Trousdale Co. (Tenn.)
Let's give the edge to . Reiat Mayfield
dland.
I'll have to admit that I don't
Heath at Fort Campbell
know much about Trousdale CounHere's a general rule of thumb ty. Heck, I don't even know where
- never pick Fort Campbell to that is - and I'm from Tennessee.
beat anyone this season.
It really doesn't matter anyway.
The pick ... Heath.
The pick ... Mayfield.
Graves Co. at Henderson
UT-Martin at Murray State
The Eagles are much improved
Denver Johnson couldn't have
from a year ago at 4-2 - their
a better week to play Marpicked
undefeated
district loss coming to
tin for his struggling squad.
Hopkinsville.

SPORTS BRIEFS
Draw given for Southern Collegiate tourney
ATHENS, Ga. — The draw for the first round of the Southern Collegiate
Championships was released by the University of Georgia Wednesday. The
men's tennis flighted tournament will begin today and run through Sunday at
the Dan McGill Tennis Complex.
Murray State sophomore Nikola Aracic opened play in the Division 1 Singles flight this morning against Trey Adcock of Florida. The winner of that
match will play Dennis Lundberg of Tulane.
MSU sophomore Thiago Gomdin played in the Division II Singles flight
against Mario Alvarez of LSU this morning. The winner of that match will
play Pablo Perez Gras of Georgia State.
Also in the Division II bracket, Racer senior Tony Hardman started out
against Tomas Miho of Charleston Southern. The winner of that match will
play Tadej Senk of Georgia State.
In the Division III Singles bracket, Murray State freshman Craig Mione will
take on Ntchlas Forsstrom of Georgia Perimeter. The winner will face David
Misner of Samford.
Also in the Division III bracket, senior Sabastian Venjar will meet Rodrigo Villarroci of Charleston Southern.

CURRENT
INVESTMENT RATES
TERM

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YlE1.1)

MINIMUM
DEPOSIT

182 Days

4.80%

$1000

9 Months

5.15%

$1000

12 Month

5.20%

$500

24 Months

5.40%

$500

60 Months

5.45%

$500

RACERS

UT Martin
g
.KIJCE (3
CEirdelYu Xc

Marshall

Louisville

IVIurray State
University

,Sf

Union

Louisville at Army

I/JIAA tillj
CON 11111
vs.

Union

Murray St.

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415

necessary

Union

Murray St.

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency

Monday, Oct. 11
if
•Texas at New York. 7:17 p.m. (FOn

Union

UT-Martin at Murray State

Sponsored

All Times CDT
DIVISION SERIES
(Best-of-5)
American League
Thursday, Oct. 7
Texas (Heliing 13-11) at New York (Pettitte 14-11)-717 p.m. (FOX)
Saturday, Oct. 9
New York (Clemens 14-10) at Texas
(Loaiza 9-5), 6.40 p m. (NBC)
Sunday, Oct. 10
New York at Texas, 409 pro (ESPN) or
650 p.m. (FOX). if necessary

Tilghman

Murray St.

SCOREBOARD

POSTSEASON BASEBALL

Tilghman

Mayfield

Trousdale Co., Tenn., at Mayfield

• Normalcy

Lindy Suitor

Hopkins

Tilghman

Substantial penalty for early
withdrawal. These annual percentage yields are effective
October 6, 1999.

1001411
111
.)
Ct3 1..;-

(J1w_f_iLi
Wcor ilricEir4mIlt•s =coin:
"762-43395.

le •

PeoplesBank
Of yurray,Kentucky
Main Office: 5th & Main • North Branch:
12th & Chestnut • South Branch: 12th &
Story • Kroger Money Market • 767-BANK

. .40
.44/671.-a.0.

The Racers are in a deep slump,
but nobody can provide a cure
like the SkyhawkS.
Lets go with ... Murray.
Louisville at Army
The Cardinals have fallen on
hard times since blasting in-state
rival Kentucky in the season opener.
But Chris Redman should be
too much for this branch of the
service academies ... Cardinals.
Kentucky at South Carolina
Maybe Hal Mumme is right it is just the system.
The Wildcats are playing pretty well after toppling Arkansas a
week ago, and Dusty Bonner is
proving the critics wrong.
Meanwhile, nothing has gone
right for Lou Holtz and the Gamecocks, who may be staring at a
winless season ... Kentucky.

Fl
75

111Stottlemyre...
From Page 9A
ly not hang his head as he worked
his rear end off to get back," Finley said. "I think he's actually
become a better pitcher from it.
He's throwing harder. He's hitting
his spots. He's about as fierce a
competitor as you're going to see
on the mound, and that rubs off."
In other games,__Atlanta beat__
Houston 5,1 to tie their NL series
at I,'and Cleveland beat 'Boston.
3-2 in the opener of their AL
series. Tonight, the New York Yankees, leading 1-0, play host to the
Texas Rangers.
The Mets-Diamondbacks series
shifts to New York for Game 3
on Friday, with Arizona's Omar
Daal going against the Mets' Rick
Reed.
Weary from a tumultuous three
days, when the Mets won a wildcard playoff game in Cincinnati,
beat the Diamondbacks and Randy
Johnson on Tuesday, then fell flat
against Stottlemyre on Wednesday,
New York can use the rest.
"We get a day off, and we'll
take it, that's for sure," manager
Bobby Valentine said. "I can't
think of anybody that couldn't use
it. Our guys could use it a little.
They are battle worn."
Rickey Henderson, the Mets'
40-year-old leadoff hitter, stole second three times to break the NL
record for most steals in a division series with five.
Stottlemyre allowed one run on
four hits, struck out six and walked
five.
"Maybe some eyebrows were
raised when I said Todd was pitching the second game here," manager Buck Showalter said, "but I
think you saw why we have so
much confidence in him."
Stottlemyre, 3-5 in the postseason, threw a complete game
for Texas in Game 1 of last year's
playoffs against the New York
Yankees, but lost 2-0. This one
was much sweeter, not only because
it was a win, but because of what
Stottlemyre went through.
He is believed to be the only
pitcher to come back from a serious rotator cuff injury to pitch
again without surgery.
Braves 5, Astros 1
At Atlanta, Kevin Millwood
threw the first postseason one-hitter by one pitcher in 32 years to
even the Braves' first-round series
against Houston.
Millwood, who allowed a second-inning homer to Ken Caminiti, pitched the first complete-game
one-hitter in the playoffs since
Boston's Jim Lonborg in Game 2
of the 1967 World Series,
The Braves broke open a 2-1
game with three runs in the seventh on Brian Jordan's sacrifice
fly and run-scoring singles by Ryan
Klesko and Andruw Jones.
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FULL SERVICE STATION
Oil Change • Tune-Up • Starter • Brakes • Tires
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TOWING...

a

It's our job to keep you

a

GOING!
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Malard's Towing
."

Football

207 S. 7th St.• Murray

753-9132

4111.0110.101111*
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Owner -Max

arriutv

YO-D.DU69

FORD
MERCURY
LI NCOLN

Woodmen offers a wife variety of life
insurance plans which provide flexibility on insurance protection and taxdeferred interest features. To find the
plan that meets your needs. contact:

Pltouo
SUPPORTER Of
TIGER Foonku
Fon 70 nuts.

James D Parker
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple
Murray 753-8546
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PARKER
FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY
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Murray High (4-2)
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Stop by
for a great
meal before
or after
SEAFOOD the game!

peatefth svajpoci,olice

To keep up with
all ofthe
footballscores
read the...

MURRAY

LEER
DG & TIMES
1001 Whitnell • Murray • 753-1916

IT'S TIRE TINE
• Michelin • Monarch
• Uniroyal • Laramie
• General • Firestone
• B.F. Goodrich

HOLLAND
TIRE CO. East Main • 753-5606
Open Saturdays Until Noon

Fulton City (2-4)
Ty Holland Stadium
Tigers improve at right
time for key district battle
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer

The Murray High Tigers' breakthrough game may have
come at just the right time.
Murray, struggling offensively in recent weeks, took
some advice from head coach Rick Fisher during last
week's game at Heath.
"The thing we wanted to do was riut the fun back in the
game," said Fisher.
The Tigers took that message to heart, laughing all the
way to a 42-20 trouncing of the Pirates.
"That was a big win for us because we're heading into
three district games in a row" Fisher explained. "These next
three games will tell us whether we're playing in November or packing it up and going home."
The critical stretch begins Friday with Fulton City and
continues with Mayfield (Oct. 15) and Fulton'County (Oct.
22) — all of which will be played at Ty Holland Stadium.
"We've got one foot in the door (toward the playoffs),
but we're not all the through the door yet,- noted Fisher.
"We have to keep on winning in order to improve our position."
Winning its final three district contests would assure
Murray of homefield advantage throughout the Class A
playoffs — until thE state charnpiOnshiji game in Louisville.
"We wouldn't have to travel at all, nd that would be a
big plus for us," he said. "So seeding is very important.The first challenge will be against a Bulldog squad that
built a shocking 14-0 lead on the Tigers in last season's
game, but then watched as Murray took control in the second half.

AUTO GLASS...
MIRRORS...
AND WINDOWS!
Quality Glass At Unbeatable
Prices
auto glass • table tops • mirror
• doors • storm windows • store
fronts • shower & tub • safety glass
• insulated glass

Insurance Claims Welcome

753-4527
(GLAS)

Shell
622 South 4th

Chestnut Street • Murray
(270) 753-2571
Your authorized

Class Ring Dealer

Good Luck
From All Your Friends At

Kentucky Lake
Oil Company

Murray Home
Auto

ARTORVED

VS

Oct. 8, 1999 -- 7:30 p.m.

run on
[ walked

vs were
is pitch," man, "but I
have so

BROUGHT DOWN: Two Murray High defenders team up to
gers' 41-20 triumph over the Pirates last Friday in Paducah.

WEST KY GLASS I MIRROR
Your Auto Glass Specialist"
203 So. 2nd St. (next to Murray Lumber)

"Fulton City is a team that has Ilk potential to be explosive," Fisher said. "Their quarterback (Antonio Farrell) is a
really good athlete. He's scoring at will.
"They have a lot of confidence in themselves right now,
and they're probably looking at us as their last chance to
get a district win."
Fisher said one key for the Tigers is to snap their string
of slow starts.
"That is something we're trying to combat," he said.
"We have to play from the beginning to the very end.-

Jewelry
Repair &
Custom
Design

J.T. LEE/ Jeweler
Where Your Ideas Turn to Gold
Dixieland Center
Murray, KY 42071
759-1141

Your Best
Insurance

is a good agent! An independent State Auto agent is. --dedicated to servicing the
customer. You get personalized attention to all your_
insurance needs.

McNutt Insurance
Ns,

Westside of the Court Square
118 S. 5th St. • Murray • 753-4451
•r"

State Auto
Insurance

Dan McNutt, AAI

Greg McNutt
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J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home
Calloway County's Only
Home Owned & Operated
Terry & Karen Issacs, Owners

Supporting Our
Home Teams

GO TIGERS
201 S. 3rd St.• Murray • 753-2411

Large 3 Topping
Pizza
99
Deep Dish Extra

$7

Carry Out or Delivery

Valid at participating stores only Not valid with any other
offer, Prices may vary. Customer pays sales tax where applicable. Our drivers carry less than $20.00 Cash value 1/20e
Expires December 1999

117 S. 12th Street

753-3030
Delivering a Million Smiles a Day:
a

r!'
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Local construction worker realizing musical dream
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
One local construction worker
is finally realizing his dream of
becoming a recording musician.
On Sept. 28, Kent Kingins, 1845
Butterworth Road, released "Somewhere-put There," an album that
took over 20 years to make.
Kingins' music career began in
the early '70s as a guitar player
and lead ,singer for a local band
that gained popularity in west Kentucky and west Tennessee. After
nearly seven years, the band members went their separate ways.
Kingins, however, began to meet
with recording artists from
Nashville and eventually was signed
to a deal with Sing Me Records.
His rendition of Dan Willis's
"The Love 1 Have For Lisa"

received enough radio airplay to
capture the attention of Owen
Bradley, a representative of MCA
Records.
Kingins, however, eventually
decided to return to college and
would later go on to start his own
construction company. - Kirigins
Construction Company.
Through the years, Kingins continued to write songs and work
with Harlan Howard Songs and Sing
Me Music, both of Nashville. He
eventually had enough demos to
record "Somewhere Out There."
The album was recorded at Paradise Recording Studio in Paducah and was produced by Kingins
himself: The compact discs and
tapes were manufactured by Disc
Makers in Pennsauken. New Jersey.

The album was engineered by
The album features Kingins on
Wilburn, who worked on many
Neal
on
Sam
Crutcher
vocals,
lead
drums, Steve Childers and Owen of Johnny Cash's early recordings.
Malone on electric guitars, Kevin
Kingins' songs range from '50sSynan on bass, Shawn Robasse
love songs to more contemstyle
on acoustic guitar, Mickey Gallip
country to southporary-sounding
on piano and Steve Holshouse_r on
ern gospel. The song "You In My
B-3 organ.
Life" will be released to country
Kingins wrote all of the songs
stations, while the Christian
radio
on the album except two, "Glow
Dream" will be released
"The
song
in Another Man's Eyes" and "The
to Christian stations.
Love I Have For Lisa," which
The album is being distributed
were written by Dan Willis. Recordings of the Willis-written songs on-the Internet at the IUMA (Interare from a 1976 recording ses- net Underground Music Association) web site, is being sold at
sion.
• Kingins also received some very local music stores and can be purimpressive help on the album. The chased from Kent Kingins ProLena Jane Singers, who have served ductions, P.O.- Box 1404, Murray,
as backup singers for Ray Stevens, Ky. 42071.
Kingins is the son of Mr. and
contributed background vocals for
Hal Kingins of Murray.
Mrs.
two of the songs.

FINALLY THERE...Kent Kingins and band members pose for a
photo.

McCann to perform in concert at Murray State University Oct. 22
When Lila McCann was 4, she
began singing with her father's
country hand in a town so small
it's barely on the map.
Today. Lila McCann is 17 and
already has three hit singles,"Down
Came a Blackbird," "I Wanna Fall
in Love- and "Almost Over You.McCann is a high school cheerleader who puts the textbooks
before the tour bus and has already
attained heights of popularity that
even the most well-liked teens
only imagine.
She has performed as a headliner in The George Strait Country Music Festival, as well as in
a summer tour of her own. McCann

also has a song, "To Get Me To
You," on the Hope Floats soundtrack..
Participating in charity concerts
and other special events with top
performers McCann has generat-

ed a huge amount of interest within the country music industry.
Her second release on Asylum
Records, "Something in the Air,"
has been climbing the charts. The
first single, "With You," became

a best seller.
McCann, along with Yankee
Grey, will be opening for Kenny
Chesney Oct. 22, at the Regional
Special Events Center in Murray.
The show begins at 7:30 p.m.

and tickets are currently on sale.
Tickets can be purchased at the
RSEC Box. Office and other usual
ticket outlets. For more information or to order by credit card,
call (270) 762-5555.

LILA MCCANN

Frankenstein play opens

furniture t

Viewer discretion is advised and
Playhouse m the Park will presno children will be admitted withent Mary Shelly's • horror classic,
_
an adult.
'out
FianIenstein.
Frankenstein will open Oct. 14
All- tickets- are -$8-.for- -adults,
and run Thursdays, Fridays-ffird
for seniors and $5 for students
$7
Sundays
and
Saturdays at 8 p.m.
may be made in
at 2 p.m. through Oct. 31 with Reservations
Playhouse on
calling
by
advance
two special Halloween perform759-1752.
(270)
at
Park
the
p.m.
7:30
ances at 2 p.m. and

to F For II Savings.
Lane Action
Recliners Overstock!

Ashley Sofa
5E197

s

Over 300 Chairs That Must Be Sold!
Lane
Wall Saver Recliner

Metabolife maker attacks ABC
NEW YORK (AP) — The
maker ofthe popular dietary Supplement-Metabolife -is -taking- the
unusual step of attacking a television report on. its product before it
has even been aired.
Metabolife International Inc. is
posting on the Internet a videotape
of an interview that its chief executive. Michael Ellis, conducted with
ABC News and is spending at least
$1.5 million in advertising to call
attention to it.
Ellis said he is worried that a
"20/20" story in the works on Metabolife may be negative and he accused ABC of ordering the story in
retaliation for a lawsuit the company filed against an ABC affiliate.
An ABC spokeswoman said the
charge was "utterly false" and
promised ABC's report would be
fair and balanced. An air date

(olonTh(home From
(avert, Blue. Beige.

hasn't been scheduled.
"They clearly think this is as important an issue as we do, or else_
they wouldn't have been devoting
all these resources to rebutting a
piece that they haven't seen yet,"
ABC's Eileen Murphy said.
A full-page ad directing people
to a Web site with the interview ran
in Wednesday editions of The New
York Times. The company is planning ads nationwide.
"What I'm concerned about is
that the whole story won't be out
there," Ellis said. —20/20' may,
and I'm not saying they will, have a
different agenda on how they want
this story to go."
San Diego-based Metabolife
says it will approach nearly $1 billion in sales this year. The supplement is popular among people who
want to burn calories.
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Aspen Oak
Entertainment
1
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$
Moldy 3.5" TV

Oak( orsier
El feriain eis

Broyhill Tweed Look Sofa
Matching Chair & Ottoman Available

No
Interest
& No
Payments
II OMNI
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10 am — 4 pm
Rain or Shine!

4th Annual Festival
of Free Events

446

National Quilt Museum
Paducah, Kentucky

1.
t

Par, ha.e & OAC •

Barbara Elks

t

Customer
Satisfaction
Is The #1 Goal Of
Our Sales Team!

Rick Brown
it,th Street

1'
411
,k

Paducah. Ky

Ilargic Jennings
105 North 11:1in Simi
Benton. 10

Betty Itinterc

tak A

Nopercenter.lhi, MI

Paducah. 110

SUPERCENtER 3801 Hinkleville Road
Highway 60 • A Half Mile East of 1-24
Paducah, KY 442-4455 • 1-800-788-6224
Open Daily 10-7 • Sunday 1-5 • Friday 10-8
305 North Main Street Benton, KY
527-3481 • 1-800-599-6224

Open Sum13,

Free Admission to the
Museum's Exhibits & Gift Shop

For Visitor Intormatioa Call
1-800-PADUCAH

• •A it(,),111,,1

Che,

Sofa, Loveseat, 2 End Tables, Coffee Table & 2 Lamps

Quanno, on Closeout hems %at all lien, .0 all Aore. Item. Sunda, A. Shown
lodes ‘,alue Pr,ed hen,. Closmuct. Special Sale hem.. & Room Soiubons Dora Not Apply To NOM,Purchases Limited

4.

Artist Demonstrations & Sales.
Live Music. MVO Hayrides.
Hands-On Quitting. and More!

Sponsored by Paducah Bank
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215 Jefferson Street -1-24 Downtown L064
Information 270-442-8856

Plus Food & Fun for All!

All Full. Queen & king Si:c
Bedding Sale Priced.'
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fie
Division of Kelley-Wiggins Furniture, Inc.
Visit us at ic.ww.flemingfurniture.com
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MURRAY'S

.spIURDAY,

Shop Murray's Pier 1 This
Weekend For Their Annual

The

TENT PILE
everyone's
been waiting
fora

22

n sale.
at the
r usual
formacard,

Even little girls like Allyson
love to shop at

OUTSIDE...

Come see our new selection of:

You'll Find All
Merchandise On
Our Sidewalks
Reduced

THE SAK • ENZO • NICOLE
CLARKS • STEVE MADDEN
_.)
SAVINGS FROM

_ 767-0223
1203A Chestnut St.
Murray University
Plaza

)01

"Lathes Footwear Boutique"

PierIloot

"Let us be your SOLE
provider."
.N1

University Plaza • Chestnut St.• Murray, KY
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-6, Sat. 9-5, Sun. 1-5

Will1141144101*

INSIDE/OUTSIDE SALE
Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6

ofa

tntp

You'll Find
Selected
Furniture
And Accessories
Reduced

20% TO 75% OFF

lc!

ige

INSIDE...

Friday, October 8
Saturday, October 9
Sunday, October 10

Outside
Dennison-Hunt's Annual
Tent Sale

Inside

• Closeouts • Discontinued Items• Odd Sizes

204:Y0OFF

All Items Way
Below Cost!

Everything Throughout
The Store!

1203
Chestnut
Street

DENNISON-HUNT

Murray
Kentucky

SPORTING GOODS

753-8844
•
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:

RATES

Ad Deadlines
Deadline Day & Time
r. 1 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon. 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wad. 3 p.m
Thurs. 3 p.m

$6.25 Column Inch, 60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
r 4a 4 Aris afro, R. 141tran

Per.lr
Lay

$2.25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
me Ada $6(X) mrnanunt 1+1 day be per word per day foe each addr0ohal :onsocutrat de!,
52 0)extra foe Shopper TUC* Claatiftedi go Into Shuman. Gude)$2 00 extra for tared boa ads

010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Position Wanted
090 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Electronics
120 Computers
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings
165 Antiques

Just Say "Charge It"
360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
410 Public Sale
425 Land for Rent or Lease
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale
455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale

ADJUSTMENTS

180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

210 Firewood
22111‘usica I
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent

YARD SALES

300 Business Rentals
320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent

1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

060

060
Help Wanted
DISPLAY Homes Wanted,
siding windows, patio
rooms, no payments until
March 2000. All credit qualifies. Payments starting at
$89 a month. Call 800-251_

FREE Pregnancy Tests'
Life House 753-0700.
GET MARRIED- Smoky
Mountains, areas most
beautiful chapels. ordained
complete
ministers,
arrangements,
honeyCANDLEcabins,
moon/ family
LIGHT- Old Fashioned breathtaking
views
Wedding Chapel overlook- Wedding
arrangements
Smoky
river,
ing
800-893-7274. Vacation
Mountains. TN. Horselodging,
drawn carriage, cabins.
800-634-5814.
Jacuzzi. ordained ministers.
Quilting. Full
MACHINE
no tests. Heartland
$31.50.
Murray
800-448-8697 (VOWS) size
http.//www.heartlandwed- Sewing Center. 759-8400
MEDICARE RECIPIENTSding.com.
Are
you using a Nebulizer
ARE You tired of shopping
full
the big stores'? Let us show Machine'? Stop paying
Albuterol.
for
you how you can shop price
from your home & earn Atrovent. etc. Solutions
cash at the same time 1- Medicare will pay for them
We bill Medicare for you
800-548-5861
and ship directly to your
BETH'S New & Redo
door. MED-A-SAVE.
Sewing Phone 759-0768
800-538-9849
Anytime!
CATFISH Dinners nightly
at Sandra D's Diner- Hwy
94E 753-FOOD
COPELAND ORCHARDS
Mayfield, Ky.
Apples. tomatoes,
fall decorations, pumpkins
Thur.-Mon.
Call 270-623-8312

ritAUTIFUL

BIBLE
MESSAGE

759-5177

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in average health and can
answer no to a few questions you may qualify for preferred rates. Below are a few
monthly preferred rates at different ages for
$4000 policy.
NEW LOWER RATES AT MOST AGES
FEMALE
MALE
$8.40
$9.84
-age 50
$10.04
$12.24
age 55
$12.48
$14.12
age 60
$20.64
$14.76
age 65
$22.00
$27.96
age 70
$30.64
$37.76
age 75

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Age 84
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled. Intermediate or
Custodial Care. With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement.
Nursing Home Insurance
is more important than
ever.

For free
information call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance, Inc.
753-4199
iocak claim

service

NEW HoursMon- Fri 10-2 & 5-8
Closed Sat & Sun
Sandra D's Diner
2667 St At 94E
753-FOOD
OLD Log barn with 4 stalls
&lott For sale 753-5940
PANAMA CITY BEACH,
Sandpiper- Beacon Beach
Resort from $69 (some
restrictions apply.). Pools,
river ride, hot tub, suites
tiki bar. 800-488-8828
www.sandpiperbeacon
COM

PSYCHIC READINGS
past,
present,
Tells
future. Advice on all matters of life. Will cater to
private parties.
270-767-0508.

WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHY
L'71-17/1111
Starting at $99 00.
15 yrs: experience
Lifetime member
Freelance Photographers
Organization.
Personalized collectors
millennium calender with
12-8X10's and
25 personalized dateS.
270-753-1001.

905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1-800-455-4199

For seventy-eight years the name Betty Crocker, her trademark red spoon
and signature, cake mixes, cookbooks and ever-evolving image have earned
a permanent place in Americana. But there is so much more to this fictitious
advertising character than meets the eye. The Betty Crocker advertising campaign is one of the most successful and innovative campaigns in American
history. Betty Crocker was created by Minneapolis. Minnesota flour milling
company. the Washburn Crosby Company (forerunner. to General Mills
Incorporated) in 1921. Her purpose was to serve as a friendly liaison between
the milling cormany and their female customers. Her name was used in correspondence as well as in print advertisements. In later years Betty Crocker
made her way into America's Collective'Nkikhen through her radio -shows,
recipes. Home Legion Program. scholarships, coupon redemption points and
cookbooks. Through constant and steady exposure to the nation Betty
Crocker become a leading authority in the kitchen and the embodiment of all
things domestic. In 1945, according to Fortune magazine. Betty Crocker was
voted the second most popular woman in America trailing behind First Lady
Eleanor Roosevelt.
From that publication on, Betty Crocker was known as First Lady of Food.
The concept of Betty Crocker took on mythical proportions for many who
believed or wanted to believe Betty was real. Many viewed Betty Crocker as
an actual friend who would listen to them and solve their problems. Among
the letters to Betty were many pleas for help, especially dunng the Great
Depression and World War Two.
Betty Crocker has earned a special place in the hearts and minds of many
Americans as a friend and national phenomenon in the 20th century. Her success is staggering and intriguing. The sheer magnitude of her popularity
speaks volumes about the need she fulfilled in the lives of many. Yet how
could a fictitious advertising character transform America's kitchens and
touch so many families? Some of the answers lie with the individuals who
wrote to Betty Crocker, listened to her radio shows, toured her kitchens,
joined her Home Legion Program. won Betty Crocker scholarships, purchased her products and tried her recipes. Were you one of those individuals?
Did Betty Crocker teach you to cook? Did you think Betty Crocker was a real
person? How did you feel when you found out she was not real? What do you
thing about Betty Crocker? If you have a story or opinion you would like to
share about Betty Crocker. please contact me. I am a collecting personal
Betty Crocker stores for a research project and your input will greatly ennch
my project.
Please contact me at: University of Minnesota/MLS Program. Attn: Susan
Marks-Kerst. 314 NCCE, 315 Pillsbury Drive SE, Minneapolis, MN 55455
or email me: bettyerocker200@hotmail.com
website: www.tc.umn.edu/-mark00400/

PROFESSIONAL Female,
late forties. Seeking professional male. Someone
just to have fun with &
share the upcoming holidays. Respond to P.O. Box
665 Pans, TN 38242.

ATTENTION
Work From Home
My Children come to my
office everyday Earn
$500- $1500PT
$2000- $4500FT
Toll Free 888-242-5078

Owner
and
DRIVER
Operators. Needed with
flatbed experience to run
the Southeast. Home
weekends. Terminal pay.
Great benefit package. Call
Welborn Transport. 800828-6452. ext. SCO2.

470 Motorcycles & ATVs
480 Auto Parts
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
560 Free Column
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Snappy
Tomato Pizza
is now accepting applications
for Full Time
day prep/cook
& drivers.
Apply in person
at 111 N. 12th.
E.O.E

J

NSURANCE
Sales
Representatives- Tired of
prospecting? Discouraged
by call backs? Want to be a
part of a system that elimiDynamic
nates
both?
young company offers.
Health benefits, training,
high commissions, no cold
calling. Call Bob Taylor,
888-340-3242
Monday
through Friday for personal
local interview.

060
Help Wanted
OWN A Computer'?
Put It To Work!
$25- $75 Per Hour
1-800-705-3438
Ext. 8 or
www.home-biz.com

POSITION Available for
ATTENTION! TRUCK DRIPart time clerk. Must be at
VERS- No experience DRIVERS OTR: Company
least 18 & work afternoons
Finendel
needed-C.D.L.
training drivers up to 390 a mile!
& weekends. Apply in perPioneer
at
son
FINANCIAL: $200 off clos- provided! Earn up to $978 Owner Operators up to 83C
Convenience Mart Hwy
ing costs. 100% purchase, a week, no employment a mile! Excellent home
We
need time and great benefits.
94W, Lynngrove.
no money down. 100% contract!
LEGAL
Secretary.
refinancing at 8.875%. Kentucky trainees and Call Heartland Express-101f
Proficient in word process- PROJECT MANAGER,
Land contracts, bill consol- experienced drivers now! free 877-763-7483 EOE.
Otfice of Capital Construcing.
Transcription & should
800-616-5055.
DRIVER,
Absolutely
the
Call
idation and cash out.
tion Administration, Decommunicagood
possess
Guardian BOOKKEEPER W RACER best time to call Cerco
Tina
at
partment for Facilities
tion skills. Send resume to Management. Full time poMortgage. 888-465-9797
FOUNDATION: Full time Carrier is now! Ask about
PO Box 1023 Murray, KY sition to begin January,
free position with benefits. Two 36 cents per mile. OTR
MORTGAGES,
42071.
2000 Qualifications: Bachdriver,
0/0
students.
Class
education
years
college
appraisal, hassle free, 24
elor's degree in ArchitecA
CDL
with
HazMat.
888LPN
hour approval, debt consol- and three years work expeture, Engineering Technol462-2726.
(Toll
Free)
Green
Acres
Health
Care
accounting
field
in
rience
home
idation Lower rate,
ogy, Construction Technolis proud to announce the ogy, Architectural EngiDivorce. required. Additional experi- www.carcotrans.com
improvement
DRIVERS US Trucking/
restructing of our nursing neering Technology or recredit ence and college educa- DRIVER, Company dnvers Landstar Ligon...
bankruptcy, all
$2500
acceptable even 100% tion may be exchanged and owner operators. Call sign on bonus, regional & department. To incorporate lated field. Minimum 5
loan @ 9.90/0. George, year for year to meet quali- today and ask about our local runs. Starting pay 29- this, additional LPN posi- years experience as sutions will be added. perintendent • or project
fication. Must possess abil- great new compensation
800-995-2565.
32 cents per mile+ bonus- Applicants should be self- manager of commercial
ity to relate well to adminis- and bonus packages! Boyd
es. Great benefits & home motivated and dependable. building projects. Must be
NEED A LOAN?
trators and to the general Bros. 800-543-8923 (00's
weekends.
Owner Competitive salary and familiar with all phases of
$2K-$200K
public. Must have excellent call 800-633-1377). EOE.
Operators welcome. 800- benefits. Interested individ- construction management
NO PROPERTY OK
organizational skills, mem- DRIVER, CONVENANT
and be able to lead multi828-8338 ext. 15.
CALL FOR INFO.
uals should apply in person ple project teams simultaory for detail, alertness and TRANSPORT$1,000
NO ADV FEE.
to: Green Acres Health neously. Must possess
DRIVERS, OWNER
initiative. Must be able to sign-on bonus for Exp.
1(800)559-6323
work under stress at times, company drivers 800-441- OPERATORS- No escrow, Care 402 W, Farthing St strong written and commuWHEN THE BANK SAYS handle more than one task
base plate free, equipment Mayfield, KY 42066. 270- nication skills. Staff man4394, Owner-Operators,
agement and project man247-6477.
7
* N- O'- Call us, Consolidate and plan and make deciinsurance, home weekcall 888-667-3729 Bud
skills are desired.
debt 100% & 125% loans, sions. Helpful to have
ends, 2500-3000 miles per. NEED applicants for light agement
Meyer
Truck
Lines
Project manager software,
purchase and refinance, knowledge of Quickbooks
week, planned back hauls. industrial positions. "3
Word, Excel and Autocad
Refngerated Hauling, Call
turned down elsewhere? 99, Excel, Microsoft Word
L&N Transportation, Inc.
shifts" $6.25 per/ hr Call 14 fluency desired. Experitoll free 877-283-6393 solo
800-632-4332. Louisville,
Little or no equity, loans for and Microsoft Publisher.
People Lease 753-0017. ence with state projects
drivers and contractors.
all credit. Midwest National Job includes preparing
KY.
11-2 M-T. Apply at 1406 E. preferred. Responsibilities'
Experienced
Manage all phases of conMortgage Banc, Inc. Call operating budgets; cash DRIVER,
DRIVERS, Students need- North 12TH St. Murray.
Drivers,
$1,000
sign
on
struction projects. Be retoll free, 888-548-8308. and investments; invoicing;
ed! C.D.L. training provid- NEEDED
in
Person
HUD License #72840- expense reports; monthly bonus, 39c a mile and ed. Immediate employ- Lakeway Panorama Shore sponsible for coordination
of Architects/ Engineers,
License bank reconciliation; month- assigned conventionals. ment! Benefits, retirement,
00005, HUD
area for variety of yard Contractors, Surveyors,
0/0's- .82c a mile, paid
#11501-00003.
ly financial statements;
up to 40K. You pick work. Mowing, raking. etc. Geo- Technical Engineers
fuel taxes, base plates/
financial
controlling
employer. No employment 1 to 2 days a week, hours and others as necessary
permits and zero down
aspects of events for
for completion of projects
contracts. Call now!
flexible. Call 436-6076
lease
option.
Proline
on time and in budget.
Foundation;
RACER
800-842-6760.
Carriers. 800-277-6546.
Schedule and direct premail
logs
for
University
Murray
ESTABLISHED
THIS space is reserved
construction, post- conINEXPERIFoundation; assisting with DRIVER,
business seeks person
the day might come,
struction, progress meetathletic.. travel arrange- ENCED?- Learn to be an
with Windows, bookkeepings and other meetings
Your pet has strayed
OTR professional from a
and
indiments
for
teams
ing & collections experias required by the specific
can't find its way home.
top
carrier.
Great
pay,
vidual travel; and other
projects. Formulate reence. Send resume to:
executive-style
benefits
duties assigned by the
ports, summaries, memos
2008 Brentwood Terrace,
Just give us a call, we'll
and recommendations. Orof
Athletics, and conventional equipDirector
Nashville, TN. 37211.
be glad to help,
ganize, budget and track
of
RACER ment. Call today! U.S.
Director
Your loved one we'll
EXPERIENCED
projects from funding to
RACER Xpress, 888-936-3338.
Foundation
and
try to find,
Bookkeeping/ clerical help
completion. Evaluate conof DRIVERS, OVER THE
Foundation
Board
'Cause we all have Furry
struction problems/ soluneeded. Graves County.
Directors. Salary $8.63 per ROAD- 35 states. Flat with
or Feathered Friends,
tions. Write recommendaReply P.O. Box 858
Human sides, late model convenhour.
Apply
at:
tions and reports containHere at the
Murray, KY 42071.
With
Experience
Resources, Murray State tionals. 3 years experiing sufficient data and inLedger & Times.
University, 404 Sparks ence. Start 32e- 36e a OPERATOR & Laborers,
formation. Other responsibilities as assigned by the
Hall, Murray, KY 42071- miles + benefits. Call 800- experienced case backhoes. Apply at 1272 Old
Associate Director of Capi3312. An EEO, M/F/D, AA 444-6648.
Fern
Valley
Road,
tal Construction Adminisemployer.
HOMEMAKERS/ Couples. tration. Application DeadLouisville. EOE Employer
Live with nice families in line; October 29, 1999. To
beautiful homes. Duties Apply. Send letter of appliinclude
cleaning, laundry, cation, resume, list of refMurray Ledger Sr Times seeks
erences and college transome
cooking.
Salary to
full time sports writer to cover 'DRIVERS Home Every
scripts to: Don Riley, AsExperience preferred,
$40,000
each.
614-839high school and university
sociate Director of Capital
Weekend. Company pay
4357.
Professional Construction Administrawill train. Mature indisporting events. Must have a
for experience up to .33e a
Domestic
Services. tion, Department for Facilistrong knowledge of AP style and
vidual who enjoys
mile. Includes $.03 bonus.
www.professionaldomesbe
able
to
cover
a
variety
of
sports.
ties Management, 615 GilFree insurance. 401K
working with elderly.
bert Graves Drive, Murray
Benefits include: health, dental and vision
tics.com
Owner
retirement.
Pleasant atmosphere,
Murray,
insurance, paid vacation and sick days.
HOUSEKEEPING, experi- State University,
Operator- $.82c a mile.
KY 42071-3354. Murray
Interested
working
individuals
send
resume
and
good
condithree
clips
to:
enced
preferred,
will
train
Loaded/ empty. Includes
State University is an
Murray Ledger & Times
Possible
advancement
tions.
$.02 bonus'. Paid liability &
equal education and emAttn: Amy Wilson
Apply in person Days Inn, ployment opportunity,
cargo. Paid fuel taxes.
Apply in person
ts‘
P.O. Box 1040 •
Murray
M/F/D, AA employer.
EPES 800-948-6766.
Murray, KY 4 20 7 1
www.epestransport.com
WANTED: Drivers. Must
INSTALLER'S NEEDED
12710 753-1916
FOR SATELLITE- DSS, be 23 yrs. old w/ clean
BROOKHAVEN Of
MVR. Conventional trucks.
and Dish. All of Kentucky.
ROUTE MANAGERS
GOOD PAY
Puryear TN. 247 W.
1505 Stadium View
Home on weekends
Must have own truck and
GOOD BENEFITS
Chestnut Street, Puryear,
GOOD FUTURE
270-382-3940
tools. Only dependable
Dr.
TN. Now accepting appliafter 5:00,
apply. Plenty of work. Call
Murray,
KY
42071
Schwan's Sales Enterprises, a stable, profcations for food service
270-3822715.
800-250-7735.
department. Experience
EOE
itable frozen food co. that has been in business
WEEKEND Clerks. Fripreferred but will train. R.N.
for over 45 years is looking for mature, perSun. Apply in person at
wanted for weekends.
sonable and aggressive route managers who
Roper's Donut Shop. No
Apply in person, no phone
want more out of life than a salary and are
phone calls please.
calls please EOE.

TOM'S
GRILLE
Cooks and
Kitchen Prep
Needed

753-4521

Call 753-1916

Full-Time or
PRN Aide

SPORTS WRITER

•

Fern Terrace
Lodge

OTR Driver needed. KY to
Texas & back. Call
901-247-5871. M-F, 8-4.

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

tenate
A Ckriscum
tiorrrermtnr CO..60.1ty

905 (dendele Road • Murray, KY 42071
270-759-1555

Independent Living for Seniors over 55!

willing to work hard to achieve success.

No less than 25K a year. Unlimited potential.
You will be supplied with everything you need
to succeed, complete training.
ADVANCEMENT POTENTIAL
PROFIT SHARING
INCENTIVES
NO INVESTMENTS
INSURANCE
You must be at least 21 years old, have a good
driving/employment record. If interested call
270-759-9701 or 1-800-233-1632
Sales Manager Stewart Douglas

*Non -denominational
Christian environment
*2 meals a day
.MCCH Home Health Carr
•Paid utilities
Services
*Housekeeping and laundry
*Studio, one Ar two
*Scheduled transportation
bedroom apartments

MI inclusive:

WANT ADS
WORK

Local manufacturing company now hiring for
all shifts, all departments. Benefits include
major medical, dental, vision, and life insurance, paid vacation, 12 paid holidays, paid
lunches, 401K benefit plan. attendance
incentive. Overtime is a possibility.
Successful applicants will be required to pass
a drug screen. Must be at least 18 yt,rir-:or
age.
Applica
.tions will be accepted Monday Hull
Friday, 7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. at PNIL. Inc. in
the henry County Industrial Park, Paris,
TN.
PM., Inc. is

"

an equal opportunity
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

RESTAURANT Managers,
are needed for our restaurant in Murray. The successful applicant should be
energetic, mature, dependable and able to get the job
done Must be able to work
days. nights and weekends Can you meet the
challenge? Send resume
to: Restaurant Manager
P.O. Box 1040-S Murray,
KY 42071.

3.T

RYAN Foods is seeking
applicants to fill computer
environment positions in
the plant. The successful
applicant should be energetic, mature and dependable. Must have mathematical skills, have the ability
to lift, not be afraid of
heights, be able to adjust
to high or low temperature,
be available for overtime,
commit to work all shifts
and be a team player.
Excellent benefit package
available with a competitive salary. Interested
applicants may apply for
applications
at
the
Department
for
Employment Services at
1210 Johnson Blvd. in
Murray. All applications
must be in by noon on
Friday, October 8, 1999.
Ryan Foods are an Equal
Opportunity Employer.

Id

SAFETY advisors.
2500 major company
expanding. Will train.
Call Monday -Thursday.
10.00AM-2:00PM.
270-444-7564.
SINGERS!
Gospel,
Country. Call 800-3394204 for appointment to
come to Nashville and
audition for Major record
producers. www.wcin.ac

Puter?
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Hour
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SONIC Drive In is now hiring cooks, fountains and
car hops. Apply at Sonic
Drive In, 217 South 12th
Street, Murray. No phone
call please.
START Your own business!
Set your own schedule.
Control your own income.
Sell from your home, at
work, through fund raiser.
Be
an
Avon
Representative. Call 888942-4053
TRUCK DRIVER
TRAINING
West KY Technical College
Truck Driver Training. Did
you know that many companies offer over $30,000
the very first year? Not to
mention"Guaranteed Home time
401K Retirement Plans
'Paid Vacations
*Satellite Communications
Train in Mayfield,
Kentucky!
Ask ABOUT TUITION
REIMBURSEMENT!
(270)744-8866
EEEO WF/D

SAFETY/ ENVIRONMEN- ir Direct T.V. Satellite
TAL DIRECTOR. Murray Systems. Single system
KY Division of a fortune only $59.00. Two box sys200 company has a hands tems $149.00 $00. worth of
on opportunity for a safety free
programming.
environmental with the folwww integratedsatellite.co
lowing minimum Qualifica800-325-7836
tions: Prefer BS Degree in
Occupational Safety & Restnctions may apply
Health and have 2-5 years 3 House trailer axles with
experience in Safety and springs & wheels.
Environmental. Expenence 436-2242.
should be in a computerized environment. Must 7 SOLID Oak, 9f1 padded
have good written and oral pews. $200 each
communication skills and 753-8200.
be team focused. Re- 70,000 BTU NoaDyne
sumes including salary electric furnace. Never
history to:
been used. $250. Call 436
Ryan Foods
6208.
P.O. Box 1175
Murray, KY 42071
CONSOLE T.V. 25in. Chest
Attn: Human
of drawers & antique rockResources Manager er. Several other items.
EOEJ AAP
436-2743.
"COOKWARE- America's
Heaviest" Surgical Steel!
Quit parties. Sacrificing
"May? 7-ply waterless sets.
DO you have a loved one
warranty!
Lifetime
who needs a care giver? Normally
$1500. Now
Medically trained, experi$399.
($350
bonus)
enced with rehab and Checks,
C.O.D., cards.
stoke patients. 20 yrs. Brochures! 502-354-4780.
experience. Excellent refCUSTOM built deluxe carerences. 435-4047
port, any size, any height.
Available in 8 colors. A
12X20 special. $750 complete. Month of October
WILL Do house cleaning, Sale comparable prices.
ironing in your home. Also Available for other sizes.
babysitting at night.
270-437-4062 or 270-767270-474-2131.
9787.
ZEN Housecleaning.
ELECTRIC
heavy-duty
Peace of mind is
wheelchair. (Home) before
think.
cheaper than you
8:30 AM 492-8826. (Work)
Call 753-6248.
Wednesday-Friday. anytime after 10:00AM 2475794, ask for Charles.

15YR
Old
company
expanding it's cosmetic
lines. Looking for ladies
experienced in this field.
1-800-548-5861.
OWN Your Own Your
Business. No inventory to
purchase. Must be organized with motivational
skills. Eam up to $100,000
first year. Training provided. Call 800-757-9666.
WORK from home. My children come to the office
every day! $500- $1500.
PT/ MO or $2,000- $4,000
FT/ MO. Call toll free
800-720-0326.
WWW.homemakerdelight corn
110

BECOME A MEDICAL
TRANSCRIPTIONISTOpportunity to work at
home or in office typing for
doctors. Home study. Free
literature. P.C.D.I., Atlanta,
Georgia. 800-362-7070,
Dept, YYC742.

"KISS YOUR
CABLE
GOODBYE!'- Only $69.
Includes 18' Little Dish
System. 40 channels for
$19.99 a month. Toll free
888-292-4836. C.O.D. or
credit card. FED EX
Delivery!
LARGE Microwave with
large cabinet $250. Queen
size sofa bed $200. 386
computer $150. Computer
desk, (new) $40. Window
green house make offer.
Hand painted mail boxes.
$24.95. misc. dishes.
Ladies size 51/2 shoes.
$2.00 & up. 220- 4 stack
heater. $45. Plus lots of
other items. Come & see
4236 Speaker Trail. SunThur only 9-3. Or call 4365250.
NEW King size extra firm
mattress, box springs &
frame. $800. Call
759-4258, leave message.
STEEL BUILDING SALE:5,000 + sizes. 40x60x 14,
$9,094;
50x75x14,
$12,275;
50x100x16,
$16,879;
60x100x16,
$18,261.
Mini-storage
buildings. 40x160, 32 units,
$16,914. Free brochures.
www.sentinelbuildings.com
Sentinel Buildings, 800327-0790, extension 79.

METZ 45 CL-4 electronic
flash. 6 auto exposure
modes, 3 manual modes.
Will work
with
auto
winders. 35MM, medium
format equipment. auto to
SALES CLERK
45 feet. Complete w/ STRAW for sale, $2.00/
Charlie's Antiques Mall
bracket & Quantum bat- bale. Call 489-2436 if no
in Hazel is currently seektery. $350. Call 753-5778. answer leave message.
ing a Weekend sales clerk.
TANNING Bed for sale.
Position is mainly for week$1500. 753-1682 before
ends with flexibility to work
5p.m.
some weekdays. A total of
around 10 to 11 hours per GATEWAY Computers... TREATED
Spindles
weekend can be expected New, factory direct. $0 Carved. 2"x2" by 36".
Hours will be between money down. Some credit $1.30 each. 436-5170.
10:30- 500 Saturday and problems okay. Pentium-III WOLFF TANNING BEDS1:005:00
Sunday. 500- low monthly payTan at home. Buy direct
Successful applicants must ments. Ask about waiving
and save! CommerciaU
OMC:
be honest, dependable, first payment. Call
home units from $199. Low
energetic, organized, and 800-477-9016.
monthly payments. Free
have a willingness to team.
KELLERS
color catalog. Call today
Must have some typing
COMPUTER PLACE.
800-842-1310
skills and not be afraid of a New Hardware & Software
keyboard.
computer
Upgrades &
Knowledge of antiques is a
Free Estimates.
plus but not essential. Must
Internet Service.
be willing to do all aspects
BROYHILL traditional sofa
South On Route 121.
of the job including dipping
& loveseat. Can't tell from
436-5933.
ice cream in our Soda
Store Hours- 9a.m.-7p.m. new. $800. Pair of matchFountain, cleaning and
ing Lane recliners-all fabric
Mon-Sat.
some lifting. Stop by for an
VisaJ Mastercard Accepted coated. $400 for pair. 54"
application or send resume
round oak dining table & 6
MDM COMPUTERS
to:
chairs. $650. 753-7443.
ON SITE SERVICE
Charlie's Antique Mall,
New Computer Systems
COMPUTER station, pnntP.O. Box 196 Hazel, Ky.
Parts Upgrades Installs
er stand, tables, desk,
42049. EOE.
Hardware and Software
chair & credenza coat
No phone calls please.
Internet Setup
racks, & misc. Must move,
SECRETARIAL
759-3556
very reasonably priced.
POSITIONS:
753-5755. Lynn Wuest.
140
Department Secretary IIWant to Buy
KING size bedroom suite.
Full time, benefits and
Dresser w/ mirror and 2
Administrative Secretary lnight stands. $375. 759ANTIQUES- Toys Before
Part time (30 hours per
1970 Cash paid
4268.
week), partial benefits.
Call 759-3456
High school graduate, two
NICE Green pillow back
years secretarial experi- FURNITURE (Antique or couch & loveseat. Good
ence required. excellent Primitive), Collectables, condition, $250. 492-6132
communication, organiza- and other antiques, 1 piece after 6p.m.
tional, interpersonal and or all. Call 753-3633.
skills;
microcomputer
Microsoft Word, Access,
Excel preferred. Duties
include maintaining budget, supervising student
workers, general office
District Credit Manager Assistant
duties. Keyboarding test
required. Salary $6.85 per
The largest independent farm market
hour. Apply at Human
supplier
in the US has an opening for an
Resources, Murray State
District Credit Manager Assistant.
University, 404 Sparks
Candidates should possess accounting
Hall, Murray, KY 42071knowledge to include accounts receiv3312. An EEO, M/F/D, AA
employer
able reconciliation experience, excellent

Read The Classifieds Daily!

customer service, and analytical and
problem-solving skills. Responsibilities
also include excellent skills with
Microsoft Office '97 and Windows. Send
resume and salary history to: PO Box
1055, Murray, KY 42071.
E0E/M/F/DN

Ato
l

ANTIQUES' Walnut hutch,
oak/ marble table, lamp
table Small trunk, magazine holders, bookshelves,
oak dining table/ 6 chairs.
Spinning wheel, Art Deco
chairs, also Passap
Electronic 6000 knitting
machine Needlepoint
yarn, books, chests, LR
chairs. Metal shelving,
bentwood rocker, fabrics &
lamps. Call 759-9159
or 753-7681.

3BR, 11/2 bath $275
3br, 1 bath $260
753-6012
IN The Country. 2br, 2
bath, good condition.
Mobile home, C/I-1/A. Good
neighborhood. Partially furnished, including washer &
dryer Children welcome,
approved pet welcome.
Reasonable rent, deposit &
1 year lease required. 4892939. after 6p.m.
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Apartments For Rent

ouses For Rent

5
ROOM
1
bath
Refmgerator & stove furnished 1yr. lease $300.1
month. $300
security
deposit. Located at 703 S
4th St. Call
436-2935 or 753-0839.

3BR, 11/2 bath Brick home
C/H/A No pets, lyr lease
31/2 miles East of Murray
&475/ month plus deposit
753-3787
3BR, 2 Bath Brick Duplex
North 17th All appliapces
Coleman RE- 759-4118.

PAGE 3B
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DUPLEX at 113 South 13th
St 270-753-6001-

1509 London

Stcylies
AKC Dachshund Pups.
270-247-5119

EXTRA nice 1Br 1 bath.
AKC Miniature Pinchers,
Central Gas H/A, appli- 3BR, 2 bath 2 car garage, shots, wormed, champion
ances furnished with W/D
excellent condition Large lines, pet & show $250.
1 year lease, 1 month deck, screened porch plus. 901-593-0061
deposit, no pets. 753-2905
Canterbury Subdivision
FEMALE Australian
$750/ month 759-2001
EXTRA Nice air, 2 bath
Shepherd 4 years old
NICE 14x70 2br, 2 bath
With garage, appliances Linda
489-2664.
No pets 753-9866
furnished, w/d Central Gas 4BR 2 bath Available
Sports Equipment
NICE Wide Mobile Home H/A. 1yr. lease. 1 month immediately 1704 Farmer.
Sopaies
for rent. Suitable for cou- deposit. No pets. 753- 753-8413 evenings
GT Mountain Bike for sale
ple, no pets. Call 492-8348 2905.
bath.
LR,
FOR
Rent,
3br,
1
Good starter bike
evenings.
LUXURIOUS 2BR, 11/2 eat in kitchen, carport and BUCKSKIN Quarter horse
489-2036.
with saddle & gear. 1 Bay
month.-bath townhouses $500- detached garage. 1301
fRAILER$240/
PSE Polans, 28" draw. 45Quarter horse 436-2242.
parking
Covered
$695
Wells Blvd. Central gas
1215. 753-4793.
quiver,
601b.
Sights,
CORRECTED PHONE
Coleman RE 753-9898
heat, low utility bills, stove/
release, broad heads.
NUMBER
furnished.refrigerator
NICE DUPLEX, 2br, 2
Ready to hunt. $150. 436Mobile Horne Lots For Rent
$450. month, deposit and HAY- horse and diary qualFully
equipped
bath.
5275.
including references requested No ity in large rectangular
kitchen
LOT for rent 492-8488
bales. 700- 750 lbs. avg
pets! 753-2480.
microwave Washer and
Rimed
dryer, carpet and tile. Yard
NICE 3br house in country. Pure alfalfa or alfala- grass
maintenance
included. $500. plus deposit. Call mix. 270-345-2800
Business Rentals
&
SEASONED
Oak
Security deposit and lease. after 6p.m. 753-7845.
Hickory firewood. 15 ncks. FOR Rent or Lease. No pets.
400
RECENTLY
remodeled
$425. U-haul. 753-7457.
6400sq. ft. insulated meta 753-9240.
brick. 2Br. H/A. All appliYard Sale
building with 14ft high NOW available- lbr apart- ances furnished. 2 car carWNW
doors on 3.7 acres. 3 miles ment, furnished and paid port or/ storage shed. 1 yr.
from Murray on HWY utilities. Lease and deposit lease & deposit. 475/mo.
Piano. 121N. 900sq. ft. side stor- required. Near downtown
CONSOLE
no pets. 600
Excellent condition. $1200. age attached to building No pets. 436-2755.
Extended. 753-8944,
Call 270-345-2269.
437-4432.
NOW taking applications 2BR, 1.5 bath townhouse
416 S. 16th St.
OFFICE Space for rent
for 1, 2 & 3br apartments. for $450/ month. Has all
SPINET- Console Piano
Mur-Cal appliances plus full size
for sale. Take on small
113 South 13th St
at
Apply
Sat., Oct. 9
902 washer & dryer. Freshly
753-6001
payments. See locally.
Apartments,
7:30 a.m.-?
Northwood
Dr. Equal painted, carpet cleaned
1-800-343-6494.
Office Space Housing Opportunity. 759- and fully spring cleaned. Household items,
4984. TDD# 1-800-247- Good parking. Call Lynda
si..e units
lamps, golf clubs,
2510.
at Grey's Properties,
Walnut Plaza
linens, clothes,
applications2
Br.
TAKING
759-2001.
•
14X70 With extended mov
104 N. 5th
furnished.
Above
bath
1
much more
Minutes
From
Murray.
and
15
able living room. 3br, olde
753-8302 or
Sandra D'S Diner. Water, Hardin area. 1- 2br. $359/
model trailer. Best otter
heat, garbage pick-up month. 270-928-4034.
753-9621
Call
270-676-8518
included.
No pets. 1 month 2BR HOUSE in Pine Bluff.
Charles.
320
rent required for deposit- Furnished or unfurnished.
1992 Champion 16x70.
For Rent
$385.00 monthly. Call Electric heat $225. a
Brick house on hill
2Br. 2 bath. Like new. 753before 10:00
in New Concord
month Deposit $225 2 or
7176.
1400 sq.ft. duplex, al 753-FOOD
on Hwy. 121.
3br house New Concord.
3,2 bath. 28x56.
appliances
included
UNIVERSITY
Heights Gas heat water included
1991 Gray Stoner home
Thurs., Fri.,
garage, 2Br. 2 baths. Apts has openings for 2br
$275. month plus deposit 8
at 2099 Radio Road.
Available
10-1-99 753- rental assisted apts. These
Sat.,
& Sun.
references. Call 753-1308.
Almo. 492-8136.
4573.
apts. are for families, disa.m.-?
7
93 Fleetwood 14X60, 3Bd./ 1Br. Utilities furnished. abled, senior citizens & 2BR 2 bath Call Mur-Cal
Building material, fur753-4444
1 bath. W/D hookup, Coleman RE 759-4118.
handicapped, wheelchair
niture, microwave.
Central NH, kitchen appli2BDR., A bath, carport accessible. For more info
360
dryer, antiques,
ances including dw, wall to
duple<w/ wsh/dry hk, dis- call 270-759-2282. Mon,[
Storage Rentals
clothes, lots more.
wall carpet, all electric in
posal, ice maker, nice Wed & Thurs. gam-5pm.
436-2487
good
condition.
Must
$425/mo. Call 759-0357 1734 Campbell St. For
move, Must sell. $8,500. (night) 436-2232 (day).
hearing impaired only call
0.8.0. 759-2328 or 474Equal
2BR Apt. 11/2 mile from 1-800-247-2510.
1155.
MSU. Partially furnished. Housing Opportunity.
FREE consultation on how W/D available. Some utili- VERY Nice 2br duplex.
70 West Dr.
All Sizes Available
you can purchase the ties paid. No pets.
C/H/A, appliances furnish.
East Y
home of your dreams. Call 767-9037.
W/D hook up, yard mainteJohnson Dream Homes.
Fri.
& Sat.
nance
included.
No
pets.
2BR Apt. In Northwood.
901-642-2210
Call 270-926-4427
$325/ month.
8 a.m.-?
MINIMUM down payment
759-4406.
VERY nice 2br, 11/2 bath CREEKVIEW STORAGE
puts you on top of the
BIG SALE
2BR Duplex apt. Very Townhouse, appliances $20-$40 On Center Drive
world in your new dream
Antique
chairs,
furnished
with
w/d,
central
clean,
nice
r area.
Behind Tom's Grille
home.
gas h/a, $500, 1month
powder painter, lots
Appliances furnished. Call
759-4081
Call Johnson Dream
deposit, 1yr lease. No pets.
753-8588.
household items all
MURRAY LOCK
Homes.
753-2905.
2BR
Duplex
at
113
& STORE
good cond.
South
901-642-2210
VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
Presently has units
13th St 270-753-6001
MOVING Must sell- 16x80
duplex w/carport, appliavailable. 753-2905.
Mobile Home. 3br, 2 bath. 28R Upstairs. Economical.
ances furnished, central
Located
at
5353,
121S.
per
month.
$250.
gas h/a, 1 yr lease, 1 mo.
Assumable loan. Mobile $285/ month. Rent/
deposit. No pets 753Puryear, Buchanan
deposit.
489-2296.
Call
Home must be moved.
2905.
436-2625.
2BR, 1 bath duplex. Newly
Hwy. 2nd house on
NICE 2br, 1 bath mobile decorated. Appliances fur-right.
Rooms For Rent
home and
nice
lot. nished, w/d hook up.
Fri. & Sat.
Carport,
no
pets!
$12,000. obo. 759-4401.
BEDROOM in pleasant
119 Main • 753-6266
Northwood Subdivision.
9 a.m.-?
ONLY one new double
home. Share large living
What's it worth to you
wide. 28X58. 3Br., 2 bath, 753-4487.
room, kitchen, & bath, w/d,
storage
NORTHWOOD
sale. Just tell us what
fireplace, deluxe model. 2BR, t bath w/carport,
cable tv. Welk to Hospital
you will give & take it
presently has units availWe also have a wooded lot central h/a, appliances furor down town industry.
with you. 100's of good
able 753-2905 or 753to put it on or put it on your nished, $475/mo, 1yr siAc nig ic rictnne if nf C 1
usable items, we just
7536
own lot. 270-437-4062 or lease, 1 mo deposit, 753don't need them.
2905 or 753-7536.
270-767-9787.
4BR, 2 bath on Diuguid
340
Available now. Coleman
Neon Beach
Homes For Rent
For Rent
•
RE. 759-4118

GARAGE
SALE

YARD SALE

641 Storage

•-•‘

Canterbury
Subdivision

Fri., Oct. 8
Only
8 a.m.-12 noon
Rain or Shine
Beanie Babies, pillow
pals & lots more.

YARD SALE
(Two Party)
Friday, Oct. 8
8 a.m. - Noon
Hwy. 641 South
(4 miles from Food Giant)
Children's clothing
to 31, baby items,
household, Beanie
Babies, lots of
misc.

CARPORT
SALE
2109 Brookhaven
Between
Gatesborough &
Johnny Robertson'

Oct. 7, 8 & 9
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Drums, trampoline. &
many misc Something
for everyone

YARD SALE
New Concord
across from
Post Office
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-?
Beanie Babies, 1998
Teeny Beanies,
Buddys and others,
color t.v. & stand,
pots & pans, lots
more. 436-2350

YARD
SALE

YARD SALE

1 Day
Friday, Oct. 8
8 a.m. - 3 p.m.
4 mi. out
5083 94 West
Inside doors,
treadmill & lots
more

753-5585

YARD SALE

EASTSIDE

E
g
r li
STORAGE

RENTED

YARD SALE
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. - 3 p.m.
236 Grove Lane
Go 94E to
Elm Grove
Community, turn

right onto Grove
Lane, watch for
signs.
Furniture,
hunting
equip., clothes &
much morel

YARD SALE

Mini-Storage

2BR, 2 bath. 16'x60' in 2BR. 1 bath. Call Mur-Cal
country. 5 miles from 753-444.
Murray Court House. On DUPLEX 2br. 1 bath.
Paved road. 901-782- 18021/2 B Monroe Ave.
3245.
$375. deposit. 12 month
lease. No pets! 753-8002.

Recipe For A Beautiful Home....
Fine Furnishings at "Everyday"

N

prl, e,

-Norwalk 'Stanley -Hooker
-Kimball -Universal -Broyhill
-Pulaski -Restonic •Basset -Kesler
"Co... S..

f L./ 7/r,...
Free
Financing

2BR, 1 bath, stove & refrigerator furnished. W/D hook
up. Gas heat, 1 month
deposit. No pets. 7532905.

At Dave's Mums we pamper
our plants with precise pinching
and generous feeding to produce
some of the finest plants available.
Dave's Mums .gives you free mums! Buy four
mums and you get one free.
And if you bring us this ad we'll give you a free
4" mum just for visiting. *Hurry while supplies Iasi

Look for our sign • 913 Coldwater Rd.
HRS: M-F 2-6 p.m.• Sat. 12-6 p.m.• Sun. 1-5 p.m.

753-3853

121 S. - 3 miles - Fairview Acres
Fri. & Sat.•8 a.m.-?
No Early Sales

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

Old Avon bottles, Home Interiors, knick-knacks.
household items, lamps. air conditioner, large
size woman's clothes & coats, name brand
boys 0-12 mos. and girls clothes. baby item:
swingset. 2 adult & 2 kids bikes - much more

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

INDIAN CORN

502-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
..

Dave's Mums

All Size Units
Available

Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5-p.nr: -

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

YARD SALE
Fri. & Sat. • 8:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
1616 Sunset Drive
Household items, clothes, decorations,
curtains, toys, children items. Christmas
items.

FOR LEASE
New 2000 sq. ft. brick building
or (2) 1000 sq. ft. buildings.
Central heat & air, gas, large
concrete parking lot.

753-3333 - Days
759-1503 - Nights

1-800-909-9064
Need Furniture? Bedding?

d.wrintrx••
'-•••

4

Bar

For the best possible prices
since 1958....

MAKE EGG-STRA CASH
Sell through the Classifieds!

LEDGER &TIMES
Call 753-1916 to place your ad.

BOARDING STABLES

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5• Sat. 9-4
With 12. 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

'''''"r•t.,

,rt Y.. •
• GM.

'Indoor Arena

• utiloor Arena

*Round Pen

•Walker

*Wash Rack

*Private Tack Rooms

Call Kenny at

759-8125
110'
.
4111.

4
, g

,410%,

•

•-Nle‘

YARD SALE

$,

1

•
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THURSDAY. OCTOBER 7.

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

400

1999

460

MURRAY Estates Lots for

YARD SALE
(off 121 N)

Fri. 7 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. 7 a.m.-3 p.m:
Computer, monitor,
printer, glassware,
t tome Interiors, fax
machine, tools, tin
collection. dishes,
collector trains,
inuch, much more

YARD SALE
822 S. 9th St.
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-?
_ _Little_ Tyke toys
including' kitchen
and dollhouse.
Girls clothes to 5,
boys clothes to 18
M, other misc.
items.

YARD SALE
704 Poplar St.
Fri., Oct. 8
7 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Sat.. Oct. 9
7 a.m.-Noon
Complete computer
with desk & chair,
toys, some outside
toys, clothes - all
sizes men & women,
antiques, glassware.

country style living Watch
for our entrance on 94W
Call 270-435-4487 or 1888-673-0040

Farms For Sale
110 ACRE Farm for sale
70 acre tillable Rest
woods & small lake
489-2036

r'Acmag•

-Estate
Settlement

North district
All for
$94.900. Call 767-1359
days or 759-0072 nights

House For Sale

BEST Buy n. town' New
4br, 21/2 bath Formal dining, large kitchen, some
trees Located on Rugby
Drive in Campbell Est Call
753-3903 after 4:00.

3 BR - 2 Bath
New Carpet
Freshly Painted
Ready to move in

BRICK On 1 15 acres
2800ft in house. 67211 in
garage Lynn Grove area
S69,500. 435-4139.
BROWNS Grove. 793 Ory
Road Newly remodeled
3br, 1 bath with C/H/A
11 TRACTS OF LAND
Ventless fireplace, laundry
7-12 Acres per tract
room.
carpet.
Berber
Property located off of Hwy
Covered porch & deck.
94E onto Hwy 1551. Old
$60,000. 901-837-7595.Shiloh Rd, Redbud Lane &
proposed new Hwy.80 For EXCEPTIONAL 3br,
more information please 2 bath. brick Double lot,
Consider
view property. review post- town's edge
lease with option to buy/
ed data, then please call
limited owner financing
502-441-2253.
753-4109i 759-8093
42 ACRES, mobile home,
NEW home almost com10 stall horse barn
pleted 3Br , 2 bath with
Excellent building
attached garage 3/4 acre
sites,$95,000
wooded lot, city water A
270-474-2761(h)
real buy If credit isn't the
, 270-742-9738(p)
greatest see us 270-4375-275 acres Coldwater
4062 or 270-767-9787
area Owner financing
489-2116 or 753-1300

801 S9th._

-

753-5561
753-2228

FOR sale by owner: 1665
Calloway Ave Less than 2
blocks off MSU campus.
Brick veneer covered carport. Owner built. Approx.
2000sq.ft. 2Br. 1 1/2 bath,
lg paneled den. Newly
repainted inside & out Call
753-6098.

MUST See builtfiar/ owner
New 4br, 2 bath, high vaulted LR. W. skylights, large
M/ Bed & bath. W/ 2 person whirlpool. 2 car
garage. Attic storage,
patio, city water, gas &
cable. On 1 acre lot.
$132,500.
753-1245.

0le1E114 I-1[01LJS
Sun., Oct. 10, 1999 • 2-5 p.m.

Fri. & Sat., Oct. 8th & 9th
7:00 a.m.
108 South 13th Street
Electric typewriter, manual typewriter,

2 chainsaws, small appliances, Mason
canning jars, clothing, plants, boat.
motor & trailer, exercise bikes.
NordicTrack, misc. items.
460
Horses For Sale

Lake Property

TENNESSEE
Lake
:q.oain- 3 acres with boat
$24,900 Beautifully
spectacular
with access to crystai clear mtn Lake next to 18
'iole-gpTf tOittte! Paved
,oads. utilities, soils testea.
Low, low financing. Call
LMS 800-704-3154 ext.
6041

440
Lots For Saki
3EAUTIFUL Wooded hill
side. 2 up to 17 acre
'racks Restricted. 5 Minitris North of town 1 track
with stocked pond, well &
septic. Call for your private
- bowing today 753-2905

991 BIG Bear 4-wheeler
Adult ridden only. $2800
After 5p.m. 753-6740
1996 WARRIOR$2850. 753-2905.

350.

BELL Motorcycle helmets
sizes 6314 & 7. Excellent
condition. Call after 5pm
762-0287.

2210 GATESBOROUGH
2400sq ft under roof, 3br,
2 bath, living, dining, &
family room with fireplace
insert. Large kitchen. sunroom, patio, 2 car garage
and storage shed. New furnace, roof, kitchen and
bathroom counters: new
stove and dishwasher Lot
offers privacy and shade
trees. Ready to move in.
Asking $108,500. Shown
by appointment. Please
phone 753-0323.
3BR House on 11/2 acres
5 minutes East of town
C/H/A 2 out buildings dog
pens Consider renting to
right person 436-5695 or
-753-4487
3BR. 2 bath brick home.
Great
new
location,
throughout. Must see at
1061 Johnny Robertson
Road, North. 767-0405_

PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, October 9, 1999• 10 a.m.
Paris, TN - East Washington Street - 2
blocks from the court house in the City
Street Dept. lot.
Selling confiscated vehicles and other merchandise from Henry County Sheriff's
Department and Paris City Police Department
PARTIAL LISTING
1972 Chevy C-10 + 1978 Buick LaSabre +
1974 Ford Maverick + 1983 Chevy Caprice +
1987 Plymouth + 1981 Ford Pickup + 1986
Mercury + 1979 GMC Van + 1979 Ford T-Bird
1984 Chevy pickup + 1981 Camaro + 1972
Ford F-10 + 1984 Ford F25 + 1981 Olds
Cutlass + 1978 Ford Van + 1986 Plymouth
Voyager Van + 1988 Ford + 1986 Ford pickup
- 1985 Chevy. 4 door + 1978 Chevy Nova +
1983 Datsun. 2 door + 1977 Buick LaSabre +
1984 Ford Tempo + 1982 Pontiac + 1979
Chevy Malibu + 1988 Ford Festiva + 1988
Mazda 323 + 1978 GMC truck + 1990 Ford
Crown Victoria + hand held scanner & desk top
scanner + cell phones + CB radios + two socket sets + drug seizure - bag of jewelry + RCA
camcorder and more.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

Tog gis,
AUCTION SERVICE

Puryear. Tennessee
(901)247-3784
Lc KY & TN *2027
T4)LOR114DE4LCTIOSS ARE BETTER

Business On A Budget?
SAVE $195 with this 2x2
consistency ad in classifieds every
day for a month - including
Shopper for only $205
Call 753-1916 For Details

984 Chevy 4X4 shortbed
Red, 400S B $4500 4354209
1990 CHEVY LWB 2wd,
350. Maroon, 90,xxx ms
condition
good
Very
$8200
1981 Yamaha 185 Exciter
11,000 miles. Excellent
condition, great starter
bike. Leave message
498-8344 or 759-1559

Campers

801 S. 9th St.-$88,900
3 Br., 2 Bath, 1746 sq., ft., newly carpeted, interior
freshly painted, central gas heat, vinyl trim, den
w/fireplace, chain-link fenced area
753-5561-753-2228

1992 GMC 1500. Black
SWB Stepside. 350 Fl
FOR Sale: Rebuilt cylinder Automatic. New tires,
head for 1991 Hyundai brakes, trans. Retail value
Scoupe. 1_5 liter 50HC. $10,100. Sell for $8500.
759-9215
Call 901-822-6695 after
4p.m.

1985 CHEVY S-10 Blazer
Needs transmission. Moto
runs great. $350. obo. 759
9849, leave message

1989 red BMW 325 I.
Power, air, auto. trans, 4
drw, 104,000 miles. Call
753-3862.

LAND AUCTION
SATURDAY,OCTOBER 23, 10 A.M.
1.520 ACRES

PONTIAC
1993
Bonneville. 70,xxx miles.

(Joins Mt. Pleasant Church)
Formerly Known As The Popcorn Ellis Farm
Close to Kentucky Lake & Paris Landing State Park
The Northern Border Of This Farm Is The Kentucky
State Line
600 Acres In Timber
Balance In Open Land
S39.000.00 + In CRP Program
Nice Brick Home and 2 Other Homes
2-1/2 Miles Road Frontage
3 Barns - 4 Lakes
•
ToBc Offered Tri-5 Acre TUT00 Acre.TfaCts

1991
FORD
F150.
Extended cab, 5spd. 112K,
good condition. $5400.

1999 5-10, Blue. 3,000
miles. NC, AM-FM cassette. Tinted windows,
head & tail light covers.
Molded splash guards &
K&N air filter. 759-8620 or
753-4735. $11,200. obo.
Ask for Marc.
98 Tacoma ,22xxx miles,
CD player, dual airbags.
Manual trans. $11,500.
OBO. 753-8651.

Say

Boats & Motors
18FT Champion Bass
boat. A-1 shape. Must see,
Call 436-2242

1994 Grand Prix SE.
Loaded, Low mileage. Excellent condition.
obo 753-8858 or
759-1965.

$8500.

1996 CUTLASS Supreme
SL 79,xxx miles, white,
new tires. 2dr, extra clean.
$8,950. 489-2921.

HANDYWORK/ odd lobs
wanted. No job too small
Yes, we clean gutters. Ph

753-2388 or 436-5759.
D&D ROOFING

ALL
Carpentry,
All
Electrical Home building,
additions,
remodeling,
porches, decks Rotten
floors, sagging
roofs
Home & Mobile repair,
vinyl siding. References.
Licensed & insured Call
Larry Nimmo. Day- 7539372. Night- 753-0353.

CONTRACTING
Roofing, vinyl siding, additions, decks, kitchen
remodeling, restoration
work. Guaranteed Quality
Work 25 Years experience. Call Walters
Contracting, 753-2592.
CUSTOM
CLOSETS.
Epoxy covered wire shelving. Free estimates.
Interior Solutions
Edward Peery.
270-753-4499

ing & mulch spreadidg.
Leaf
trimming
Hedge
Racking, Gutter Cleanik
Full Line Of Equipmer
Licensed & Insured Fie(
Estimates

P801 1.11MB
270-436-2269,
1-800-821-6907

AAA CUSTOM BUILT,
Custom Decks, fencing
garages, pole barns, cir

ports. Hardwood floor
installed & finished All
repairs. Quality workmail
ship. Licensed. 753-7860.
753-9308.

ADAM'S HOME
IMPROVEMENTS ,
Decks, painting, remodeling, repairs, sidewalks,
etc. No job too small.
492-6267

VINYL
Replacement
Windows. Siding, roofing.
room additions, plumbing
repairs, and electrical FUTRELL'S Tree Servici
repairs. Fully insured labor Trimming, removal, stump
& material. Guaranteed! grinding;firewood. insured
759-9414.
489-2839.

_Jan Lawncare
and
Landscaping

Call us for all of your roofing needs. 436-2613

LEAF REMOVAL
• Mowing • Gutter Cleaning
• Hedge Trimming • Dirt Work
• Seeding • New Yard Preparation
* • Power Overseeding

TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatchmg, aeration, overseeding
&
fertilization,
bed
mulching. Free Estimates.
759-9609

R-1 R TREE SE111.11aStump
- -Removal
Landscaping. mulch hapl

- Free Estimates -

Call (270) 354-9489 or (270)210-1022

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS

In The Classifieds

rCarpet Installation Inc.7
By qualified installers.
We install carpet, vinyl, tile,
hardwood & laminated floors.

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

$7,100. 759-4406.

All Types of:

Custom Woodworking
&
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
0
t(
Drop by and see our showroom
klk. 409 SUNBURY - MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
753-5940
...
11..61r•
NI/irmaaerni ---46".

FOR Sale or Trade for pick
1984 Ford Crown
up
Victoria. 60,xxx actual
miles. Wayne Wilson 7535086.

amb Brothers
Tree Service

MUST Sell! 1996 Honda

Accoret-tX-.- Dark green,
asking $14,700.
270-210-8535.

Owner Financing Nviaaattle

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED & INSURED

i.e tvinuve,

Tree Trimmin,,,

Cleanup Servo.
24 Hr. Semi,Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
Tree & Stump

CONTACT DELTA FOR BROCHURE OR DETAILS
,
,Ainkemenis %lade Ai Auction lakr PreLederwc ()set All (filler Advensycmcn1

DELTA

Removal

TN 34

iVer..1.4.•

CAMPER
24ft heat, air cond ,
refrig., full bath
Excellent condition.
$1,800.00 firm.
759-0250.

AutoPala

OLDSMOBILE
1990
Toronado/ Trofeo. 2 door,
3.8, V-6. Automatic O.D.
91,xxx miles, aluminum
wheels. Dark blue, leather
interior. $5500. 759-4405.

Clayton Town Road
Just East of Puryear, Tennessee
Henry County. Tennessee

1990 ISUZU Trooper LS.
New transmission, excellent condition. $6,500. obo.
Call 759-3647.

753-2193.

480

Used Cars

YARD SALE

? LAKE Front houses in
Panorama Shores 1125 &
1830 Sq Ft 436-5229

1988 CHEVY High Top
Conversion Van V-8, cold
1 3 acre wooded lot has air, new tires Wheels, runs
spacious open floor plan great! Low miles $2250
with cathedral ceilings, 767-0508
large windows in sun room, 1990 Dodge Caravan SE
freshly painted interior and Wagon. $1900.00 V6, AC,
deck New 2 car garage. PS, PI, tilt, cruise Please
ceramic tile in kit, baths call 270-753-7733
and utility Owner is KY 1997 DODGE Caravan,
licensed real estate agent One owner Excellent conOpen to offers $92,500 dition. 42,300 miles, red,
Call Kopperud Realty 753- Kelly's Blue Book value at
1222 *3001742
$14,360 Asking $13,500
Leaving country, must sell'
bath 1851sq ft home on

Make an offer 753-2157

Reads to mine ill...

435

VOW

Homes For Sale
MOUNTAIN Style 3br, 2

4 Bdrm, 3-car garage. pool

---sate.- city Limas. ,Private ---&- satelitte • Located in

3708 Airport Rd.

495
Homes For Sate

Noma For Sale

Yard Sale

Patul La nth

Residential or Commercial

759-1591
•II:

Auto Loans
44e

LINCOLN

1.8,874_0256

MERCURY

LI,S, Highway
45 South

Mayfield
Kentucky

Wheeler McClain Ford can
arrange financing if you
have been turned down
before. Loans available for
slow pay, repo's or bankruptcy. No processing fees.
Call Kenny at
Every vehicle warranted' (2701247-93()4) or 18001874-0256

.4.

EXECUTIVE OFFICES
2850 AUSTIN PEAY HIGHWAY • SUITE 100

Spring Ahead To A

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38128 (901) 382-5731
-1-800/592-2288
www.delta-auction.net

PUBLIC AUCTION
Real Estate & Personal Property
Saturday, October 9, 1999 • 10 a.m.
At 1217 Oak Grove Rd. at the Calloway and Marshall County
Line. From Benton, KY take Hwy. 80 to Oak Grove Rd. From
Mayfield, KY take Hwy. 80 East to Oak Grove Rd. 1.3 mile to
auction. See auction sign on Hwy. 80 and at the Oak Grove
Church and house. From Murray, KY take 121 North to
Airport Rd. or Hwy.783. follow to county line, turn left, to to
Oak Grove Church Rd. turn left. .2 mile to auction.
Real Estate Sells at 12 Noon
Selling two houses on 1.5 acses ±. There is an original old log cabin that
has 3 bedrooms. 2 baths, eat-in kitchen, den or living room, 2 fireplaces,
outside storage. This house has the duck work for central heat and air.
The other house is a mobile home that has been boarded in with cypress
hoards. Nice porch - 2 bedrooms - 1 bath - living room - eat-in kitchen. This
place has 1.5 acres ± - garden spot and plenty of mature shade on hard surface road.
Terms: 20% down day of sale, balance in 30 days with passing of deed. For
more information and to view the property phone Mrs. Mildred Crouse
437-4616 or Mike & Pam Smith 437-4319.
- -ANTIQUES & COLLEtiOR UMW -(2) tin door pie safes - (1) tin door dish cabinet - spindle back chairs - ladder back chairs
- old sewing rocker - old slipper rocket - small foyer table -old vanity w/wide bevel mirror - child's rocker (2) tine old pedestal lamp tables - Duncan Phyfe step table - fancy old
what-not - old 6 leg lamp table - old primitive drop leaf table - old gate leg table - very old
& good glass door china cabinet, may he cherry - old primitive ironing board - beautiful
wrought iron bed w/rarns head on head board- fine old 4 piece antique bedroom suite old chifferobe - old cedar boxes - other old boxes - nice 5 drawer treadle sewing machine
- old trunk - old oak chest - old mirror - old oak dresser - other old dresser - picture frames
-oval ,frame w/hutible glass- wood water bucket - unusual old wash board - old well bucket - old tins - old meal barrel - egg basket - old slate - wood high chair - old floor lamp fine old easel - unusual old coal scuttle - chalk pieces - (3) Aladdin lamps. one with green
howl, one amber & one v. hite bowl. other old lamps- old kerosene lanterns - (2)old wing
back chairs - recliner - school desk - wicker rocker - (2) sets of new wicker or straw love
seats & chair - glass door knobs - old cap pistol by Mattel - old marbles - dolls & doll dishes - Daisy churn paddle & crank - old Stanley dishes - clear Fireking mixing howl • coffee grinder - Coke glasses - old vegetable bowls • old preserve stands - old butter dish stone jugs, crocks & churns - other gotx1 old glass & china - canister set - porcelain items
- fancy needlework - bedspreads - tablecloths- old quilts - old yo-yo bedspread - small bell
- brass front scales cast iron items - Greswalt pieces - large dutch oven w/howl - corn
shelter - crosscut saw - old gypsy kettle - old sled - pot hooks - ice tongs - chicken coop metal glider - (21 1930 calendars from T.S. Harron. Hazel. KY - (2) nice marble table
lamps - vanity lamps - Fisher Price toys - blue fruit jars - 121 old quart Speas vinegar jars
- Hull pottery - old open face fishing reels. This is only a partial listing.
Will he an all day auction. Antique and collector lovers don't miss this sale Lot of shade
and chairs_ Lunch available. Not responsible for accidents. For more information and your
auction needs phone 270-435-4144

Terry Paschall - Broker 435-4011
Dan Miller- Auctioneer & Associate 435-4144
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333

"My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays"

A

REAL ESTATE & PERSONAL PROPERTY

AUCTION
Saturday, October 23 • 10:00 a.m.
158 Ironwood Drive, Murray, KY
Just Off Oaks Country Club Road in the Misty Meadows Subdivision
Directions: From Murray proceed west on Rt. 94 West approximately 2 miles to Oaks
Country Club Road. Turn left and proceed approximately 1/2 mile to the entrance of
Misty Meadows. Turn right onto Ironwood Drive and proceed to sale site.

r The north lawn of this beautiful home joins the Oaks
Country Club Golf Course along the second fairway.

Open Houe
Sun., Oct.1'.
2-4

Mr. Davis Coffeen, after engineering highway building projects in several states, will take the
highway to fun and retirement in Florida! Mr. Coffeen designed secured special materials and
constructed this fine home. It is built with the skill and professional care an engineer demands'.
From the landscaped stone entrance to the view ofthe matching stone south exterior wall, all you
see is quality. The wide concrete drive delivers you to the front entrance and into a four car
garage with plenty ofshop room. In addition to the carpet, tile and 319" bleached oak floor.thert
is plenty of storage and cabinet room. Perhaps one of the most striking features oft/us golfer's
paradise is the vaulted ceiling with cathedral windows overlooking the golf course.
The home has three spacious bedrooms, 2-112 baths, den with wood or gas fireplace, formal dining room and large utility. It seems that no matter where we start out in this home, we end up
back in the kitchen. The entire layout of all the service areas of this home is a study in efficiency. The kitchen features all built-in appliances including a Zero refrigerator system and several
feet of granite counter tops. The lot covers over 25,000 sq. ft. and is a beautiful s)iew from any.
direction'
Terms on Real Estate: 10% Down Day of Sale. Balance Within 30 Days. Certified Bank Letter
A Must. Terms On All Other Non-Real &late Items Are Cash Day of Sale
In addition to this fantastic home the following items of personal property will be
offered: Solid cherry dining table 12' with 8 chairs, Nickelson Stone rocking chair, dressers,
Chinese area rug, lamps, leather sofa, beds and chest of drawers, Victorian Vestibule table, over
90 pieces of Fostoria, Vaseline glass, Victorian glassware, wonderful linens, silver and silver.
plated pieces, milk glass, many hardback novels and display books, Kitchen Aid juicer, blender,
food processor and mixer, the most outfitted gourmet kitchen items you can find along with many
wonderful cookbooks. A corner sectional sofa, pair of swivel rockers, antique iron dog backstop,
CD player and stereo, TV's, office furniture, Singer featherweight machine,. pewter with
Mercedes Benz emblem. Antique tools and shop equipment, antique Columbia commuter bike,
set of lawn/patio furniture, antique in perfect condition engineer transit with tripod, grade
stakes, and aiming target, all kinds of hand tools and electric tools, ladders, bench grinder and
vise, work benches, lawn mower, power rotary mower (antique but good), router and hits, carpenter box, draftsman table, battery charger, Comet Cub radial arm saw - a real handyman's
delight! Auto ramps, 2 hp air compressor,(oe tasIlLY EQ12111 CITA shoo item to ha/ C_SMIC
take a look! Terms on Personal Property: Payment in Full on Day of Sale.

FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY
W. Dan Farris - CAI Auctioneer • Roger Stubblefield - Apprentice
Max R. Dodd - Broker
"The Sound of Selling"
P.O. Box 149 Hazel, KY (270) 492-8796
Not responsible for accidents Announcements day of sale take precedence over all printed matenal
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Electronics, Inc.

18" Satellite

753-0530
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FREE to PRIMESTAR

Direc.IV

(270) 251-3128
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HOROSCOPES

imagination merge; as a result, many
special opportunities come your way.
Communication changes because of your
experiences and your desire to be more
effective; heightened self-expression
reflects more of your personality and
essence. If you are single, a.very special
relationship tosses your heart into a
whirlwind. Pinch yourself! Be realistic
about romance this year. If attached, your
relationship grows to a new level
because of a commitment to something
you both want. LIBRA reads you loud
- and clear.

ROOF LEAKING?
professional.
Call
a
Residential, Commercial or
Industnal. 270-435-4645.
TRIPP'S Backhoe
Service. 4x4 $35/ hr.
436-2778.

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
Emergency Water
Removal, Furniture,
FREE Estimates
Call Today

753-5827
TRIPPS Boat Docks —
Custom built. Portable

•• I I N I It I,

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Be goal-driven, and you'll
succeed beyond your wildest dreams.
You know exactly what to say, and when
to say it Others gravitate to you, now
you see the advantages of teamwork.
Meetings bring you closer to the winner's circle Tonight: Shifting gears
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan 19)
**** Take the lead and follow
through on what is key to you. Listen to
your instincts, especially when funds are
involved. You could be revamping your
thinking about your career and boss.
Nothing is carved in stone, presently, so
don't worry about making a mistake.
Tonight: A force to be dealt with.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** What appears to others to be
a whimsical or dreamy quality benefits
you by helping you See what is going on
before it happens. You are a crusader, a
The Stars Show the Kind of Day
pattern breaker. Your decisions and
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; choices often confuse others. You revise
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
your opinion about a friend one more
time. Tonight: Take off as soon as you
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
can.
***** Others come through for you PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
today. Take another look at a relation- **** Opt to work in tandem with a
ship. Consider revising plans for the partner; however, you don't have to share
weekend. You feel inspired. Make time everything that is on your mind.
for an important meeting. Others clearly Sometimes your imagination goes hayhold the cards, but they work with you. wire. Maintain a high profile, even
Go along with their agendas. Tonight: though you still need to revise your opinStart the social whirlwind.
ion of a boss or someone in charge.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
Tonight: Dinner for two.
*** You are focused on getting the job
done. A boss gives you extra feedback or BORN TODAY
information that you Reed. Together, you Comedian Chevy Chase (1943), actor
work as a team and accomplish the Paul Hogan (1939), actress Sigourney
incredible. Discuss different financial Weaver (1949)
- -arrangements with in-as
-S.0c
- lite. Tonight:
*5S
Off to the gym.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You make waves wherever
you are. Yourpoint of view proves to be
unusually creative and dynamic. Others
want to brainstorm and build new ideas
with you. Make calls; seek information.
Consider taking a special trip. You are
more in control than you realize.
Tonight: A partner -Ines another

DIRECTV.
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SELL IT IN OUR
CLASSIFIEDS!
753-1916

WASHINGTON -(AP)- — Millions of men worry that their annual blood tests will show an elevated screen for prostate cancer.
That result is far from good news,
but at least it may mean the body
is trying to overcome the cancer.

A study in today's Journal of
the National Cancer Institute indicates that prostate specific antigen, the protein doctors test for
as an indication of prostate cancer, may be part of the body's
tumor-fighting arsenal.
Millions of American men get
blood tests every year to check
for elevated levels of PSA, an
indication that cancer is present.
"God didn't put PSA as a marker of prostate cancer. There's got
to be some biological function of
this molecule, and in our minds
eye it had not been defined adequately," said Dr. John W. Holaday, one of a team of researchers
in Maryland that found evidence
that PSA itself may slow the growth
of cancer.
"There was data showing that
women with advanced breast Cancer, who had higher levels of PSA,
-t,atter
aA,be
prognosis," Holaday
sa) in a telephone interview. "That
taught us two things:. that prostate
specific antigen is not prostate specific; and, secondly_ it appears to
be correlated with an improved

outcome_
"No one really ever asked the
question: 'What does PSA do?"
Holaday said. So his team did the
tests.
"Our results suggest that, in addition to its role as an indicator of
prostate cancer, PSA may also
inhibit the growth of blood vessels associated with cancer progression," the team from EntreMed
Inc. of Rockville, Md., reports in
the Oct. 6 issue of the Journal of
the National Cancer Institute.
"As a man over 50, I know
that when my prostate PSA levels are measured on an annual
basis, I look to that as a measure of progressive disease or lack
thereof," Holaday said.
"But I also realize that when
it reaches the later years, often
people don't even treat prostate
cancer in men 75 years of age
and older because it grows so
slowly. We think it grows slowly
because the PSA it makes keeps
it in check."
Cancer researcher Dr. Gerald
Murphy of Northwest Hospital's
Pacific Northwest Cancer Foundation in Seattle called the result "very
interesting. I had no idea that PSA
would have this associated effect."
Murphy said he would need to
know more about the type-of-PSA
tested and how it operates bat...said

place Yekffl Led9S.I
Closstfed
now,

TITO

the-report helps-explain-the increase-- harbinger-of bad'nem
also
in PSA as cancer grows.
indicate that the body is attempt-

Scientists see two fronts in the
battle against cancer: attacking the
tumor cells and battling the endothelial cells that make up blood vessels to bring the tumor oxygen
and nutrients.
The EntreMed scientists have
been working on endostatin, a protein that blocks blood-vessel development in tumors. It is currently
in the first phase of clinical trials on humans.
Noticing that many patients with
growing tumors have increased levels of natural endostatin, they began
to wonder if increasing amounts
of PSA, rather than just being "a

ing to fight cancer.
After lab tests indicated that
PSA added to cancer cells inhibited the formation of new blood
vessels, the sciemists introduced
cancer cells to inice susceptible
to lung cancer, and treated some
of the mice with PSA.
Mice that had been treated with
PSA averaged 62 to 784umor nodules in their lungs after 14 days.
In contrast, mice that did not receive
PSA averaged 99 to 131_ torpors.
In similar tests using endostatin,
treated mice averaged eight to 24
tumors.:

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE
Specializing in General,
Bridgestone, Firesto
Summit Tires
Open Mon.-

. 5, Sat. 8-12

762°0000
Owner
Ronnie Melvin

401 N. 4th St.

Home
Improvement Time
*Ma/Wm s
Power Tools

WEST MAIN CITGO A

nates all of your Choices, presently. A
financial -investment- might, actually be
too good ti betrue. ReCORsider or-think
through a decision. Reorganize your
work in order to maximize efficiency.
Tonight: Browse decorating magazines
to find a new look for your home.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Aim for excellent communication, worrying less about others' opinions. Partners present ideas that seem
(and probably are) too good to be true.
Let others add their magic to your day.
• Smile — the world hears your message
loud and clear. Laughter is a healing
tonic. Tonight: Favorite people, favorite
locale.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
'**** Expenses seem unimportant as
you look at a wonderful business
arrangement. You have tremendous faith
that a new door is opening. Consider positive changes at home — perhaps a new
computer or scanner is needed to make
your life run more smoothly. Tonight:
Let it all happen.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)

Cleaning Serowe

759-4222

Marker may be part of cancer defense

EIN11%.

approach.
CANCER (June 2I-July 22)
**** Your need for .security domi-
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Welding, etc.
436-2778.

Check Out The Classifieds In The
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday. Oct. 8,
1999:
In some way, you have your own muse
and follow your own beat. Creativity and

(270)435-4645.
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local Licensed &
Insured Luke Lamb
270-753-2555
CUSTOM tractor work
Garden tilling, bush hogging, small jobs Grade
driveways. Free estimates.
Gerald Carroll
492-6159_

403"7

Service* Mend

Customers!!
Dish Net win I:

Uss'lled' DAVID HOWARD

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

ire
rig

HAVE you or your family

Specializing in----been in the hospital within
„Pe. pa41 24 months? Did
Roofing,
your insurance comp-any
Re-Roofing
leave you in debt to the,
hospital'? We can assist
& Roof Repairs

SERLIICE-

ig, remodefsidewalks,
too small.
l267

Mond

-4110.

‘_CITGO

Interior and
Exterior
Paints

1417 WEST MAIN
(adjacent to MSU Campus)

• Energy Efficient
• Superior Craftsmanship
• Top Quality Vinyl
• Wide Variety ofStyles and Shape's

visions
2000'
Vinyl
Windows Fr Doors

410
Btriutify 'Your

***** You could be nostalgic and

romantic about a relationship. Be sure_

Hottit

that you aren't deluding yourself or
excessively glamorizing another. Play
devil's advocate here. Communication
assumes an unusually different tone. Be
sure of what you want. Tonight: Just ask
— others are only too willing.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
** Move forward at your own pace and
don't let anyone force your hand.
Though. to some, you appear to be
brooding, you're actually in the process
of making an important decision. Talk to
someone you trust about restructw-ing
your investments. Tonight: Get some
extra 777s.

Weyerhaeuser White D-4 Vinyl Siding

$34"
VINYL-CLAD
Self-Storing
*Solid Wood Core
•Heavy-Duty Weatherstripping

Come see our completely
remodeled store...lots of
great prices and prizes!

andyman'l
- come &

•Maintenance-Free Exterior
•Available In White
•32"x81" and 3655x81"
•Five-Year Warranty!

4* $9999
Sales prices good thru 10113199

•

Much more convenience for our
gasoline customers!
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MYERS umber Co.
-5110 S. 4th Si.. Nitirra. • 753-6450 •
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DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
fix Peter H. Gott, M.D.
EAR DR GOTT: I have a friend
whose religion prohibits the use of
didtary minerals, including salt. Is
04 healthful?
DAR READER: Salt is unavoidabVpresent in the food we eat. especiglly meat, poultry and fish.
CaqUestionably. Americans eat more
saa than they need: we add it to food
in t()biking and at the table Moreover,
iii‘ny processed foods contain added
satt;:as xell as monosodium glutamatel a flavor enhancerthat is a form
of ;tail
sigh dietary salt appears to worsen
thd mood pressure in hypertensives.
Intrefore, patients with high blood
pressure are usually advised to
rilluie salt intake. The mineral does
nod appear to affect normal people.
hoiever: the kidneys simply excrete
ant excess. A normal balanced diet
wie ordinarily provide enough salt for
.iiTTiardr-WithOtit- theIcetessity of
aaing additional sodium chloride. •
Your friend's religion may be
addressing supplementary dietary
sal. The prohibition of all salt would
be:virtually impossible and would lead
toil nutritionally unsound diet.
such as potassiether minerals
_ .

Fire Dept.

CLASS CHANGE

7

Join the Farm
3ureau family
. ' . V!
and enjoy \
out. low

um, magnesium and calcium - are
also present in many foods. and are
necessary for good health.
With all respect to your friend's religion. I must add that patients taking
diuretic drugs (kidney stimulants)
often lose excessive amounts of urinary potassium. Because a potassium
deficiency can lead to- weakness.
fatigue, heart disorders — even death,
such patients are usually prescribed
potassium supplements. This is
entirely appropriate.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My wife constantly nags me because I smoke
marijuana. She also complains
because I leave doors open. lights on
and the toilet seat up. I don't want to
pick things up and I can't stand being
touched. I'd prefer to stay home, but
no, I have to go to work to support my
family. Could my brain be affected by
the marijuana?
DEAR READER:- I don't know
about your brain, but your attitude
--•
certainly- needs. sFTelitivation.
From the tone of your whiny letter, I'd
say that you should work on improving your manners and behavior. You
might also consider giving up your
marijuana, because it can, over time;
affect judgment and memory. In your
case, however. I think die problem is
that you haven't grown up. You seem
to have adopted the typical unattractive and defiant behavior of a spoiled
brat. Stop thinking of your wife as
your mommy. pick up your stuff, close
the doors, lower the toilet seat, be
pleasant, and shape up.
Alcohol, marijuana and other mindaltering drugs aren't going to help you
in the painful process of becoming an
adult. Change your attitude.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Help II: Mental/Substance
Abuse." Other readers who would like
a copy should send $2 plus a long, self- ddres-s- ed, stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 2017, Murray Hill Station, New
York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention
the title.
1999 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

41

insurance
rates...

1999

DEAR ABBY: I'm writing concerning the letter from the woman
who was hurt by the way her husband treated her 7-year-old son
from a previous relationship. She
said the boy's father had no part in
her son's life. Let me share my
story.
I was a child in a home with a
stepfather, stepsisters and stepbrothers. My sisters and I could do
nothing right; the other kids could
do no wrong. I got pregnant at 19,
and my boyfriend said he would
marry me, but he "might just leave"
in a year or two. I chose to go it
alone. During my pregnancy, I lived
at home and endured more verbal
abuse from my stepfather.
When my daughter was born, I
went to work, paid my hospital and
doctor bills and moved out. I
resolved never to marry so my
beautiful little girl would never
endure what I had endured. And
then along came "Jack?
He took us to movies, took us to
play miniature golf; he took us fishing, and he won our hearts. When I
agreed to marry him, his next
words were, "Let's see what it
would take for me to adopt
'Michele.'" A year later, our other
daughter was born. At no time in
the past 28 years has anyone who
did not know that Michele was not
Jack's child by birth, ever guessed
it. She is his — in his heart and
soul.
We all like to think we would
risk our lives to save a stranger
from a burning building or a car
accident, but most of us will never
get the chance. That woman's husband has the chance to be a hero to
her young son. It will not happen in
one day or in one event. It will take
every day for the rest of their lives.
Her husband can be a mentor, a
teacher, a friend and a daddy — or
he can be-iljerk.
When the world talks about
heroes, no one from my house needs
to look beyond my husband. Will
the woman who wrote to you be
able to say the same thing?
PROUD TO BE JACK'S WIFE

PETER
DEAR PROUD: You certainly
picked a winner when you married Jack. I congratulate you
both for having your priorities
in order when it came to
Michele. You're a lucky family
to have each other.

GOTT, M D
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LOOKING BACK

Whether or not the woman
who wrote the sad letter that
prompted yours will be able to
call her husband a "hero"
remains to be seen. They had
been married for six years
before she asked for my advice.
I told her to no longer tolerate
the situation and to ask her
physician for a referral to a
family counselor who could not
only help straighten out her
husband's thinking — but also
help the son rebuild his damaged self-esteem. I hope she
took my advice.

Lila;
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HOW
MUCH

I HAD A CLASS UNTIL ID
ToNIGHT, AND I'M STILL
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DEAR ABBY: Help! I am getting
divorced. How do I tell everyone in
the office? There are 18 women here
and I get along with all of them.
Should I approach them individually? How can I keep it short and
sweet? What if someone asks,"What
happened?" It's none of their business, but we're a close office. Any
suggestions would be appreciated.
CLAIRE IN FAIRFIELD, N.J.
DEAR CLAIRE: Tell one or
two of your co-workers. Believe
me, the word will spread like
wildfire. If anyone asks for
details, just say that you do not
want to discuss them because
it's too painful. If they're your
friends, they will respect your
wishes.
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GARFIELD
YOU'LL LOVE IT.
IT'5 THE CHEF'S
MOTHER'S RECIPE,
REST HER SOUL

I WONDER
HOW SHE
DIED?

MEAT LOAF'S
UP!

Kathy Stubblefield and Robert
Blalock of Calloway County,
Wayne Sparks of Daviess County
and Charles Allison of Mason
County are members of the Kentucky Dairy Judging Team who
will participate in the National 4-H

To Subscribe
Call
753-1916

1 Eyelashes
6 Of a city
11 Actress Mills
13 Of an artery
14 Latin
conjunction
15 Endearing
17 Myself
18 Wooden
vessel
20 Connected
group
21 Arabian
garment
22 Of a brain
membrane
24 Distress
signal
25 River in Asia
26 Gator's kin
28 Jitters
30 Straight —
— arrow
32 College
official
33 Distorted
35 Brad of "12
2

3

37 Quartet
38 Swiss river
40 "Schindler's
List" star
42 Be sick
43 Synthetic
fabric
45 Moslem
official
46 Symbol for
chlorine
47 Welcomed
49 Amer. soldier
50 Named
52 Paid
attention
54 Playwright
Clifford —
55 Peruses
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of time
6 Mountain
passes
7 Anger
8 Green
Mountain St.

1 Inexpensive
2 Of medicine
3 Ending with
love
4 Indisposed
5 Vast period
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9. Poetic foot
10 Lucid
12 Actor
Montand
13 Harmed
16 Nerve part
19 Asian sheep
21 Loss of
reason
23 One defeated
25 Advantage
27 Cry of crow
29 Corded cloth
31 Approached
33 Dirty
34 Small valley
36 Touched a
base runner
with the ball
37 In practice.
de —
39 Author Philip
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THAT'S RIGHT..

Fifty years ago

Dan Shipley, president of the
Murray Training School Chapter of
the Future Farmers of America,
won sixth place in the Junior Jersey
Exposition at the All-American Jersey Show at the Mid-South Fair in
Memphis, Tenn.
_ Rezina Senter, William G. Read,
Peter Panzera, Arlie Scott, Neale B.
Mason, Russell W. Terhune, J.
Matt Sparkman and Walter G. Inman are new members of the faculty and staff at Murray State College.
A total eclipse of the moon wasvisible for this area last night from
8:20 to 9:33 p.m.

Rise and Shine

11

FOR THE 006 PADDLE

Forty years ago

Murray City Judge Jake Dunn
inaugurated a city traffic court last
night at the City Hall. Ten cases
were heard in short order and fines
were levied.
Sen. George E. Overbey Sr. and
Rep. Otis Lovins were speakers at a
meeting of the Murray Faculty
Club at Austin School.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Gary Boggess and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Hafford James.

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Oct. 7, the
280th day of I999. There are 85
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
a diamond in dummy.
South dealer.
He next played a heart, won
On Oct. 7, 1849, author Edgar
North-South vulnerable.
by West with the queen, but there Allan Poe died in Baltimore at
NORTH
was nothing West could do to de- age 40.
+9863
feat the contract. So declarer made
J4
On this date:
•K
four spades,losing a spade,a heart
In 1765, the Stamp Act Conand a club.
4K Q 10 9 7 4
gress convened in New York to
It is true that in most deals East
EAST
WEST
draw up colonial grievances against
should play low from the A-4 when
+A4
4J7
V 86 5 3 2
the trump is led from dummy, England.
VAQ7
In 1777, the second Battle of
• Q 10 7 6 3
•9 5 4 2
following the general principle of
Saratoga began during the Amersecond hand low.
+532+A8
But in this case East should go ican Revolution. (British forces
SOUTH
up with the ace of spades at trick under General John Burgoyne surK Q 10 5 2
V K 109
two. He should realize that South rendered 10 days later.)
•A J 8
has the aee of diamonds (West
In 1949. the Republic of East
would not underlead the ace at Germany was formed.
4J 6
trick one), and that declarer will
The bidding:
In 1954, Marian Anderson
East probably win the spade and imme- became the first black singer hired
South
West
North
1•
Pass
2
Pass diately discard a heart on the ace of by the Metropolitan Opera Com3+
Pass diamonds.(South might even have
2 NT
Pass
pany in New York.
_
_
_
the A-Q of-diamonds and discard4
In 1963, President Kennedy
both hearts from dummy.)
Opening lead — six of diamonds.
of ratificaHad East taken the ace of signed the documents
ban treaty
nuclear
tion
a
test
for
trumps at once and returned a
"Automatic" plays work well
in most deals, but they are sure to heart, declarer would have lost a with Britain and the Soviet Union.
In 1968, the Motion Picture
lose points in others.
spade, two hearts and a club for
down one.
Take this case where the deAssociation of America adopted
East probably hoped his part- its film-rating system.
fense was less than adequate. West
led a diamond to dummy's king. ner had the Q-x ofspades and that
In 1979, Pope John Paul II conDeclarer returned a trump and, declarer would finesse the jack,_ cluded a week-long tour of the
after East followed low, went up but the specter of the diamond ace_ United States with a Mass on the
with the king. South then cashed in South's hand, and perhaps the Mall in Washington.
the ace of diamonds, discarding queen also,should have been East's
In 1981, Egypt's parliament
one of dummy's heaiitS, and ruffed predominant concern.
_
named Vice President Hosni
Tomorrow: Test your play.
Mubarak to succeed the assassinated Anwar Sadat.
In 1982, the Andrew Lloyd
Webber-Tim Rice musical "Cats,"
featuring the popular song "MemCROSSWORDS
ory," opened on Broadway.
Monkeys"
ACROSS

1

PEANUTS

Club Dairy Judging Contest at Columbus, Ohio, starting Oct. 13.
They will be accompanied by Ted
Howard, area agent in dairying, and
Mrs. Howard of Murray.
Births reported include a boy to
Jerry and Judy Wallace, Sept. 24.
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd R. Jones
were married for 50 years on Sept.
28.

TODAY IN HISTORY

CONTRACT BRIDGE

<1_z zw
co,0,<

WORK

Local trucking companies may
lose hundreds of dollars a day now
that traffic over Eggner's Ferry
Bridge spanning Kentucky Lake
and over the bridge spanning Barkley Lake on Highways 68 and 80
has been restricted by the Kentucky
Department of Transportation. The
restriction is because of cracks discovered in the bridge's steel superstructure.
Births reported include a girl to
Mary and Greg Kloppenstein, Oct.
1; a boy to Terri and Michael
Turner, a girl to Tamala and Russell Dandeneau and a girl to Mi and
Avoo Kim, Oct. 2.
Twenty years ago
Kent Eversmeyer, Murray High
School senior, has been selected to
perform with the 1979 McDonald's
All-American High School Marching Band. He will travel with the
band to Macy's Thanksgiving Day
Parade in New York City and will
also appear in the Rose Bowl Parade in Pasadena, Calif., on New
Year's Day.
Elected as new officers of Coldwater Homemakers Club at a meeting at the home of Mrs. Dan
Bazzell were Mrs. Bobby Adams,
Mrs. Ronnie Bazzell and Mrs.
Mable Fuqua.

***

L

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

Ten years ago

41 House
servants
43 Unrefined
metals
44 — -do-well
47 UK time
48 Scottish river
51 Note of scale
53 Prosecutor
(abbr )

Zip

State
Daytime Phone

Mail this coupon with
payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call

It

(270)753-1916
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"A Century of Celeixation
MSU Homecoming 1999 • October 14-16
THURSDAY,OCTOBER 14__
8:30 p.m. - 7th Annual Homecoming Bonfire._Cutchin Field.
Free admission, public invited. For information, call 270-7622310

9:30 a.m.- Homecoming Parade. Features 1986 Murray State
graduate W. Earl Brown as Grand Marshal, and the MSU Racer
Band. Begins downtown and ends at 15th and Main streets on
campus.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 15
8 a.m. to sunset - Murray State University Golf Tournament.
Miller Golf Course, Rt. 6, Box 347 A. Entry fee is $60 a person.
Tee off times from 8-10 a.m. and 12:30-2:30 p.m. Call the golf
course at 270-762-2238 for reservations and information.

-10:30 a.m. - Alumni Baseball Game. Reagan Field north of Roy
Stewart Stadium. For more information, call 270-762-4192.

8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. - Tours of the Murray State News offices.
Alumni are also invited to attend the College of Fine Arts and
Communication Tent at Tent City.
5 p.m. - 17th Annual Run for the Racers 5 kilometer road
run. Race begins in front of Carr Health. Age categories from 14
to 51 and over. Entry fee is $10. Those who pre-register will
receive a t-shirt. Gift certificates will be awarded to male and
female first place finishers in each age group. For more information, call the Campus Recreation Office at 270-762-6791.
5:30 p.m.. Len Foster Band Alumni Reunion. For information
on reunion activities, call Olen Martin at 614-527-9095 (h)614890-6711(w) or 614-890-0787 (Fax).
6:30 p.m. - 37th Annual Agriculture Alumni Banquet. Curris
Center, large ballroom. Cost is $13 a person. Reservation deadline: Oct. 8. For information and reservations, call Sara
Alexander or Christy Watkins at 270-762-3327.
7 p.m. - Nursing Alumni Banquet. Curris Center, Mississippi
Room. Cost is $12.50 a person. Reservation deadline: Oct. 8. For
information and reservations, call 270-762-2193.
SATURDAY,OCTOBER 16
8 a.m. - Letterwinners Breakfast/Meeting sponsored by the
"M" Club. Cums Center, large ballroom. $7 a person. Open to
all former Murray State lettenvinners, team mghagers. coaches
and cheerleaders. Reservation deadline: Oct. 8. Call janet Futrell
at 270-762-6800 for reservations and information.
8 to 9:30 a.m.- 14th Annual College of Education Breakfast.
Murray Middle School. $5 adults. $2.50 for children under 12
Call Linda Bean at 270-762-3889 for more information.
8 a.m. - Presidential Scholars/Honors Program Alumni
Reunion. Buffet breakfast, small ballroom. Curris Center.
Celebrating the 21st anniversary of the Presidential Scholar program. Dr. Constantine W."Deno" Curris will be attending. Cost
is $6 a person. Reservation deadline: Oct. 8. For reservations,
call Janie at the Alumni Affairs Office at 1-800-758-8510 or 7623001.
•-•

8 a.m. - Social Work Alumni Reunion. Buffet breakfast.
Mississippi Room,Curtis Center. Celebrating 25 years of accreditation at Murray State. Cost is $6.50 a person. Reservation deadline Oct. 8. For reservations, call Janie at the Alumni Affairs
Office at 1-8(X)-758-8510 01 762-3001

10:30 a.m.- College of Business and Public Affairs Brunch.
Regional Special Events Center. Guest speaker is Tony Russo
'69, mayor of Hoboken, N.J. Awards presentation at 11:30 a.m.
All B & PA graduates and their families are invited. Call
LaDonna McCuan at 270-762-4187 for information and reservations.

9,

7
k>,= •
4raer

11 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. - Tent City Homecoming Festival.
Adjacent to Roy Stewart Stadium. Features the Alumni
Dixieland All-Star Band + Some and the Racer Band. Everyone
invited. Tents for colleges, Athletics, African American Student
Services, Bookstore, Alumni Association. Residential Colleges.
reunion groups and more. Greek Row includes tents for Alpha dig
i)
Delta Pi, Alpha Gamma Delta. Alpha Omicron Pi, Alpha Sigma
Alpha, Alpha Sigma Phi, Alpha Tau Omega, Lambda Chi Alpha,
Pi Kappa Alpha, Sigma Chi, and Sigma Sigma Sigma. Variety of
food available.

,i

4(i

11 a.m. - 1949 Football Team Reunion. Athletics Tent at Tent
City. For more reunion information, call Betty Barber Gore at
270-753-8509 or Patti Jones at 1-800-758-8510 or 762-3437.
11 a.m. - 7th Annual Occupational Safety and Health Alumni
Reception. Tent City. Light refreshments. For more information.
call 270-762-2488.
11 a.m.- Physics and Engineering Physics Alumni Reception.
College of Science Tent. For more information, call Dr. Steve
Cobb or Rhonda Rogers at 270-762-2993.
Noon. Racer Volleyball. MSU women's team vs. Eastern
Illinois University. Racer Arena. Public invited.
2:30 p.m. - Homecoming pre-game festivities. Roy Stewart
Stadium. Includes crowning of the Homecoming Queen.
3 p.m. - Homecoming Game. Murray State vs. Eastern Illinois
University. Tickets are $15 for reserved chair seats. $10 for
reserved bleacher seats ($7 for children), $8 for general admission, and $4 for children (general admission only). Send selfaddressed, stamped envelope with check or money order made
payable to MSU Athletic Tickets to: Athletic Ticket Office, 211
Stewart Stadium. Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071.
For more information, call 270-762-4895.
6:30 p.m. - Len Foster Band Reunion Reception/Dinner.
Shoney's Inn. For information and reservations, call Olen Martin
at 614-527-9095 (h), or 614-890-6711(w).
Post-Game - Political Science/Criminal Justice/Legal Studies
Alumni Reception. Home of Dr. Joe Rose, 808 Sha-Wa Circle.
Murray For more information, call 270-762-2661
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Brown to serve as grand marshal
By SHERRY PURDOM
Special to the Ledger
As Earl Brown returns to his alma
mater to act as the grand marshal of
this year's homecoming parade, it will
be the third time he has participated one
of in Murray State University's most
popular Homecoming events.
Brown, a native of Calloway County
and a Calloway County High School
graduate, feels very honored about returning home.
"I remember being in the parade with
the 4-H Club in the fourth grade and
also with the senior football team," he
said.
This time is different. The third time
is a charm, and his acting credentials
are the reason Brown is being honored
as a part of the Homecoming Parade.
Brown, who most recently received
praise for his role as Warren in the
movie, "There's Something About Mary,"
has added many film, television and theatre credits to his life since his days at
Murray State University.
Creating Brown's stepping stones during his college days at Murray State included being a member of the Forensic Union
and Pi Phi Delta and also numerous
roles in campus theatre productions.

His role in "That Championship Season" was a role in Brown's college career
that convinced him to pursue acting as
a career. He was also active in Murray's Community Playhouse in the Park
while in college.
Brown said his role in "There's Something About Mary" was a turning point
in his professional career.
-This movie Changed everything for
the," he said. —
After leaving Murray State University, Brown attended The Theatre School
at DePaul University in Chicago, Ill.,
where he received his master of fine
arts.
He was involved in Chicago theatre
productions in Chicago that included "A
View From The Bridge," "Bang The
Drum Slowly," "Cane" and "Cat On A
Hot Tin Roof."
Then, he and his wife, the former
Carrie Paschall, moved to Burbank, Calif.,
EARL BROWN
where he pursued -his acting career in
film and theatre.
Brown's newest releases, "Sugar N
Since Brown's move he has also had Spice," "Lost Souls" and "Being John
roles in "Deep Impact," "Scream," "Kiss Malkovich," will be released within the
The Girls" and "Backdraft." His televi- next few months.
Brown just completed filming the comsion credits include "Bella Mafia,"
"Wiseguy," "Caroline In The City" and edy "Sugar N Spice" in August.
"This movie is a comedy loosely based
"Seinfeld."

E Century

on a true story that occurred in the San
Fernando Valley in California," Brown
said. "It is about, a captain of a highschool cheerleading squad and her football captain boyfriend. She becomes pregnant and their parents aren't very supportive. So they decide to rob a bank
to finance their baby."
Brown plays the father of.one of the
girls who wants to be a cheerleader. He
supplies the girls with a gun in exchange
for bribing the girls to let his daughter
be cheerleader.
This movie is scheduled to open in
theatres next April.
"Lost Souls," starring Wynonna Ryder
and Ben Chaplin, will be released in
early February. A movie focused on the
anti-Christ, Brown plays the brother of
Ben Chaplin.
"It is about the devil who comes to
earth in human form at the age of 33."
"Being John Malkovich," a much more
complicated story, will be released in
Brown's Burbank home area on Oct. 29.
Brown said it involves John Cusak being
someone else, and that someone else is
Malkovich.

• See Page 4
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Newspaper hosts open house
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
From Linotype machines to
manual typewriters to computers, generations of Murray State
News staff members are invited to compare notes and experiences with current staffers during a day-long open house Oct.
15.
"Things have changed a great
deal;'-'--said -Joe-liedgestke-NeWs

adviser and journalism instructor.
The event, which will also
be open to MSU administrators
and faculty and News advertisers, will run from 9 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. in the newsroom in
1 l 1 of Wilson Hall, Hedges
said.
"It will be real informal
because people are still in class,"
Hedges said. -•

The open house will give
people a chance to tour the
newsroom and see its new equipment, including the computers
that are now used to electronically build news pages and ads.
Photographs are also now
scanned into a computer, he said.
"It really has changed a lot,"

• See Page 6

The 14th Annual
MSUICollege ofEducation
Alumni Association

HOMECOMING BREAKFAST
Join old friends, classmates and faculty
for a good time and a good meal!

SATURDAY, OCT. 16, 1999
8:00 - 9:30 A.M.
MURRAY MIDDLE SCHOOL CAFETERIA

II Brown ...
From Page 3
"This movie will probably Murray State University and
play at the big city theatres," native of Hazel, Ky., is a trip
Brown said. "It is mainly about they are anticipating. Traveling
people always wanting to be home with them is their new
someone else other than their own daughter, Anna Catherine, who
selves."
turned 1 in July.
Brown said the Malkovich
Carrie works for R & B Realfilm just won the Venice Film ty, one of the nation's largest
Festival and Deauville France realty firms and handles corpoaward.
rate concitnuRications for her.hoss,7Brown's current film is a job Since the birth of Anna Catherhe said came from nowhere. He ine, Carrie began working partis playing a lead male charac- time.
ter in "Dancing at the Blue Igua"Working part time has helped
na."
me a great deal," she said. "I
He is working with Darryl have the best of both of worlds,
Hannah, Jennifer Tilly and Elias and it has been a wonderful
Koteas. The movie is being adjustment to this life-changing
directed by Michael Radford, an experience."
oscar-nominated director for his
Carrie never doubted one
French movie "II Postino" or minute that they would be where
"The Postman."
they are now.
"I had read for it a while
"Sometimes I still ask myself
back and really thought I had 'Do you realize where you are?,"
a part, but when I didn't hear Carrie said. "Earl is very drivfrom them I just thought I did- en and incredibly creative. I
n't get it," Brown explained. always saw that in him - he is
"When the casting director called, they type of person to keep purshe said when they started film- suing and doesn't give up."
ing they realized they needed
The tenacity that Brown posanother male lead.
sesses is to his advantage. How"She wanted me and the direc- ever, he said the one lesson he
tor wanted someone else. When has learned in the business is
she showed him 'There's Some- "there is never a sure thing."
thing About Mary,' I was cho"You can go from being a
sen for the part."
star in a television sitcom to
Because the movie is being unemployed in a matter of no
written on improvisational as they time," he said.
film, Brown said there is no
There may be no sure things
definite distribution date or rights in Hollywood, but his two best
to the movie as of yet.
cheerleaders, Carrie and Anna
Returning home for Brown, Catherine, are the two sure things
his wife, a 1988 graduate of he does have in his life.

Cost is $5 for Adults and
$2.50 for Children
After breakfast, walk outside and enjoy the
homecoming parade at 9:30 a.m. in front
of Murray Middle School.
Don't forget to visit Tent City before the game.
Starting at 11 a.m. enjoy live music
and good food. Stop by the College of
Education tent for free apples and drinks.

Sole Mates
has shoes &
accessories
for your
Homecoming
neecs.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL

(270) 762-3817
Even little girls
like Allyson
love to shop
with us!

767-0223
1203A Chestnut St.• Murray
University Plaza
"Let us he your SOLE provider."
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Tent City vital part of celebration
A prayer of "No rain" has
been answered for 11 years during Tent City's festivities, hosted on the grassy area in front
of Roy Stewart Stadium prior
to the football game.
As Oct. 16 approaches, Patti
Jones, assistant director of alumni affairs, and her staff in Murray State UniveMity's Alumni and
Development department are
finalizing plans for tent city and
hoping for another year of great
weather.
Jones, who described Tent
City as "bursting at the seams,"
said the weather has always
been great.. "There have been a few times
we worried and even had rain
all around us, but it never rained
at tent city," she said. "It is
usually hot. However, there have
been a- few times it has been
chilly in the morning, and we
wore gloves to set up the tables
and chairs."
The temperature dictates what
food selections are offered by
participants in Tent City. Jones

Larry England talks with State Sen. Bob Jackson during last year's Tent City festivities at
Murray State.

said if it is hot then such items
as ice cream and cold drinks
are a hit. "But if it is cold then
those that offer hot chocolate
and chili will do well."
Alumni and friends were able
to enjoy offerings from eight
tents which debuted in 1939 by
academic groups and .student
organizations. This new event
replaced the previous Homecoming Smorgasbord.
The Smorgasbord was held
in Curris Center and offered a
soup and sandwich buffet. Alumni were able to enjoy reunions
and congregate at tables set up
for different decades.
Because of declining attendance, a new idea was generated and that was Tent City.
Set to begin ak 11 a.m., this
year's celebration will feature
27 tents, more than triple the
number from 1989.
Several reunions, including
the Len Foster Band, theatre
and social work alumni, Presi-

• See
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From Page 5
dential Scholars and the 1949
football team will be among the
groups at Tent City.
An addition, The Emerald
Knights and the 428 MP Company with the Kentucky Air
National Guard will be set up
at the south entrance of Tent

arate events at various locations,
but we encourage each to attend
Tent City because of everything
that is available - food, entertainment by the Dixieland and
Racer bands, games for children
and lots of people to see," Jones
said. -There's something for
_
-everyone--ThEr teunion groups-ha-ye ser="
The" growth-of Tent City is

partly attributed to Greek Row.
In 1990, the Sigma Chi fraternity was the first Greek organization to join the festivities.
Then, by 1996, four other
Greek organizations had joined,
and by 1997 there were 10 tents
designated as Greek Row.
Jones'laid preparing for the
- event begihs-In months prior to

DEAR PRIMESTAR CUSTOMER,

GREAEWAit
DS
TAKE rif
t
ANTAGE

E

NOW!

FRIRE!
cr,p
Marshall and Sonja Gage, who served as co-grand marshals
for Homecoming '98, enjoy their ride on a horse-drawn carriage during last year's parade.

Give us your PRIMESTAR bill and we'll give you o
RtER DISH NETWORK DIGITAL SATELLITE TV SYSTEM,INSTALLED*

0
1720
6 FRE MONTHS
Of AMERICA'S TOP 40* PROGRAMMING PACKAGE VALUED AT $9.99 PER MONTH
(Mar AA porno*ei your Annie.)
holones a lino pflonning cembnint..
Poninonmel

a.
YOU'LL ENJOY:
• No more lease payments — YOU

OWN IT!

• Improved Programming Values
- And RIEE aledin ni Amain Tan 40 Pnlindludift pada*law hi puma ti rowfr 111114

• Over 300 ayibi-deag *Rai channels available
• Smaller, 18" dhh antenna
• Oa-screen interactive Program Guide
• Pay-Per-Ylew movies starting at only

sr,.

BEASLEY ANTENNA &
SATELLITE
500 N. 4th St.
Murray. KY • 759-0901
1-877-455-0901 Toll Free

1801 Bell Ave
Paris. TN • 642-4077
1-877-726-4077 Toll Free

Homecoming.
"I had people calling me back
in April to reserve a spot and
by June we were booked," she
said. "There isn't any more space
to add tents, so space is automatically reserved for those
groups who had tents the year
before."
Jones said reserving tents by
participants is only a small porlioti of the preparations. Ordering 28 tents, 188 tables, 700
chairs, 188 tablecloths,4 portable
potties and providing the proper electrical outlets are other
items that have to be completed prior to tent city.
Facilities management and the
men in the electrical shop are
also a big part of the team
which helps in all preparations
for Tent City.
"The men in the electrical shop
always make sure we have
enough power for everyone to
set up all their cooking supplies,- Jones said. "This is an
important job since one too many
appliances could create a power
outage for everyone."

The grounds and moving
crews and the alumni/development staff also play an essential role in the success of the
event.
"Tent City couldn't happen
without the people who get the
tents, tables and chairs, and the
crew who sets them up. It takes
a collaborative effort among
many people to make this event
happen."
Murray State University's Tent
City is a tradition that alumni
eagerly await each year as
approximately some 2000 alumni converge on the grassy area
in front of Stewart Stadium before
game time.
Steve Rich, former MSU assistant athletic director, liked the
idea so much he carried it with
him to his new assistant athletic director position at Eastern
Illinois University five years ago.
Rich, who is now executive
director of alumni services at
EIU. said Eastern was also looking for some type of replaceII See Page 9
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From Page 4
said Hedges, adding that his undergraduate work as a journalism
student from 1972-76 was done on a manual typewriter. He
returned to do graduate work from 1989-90.)
The News will also be part of the College of Fine Arts and
Communication's tent Oct. 16 at Tent City, he said.
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Old-timers game planned
Reagan Field will play host to said Thieke.
"We usually get around 30
the annual old-timers baseball
game — which welcomes back to 35 players, with another 200
in the stands," he noted. "We
a group former Thoroughbred
try to play for about 45 minplayers.
Murray State head coach Mike utes ... The only rule we have
Thieke said the event renews is that a player must be out of
uniform for at least five years."
friendships and provides a fun
The old-timers event also
alumni.
baseball
activity for
By SCOTT NANNEY
a lunch and fellowship
a
includes
reflection,
for
time
"It's
Writer
St4ft
Most people associate foot- time to reminisce and a' tirne-to ` time following the game.
"We pretty much try to stick
rebuild friendships," Thieke
ball with homecoming.
this,
the things have been sucof
with
all
"During
battle
explained.
gridiron
But while the
may be the focal point of home- there's a good baseball game cessful for us in the past,"
Thieke said. "This gives the
coming weekend, Murray State being played."
collecguys a chance to suit up one
a
includes
game
The
to
University also pays homage
numthat
more time and play a game.
alumni
'Breds
of
tion
brethren.
its baseball
"It's really heartwarming to
players,
30
At 10:30 a.m. on Oct. 16, ber approximately
know that all of these players
UI
wore the same uniform at one
time or another. I think it's
interesting because you see guys
get acquainted with each other
MSU Student & Faculty Special
— maybe with someone they don't
even know."
According to Thieke, Murray State's old-timers event is
unique.
"I've been at a few other
Long Hair Slightly Higher
colleges, and not a single one
Coupons good thru 11/20/99
has as much brotherhood and
Just In Time For Homecoming!
fellowship as we do here," he
1104 Story Ave.
said.
753-2887
"The thing that I'm really
: UPPER CUTS WALK-INS
rewarded by is the fact that we
WELCOME!
Hair & Tanning Salon
don't have a decline in the number of players that come back
... We have guys who look forward to coming back."

*Event
slated for
10:30 a.m.
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Murray State University mascot Dunker waves to the crowd
during the 1998 Homecoming parade.

Homecoming Parade
Saturday, Oct. 16, 9:30 A.M.
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Agriculture department continues to grow
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
The agriculture department
will top a series of open houses at various sites around Murray State University with its annual alumni banquet Oct. 15.
Among the banquet's highlights will be the presentation
of the Outstanding Alumnus

Award and two agriculture alumni scholarships.
The event begins at 6:30 p.m.
in the Curris Center Ballroom,
but there is no guest speaker
planned, said Tony Brannon,
chairman of the agriculture
department.
"All of the alumni will have
the opportunity to share the lat-

est news in their lives," Brannon said.
Alumni nominate people for
the Outstanding Alumnus Award,
which is chosen by the Agriculture Alumni Association executive committee — President Brett
Cude, Secretary/Treasurer Phil
McCallon, Past President Tommy
Roberts and President-elect David

KEEPING AMERICA STRONG,
ALIVE, AND GROWING

owd

•

We Carry Many Quality Products For Your Farm
And Home From The Following Departments:
Lawn and Garden • Hardware • Plumbing • Electrical • Tires • Automotive •
Paint • Farm Supplies • Clothing • Sporting Goods • Pet and Animal Feeds
Come by today and get one of our Farm & Ranch catalogs!

(ORSCHEL

1

FARM&HOME

Murray, KY • 700A N. 12th St.. 759-8150 • Mon.-Sat. 8-7, Sun. 10-5

Homecoming 199
7Veecow.te
Vete-4
,deeeefit#te
GOOD
LUCK
RACERS!

Cunningham Auto Re a
uth 4th Street • Murra

53-6831

The Pullen Farm has been the site for many improvements such as a new vineyard.
Heathcott.
The alumni scholarships are
chosen with preference given to
relatives of agriculture alumni.
Brannon said.
Brannon said an Outstanding
Support Award is given by the
agriculture department to someone who has helped the department, but is not necessarily an
alumnus or a member of the
department.
The banquet will follow three
open houses.
The first is an informal dedication of a new greenhouse at
the Pullen Farm on the corner
of Hickory Drive and Locust
Street off Kentucky 94 West.

• Tent City

The dedication begins at 2 p.m.
• At 2:30 p.m., there will be
a tour of the Farm Shop &
Agriculture
Mechanization
Instructional Facility, located by
the dairy at the farm complex
on College Farm Road.
Another tour, slated for 3
p.m., will give alumni a chance
to see the renovation still being
done at the Carmen Animal
Health Technology Pavilion.
located next to the West Kentucky Livestock and Expo Center on College Farm Road.---The Pullen Farm, established
in 1996, is one of the newer

•

• See Page 11
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From Page 6
ment for their coffee-pastry
reunions that were taking place
during Homecoming.
"This will be our fifth year
to offer Tent City," he said. "It
has become a traditional part of.
homecoming. We usually have
10-12 tents which are primarily academic. The Arts and
Humanities group always offer
free beans and cornbread to all
the alumni."
Rich said the first year of
their tent city, it rained.
"It was also cold and some
of the tents were even blown
over," he said.
Jones said Tent City will take
place at its current location come
rain or shine.

"There's no way to move an
event that size anywhere on short
notice," she said. "Inclement
weather doesn't stop the parade
or the football game, and it
won't stop Tent City."
Regardless of the weather,
Tent City will create another
photo album of snapshots alumni can take back home with
them. Jones said she always
prays that the weather will be
good for Homecoming.
"Tent City is established now,
and if rain should occur, the
spirit of Homecoming won't be
dampened," she said. "It's just
like the movie 'Field of
Dreams'," she said. "We'll build
Tent City, and people will come.-
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•Agriculture
From Page 9
facilities for the growing agriculture department, which now numbers about 575 'students, Brannon said.
•
"We've doubled in the last 10 years," he said.
Buildings such as the new Equine Instructional Facility, are
possible by the $4.5 million given to the department in recent
years. Brannon said.
"We're getting a lot of outside money," he said.
_

Come cheer the Racers
on at Homecoming on t;
Saturday, October 16 )1
at 3 p.m.

-

•

Travis West from Cadiz takes advantage of the car bash, hosted by the Emerald
Knights at one of Murray State University's Homecoming celebrations. Proceeds will
go to the Murray Big Brother and Big Sister program. The car will be painted with
Eastern Illinois University school colors, and a doll& will buy three bashes with a
sledge hammer.
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College to host
annual alumni
breakfast Oct. 16
As part Of the 1999 Murray ing Festival & Reunion adjaState University "A Century. of cent to Stewart- Stadium. The
Celebration" homecoming fes- tent will, feature free apples and
'the—aillege ö1 Educa- trnls1eghnthgattt -a-.m-.-- "Attending the College of
tionl.klumni Association will host
Alumni breakfast and
Education
homecoming
its 14th annual
tent city are wonderful opporbreakfast Oct. 16.
The breakfast will be held in tunities for the College of Eduthe Murray Middle School cafe- cation alumni and retired faculteria from 8 a.m. to 9:30 a.m. ty members to see old friends
tmmediateI following the break- as well as meet new faculty and
j;tst the annwil_homr,caming
said Jack Rose, dean
parade will proceed down Main for the college of education.
The cost of the breakfast is
Street, directly in front of the
for adults and $2.50 for
$5.00
school.
The College of Education will children. For more information
also sponsor a tent before the or to make reservations for the
game at Tent City Homecom- breakfast, call 762-3817.

Tent City is a popular attraction during Murray State's homecoming festivities. This year's
celebration will begin at 11 a.m.,featuring 27 tents.

1999
WeVeovvie LAPumni!
(
'Enjoy your visit back to alurray
It is always good to see old friends again.
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Lincoln-Mercury
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MSU to take on Eastern Illinois

low

*Racers seek
to continue
Homecoming
success
By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
Murray State hosts the Eastern Illinois Panthers in its annual Homecoming football game
Oct. 16 at 3 p.m. at Roy Stewart Stadium.
Eastern Illinois is coached by
Bob Spoo, in his 13th season
with the Panthers.
Murray State leads the alltime series with EIU 9-5, including a 6-1 edge in Murray. MSU
has won the last four meetings
in the series, including a 35-21
victory Nov. 7, 1998, in
Charleston, Ill.
In last season's encounter,
Murray State stayed close thanks
to Greg Miller field goals of
32, 35, 43 and 36 yards. MSU
led 3-0 after one quarter and
9-7 at halftime, but trailed 1312 heading into the final period.
But the Racer offense came
alive in the fourth quarter,
outscoring EIU 23-8 for the win.
Quarterback Justin Fuente threw
three touchdown passes in the
final 15 minutes, connecting with
Terrence Tillman (25 yards),
Justin Bivins (60 yards) and
Brandon Warfield (44 yards).
Tim Linville added a twopoint conversion pass while
Fuente ran in another two-point
conversion and Miller added a
point-after kick to round out the
[scoring.
Fuente completed q5 of 45
passes for 396 yards, three touch-

Murray State mascot Dunker is presented the game ball courtesy of WPSD's Sky 6 helicopter prior to last season's
homecoming game against Tennessee-Martin at Roy Stewart Stadium. The Racers take on Ohio Valley Conference foe
Eastern Illinois for this year's homecoming battle Oct. 16 at 3 p.m.
downs and no interceptions. Connie Moore caught nine passes
for 101 yards.
MSU's defense, meanwhile,
held EIU to just 197 total yards.
In last year's homecoming
game (Oct. 3), Murray State had
a fight on its hands, but prevailed over OVC rival Tennessee-Martin 47-35.
The Racers built a 34-7 halftime lead as Warfield scored on
touchdown passes of 20 and 40
yards from Fuente, Jermaine
Manning scored on a two-yard
run, Justin Bivins found the end
zone from four yards out and
Cliff Branch scored on an 18yard strike from Fuente.
Martin fought back-and trailed

only 41-28 after three quarters.
Tillman caught a 56-yard scoring pass from Fuente in the
third quarter.
Murray State put the game
away in the fourth as Fuente
threw his fifth touchdown pass,
a 16-yard hookup to Shaun
Boykins.
Fuente passes for 369 yards,
completing 20 of 37 attempts.
Murray State also rushed for
311 yards, led by 228 yards on
29 attemps by Bivins. Warfield
caught six passes for 125 yards.
In all, MSU outgained Martin
680-393.
Murray State has an all-time
Homecoming record of 40-251, including four straight wins.

40USE
"Murray's Largest Buffet" - 30 items
*Fresh Buffet, Soup & Dessert Bar
*Buffet served 7 days a week
*10% Discount w/MSU student I.D.
•Carry-out available •Catering .Gift Certificate •Banquet Room •Newly Remodeled
HRS: Sun-Th • 11 a.m.-9:30 p.m.
406 N. 12th St.
Fri & Sat • 11 a.m.-10:30 p.m.
759-2348
(Next to Pizza Hut)

•

118119
rittirkFM1
• Residential- Commercial
• Service Repair
041//0 R544/V • OARREW /101444RO
Telephone/Fax

753-47.36
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Alexander ready for upcoming challenges
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
The Murray Normal School
and Teachers College was first
established by the Kentucky General Assembly in 1922. Calloway
County resident raised more than
$116,000 to make sure the school
became a reality.
. Nearly 78 years later, on the
verge of a new century, Murray State University is launching a $25 million capital campaign fund that will call on
sources from all over the country.

The man who will be at the
helm of MSU during its unprecedented campaign is Dr. Kern
Alexander, the university's tenth
president and the ninth different man to hold the office.
Alexander is certainly no
stranger .to school finances, having written over 30 books and
numerous journal articles on that
very subject.
Alexander admits, however,
the challenges that await the
university as it nears the turn
of the century will demand the
combined efforts of a large and

WITH A HOMECOMING MAKEOVER!
• New Fall Hairstyles • Manicures &
Pedicures • AVEDA Skincare Products
• REDKEN Haircare Products • Hot Waxing
• Coloring & Highlights • Permanent Waves

reta's 8eauty Salon
Full-Service Salon
1600 Dodson Ave. • 753-8282

diverse group of individuals.
"There's a general trend in
this country for state universities to get less state funding,"
he said.
"If that's the case, then we've
got to look more broadly for
revenues," Alexander said. "We
need to look to the federal government, private giving, grants
and contracts and then, of course,
tuitions and fees would have to
go up as well to fill in for the
state money."
Enter "Vision Quest," which
Alexander said will call on university alumni and supporters in
a way that has been unprecedented during the school's history.
"It's an effort for us to systematize our requests for private giving," he said. "The alumni will play a bigger role in
Murray State's future than -they
have in the past because, for
the first time, we're calling on
alumni to support us financially."
Alumni will not have to foot
the entire bill, however, which

may or may not be good news
for future MSU students.
The Kentucky Council on
Postsecondary Education has
given state universities the power
to set their own student tuition
and fee rates, which Alexander
feels will enable MSU to become
more attractive to out-of-state students.
"I would say our predecessors had restrictions placed on
them that made it very difficult
to operate here, and we've been
able to get out from under some
of those this year," he said.
Alexander admits, however,
that future students will likely
have -to pay higher tuitions and
fees as a whole. That news,
however, does not seem to keep
him from believing the university will continue to grow.
"I would see Murray State
as having a main campus of
10,000 students," Alexander said.
"I don't know what year that
would be, but it's a practical
and feasible goal."
Practical and feasible. Alexander said, if the university can

Shirley Zeitlin
& Company
Realtors®

Greer
Houston

Serving the Nashville Area
4301 Hillsboro Road
Nashville, TN 37215
Bus 615-383-0183
FAX 615-353-6583

Res 615-353-0505
Mobile 615-406-5937
GreerHouston@compuserve.com
www.citysearch.corn/nas/greerbouston

Why waste another summer running on the treadmill to nowhere, when you could be toning
your abs, getting in shape and having fun while you're learning to defend yourself?
Our Cardio Kickboxing program takes the music, excitement and energy of aerobics but
adds important self-defense techniques like jabbing, kicking, punching and blocking.
-• You learn while you burn at 800 calories per hour!(According to Muscle and Fitness
Magazine who rated aerobic kickboxing as the number one calorie burning
, workout!)
There's no physical contact, no uniforms (you wear your regular workout
clothes) and best of all you'll love it! Classes are forming now, call today!
4

4

project an image of quality to
surrounding states such as Indiana, Tennessee, Illinois And Missouri.
"I would like for us to enhance
our quality and project an image
that transcends the kind of lesser image that public universities sometimes have," he said.
fact of the matter is,.we
have a better quality education
here than most state universities and most private schools really.
"We know we've got quality, but we haven't been able to
project that image as I'd like
to," Alexander said. "We want
to be recognized as a good comprehensive midwestern university. We want to jump the bonds
of state boundaries."
Not that MSU is giving up
on the surrounding region. With
a new educational facility on
the way in Hopkinsville and the
university's Paducah campus hitting record enrollment, Alexander said the potential for growth
is still present in the region.
"We see our region in Kentucky as having a declining total
population in the next several
years," he said. "Our task here
is to project that quality image
and have a higher percentage
of students from Calloway, Marshall and Graves County attending college."
Alexander said plans are
already underway to improve
the existing MSU campus, as well
as expanding the campus to
other areas.
"We're going to do some
work on the business building
and spend about a million dollars trying to get a couple of
conference rooms, maybe a classroom or two," he said. "Of
course, we're going to spend a
couple of million on Carr Health
bring the instructional areas up
to date."
By A exander's own admishas hit a good streak
sion, M
it comes to securing state
appropriations for projects. For
evidence, he is able to point at
the university's Regional Special Events Center.
"All the things that we're
able to do and provide in a
facility of that sort has enhanced
the university," Alexander said.
"Really, I think everybody would
agree, compared to other universities, even though Racer
Arena served us well, it had
been an embarrassment for some
years.
"Other universities had facilities of the RSEC type years
before we did, so Murray State
was really lagging very far
behind on a nice facility where
you could have shows and has-

II See Page 21
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Group celebrates 25 years
Murray State University was the first regional university in Kentucky to receive accreditation
in its sociology program 25 years ago.
Social Work alumni will travel to their alma
mater for this year's Homecoming '99 to celebrate this milestone.
Today's 160 Social Work majors at Murray
State University are involved in a sociology program that has grown immensely since it began.
Dr. Wallace Baggett, who was director of the
program from -1970-1986-,--was- ins-trumental in
obtaining the ccreditatiOlik-h—trit--p-rograyn

received in 1974.
"With the help of the faculty. we followed
the national standards and made sure we had
proper credentials," he said. "MSU's sociology
program is unique in the offerings it Provides to
students in Murray's rural area. We were able to
establish urban experiences through internthips
in agencies in Memphis, Nashville. Louisville
and Illinois."

.1 See Page 19
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The crowning of the queen is an annual event before each
Homecoming football game. This year, the Racers face Ohio
Valley Conference rival Eastern Illinois.

Racers to face rival
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
For the Murray State volleyball team. Oct. 16 is about more
than just Homecoming.
At 8-6 overall and 4-3 in Ohio Valley Conference play, the
Racers hope their match against league rival Eastern Illinois will
propel them to new heights.
"Right now, Austin Peay and Eastern Illinois are the top teams
in the league." said MSU head coach David Schwepker. "But we

Murray State vs Eastern Illinois
Sat., Oct. 16 • 3:00 p.m.
Roy Stewart Stadium

See Page 18
•
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• Racers ...
From Page 17
feel like were right there with matches leading up to the Home- explained. "They're the best by the return of one of its key
the better teams in the confer- coming showdown will be just offensive team in the league. players, - Mica Wojinski, who
missed five matches with a
ence."
as important.
We have to try and take them
sprained
ankle. One of those
Murray State is currently in
The Racers will travel to TSU out of their rhythm.
was
a
3-0
loss to Eastern Illisixth place in the OVC stand- Oct. 8 before returning home
"The teams that were playings. trailing the likes of APSU. for matches with leader APSU ing right now are the top teams nois.
"We lost three of the five
EIU. Middle Tennessee State. (Oct. 12) and fourth place SEMO in the conference. They're very
matches
she was out," said
Southeast Missouri State and Ten- (Oct. 15).
-( tough and very, very competi- Schwepker. "-"1 don't think we
nessee Tesh
"We have SFM6 the. night tive."
'
-would -httve--lest:-These-mttehei
"According to-SCI:veiikeT:thiee before •(EIU),"
Schwepker
Murray has been strengthened
if she had played, but you never
know about those things ... She's
still not 100 percent, but we're
a better team with her on the
floor."
Sarah Ernst leads the team
with 165 kills, followed by
Rachel Kulp's 16.3. Rechael
Neighbors leads "the squad in
digs with 151.
Schwepker feels the Racers'
veteran leadership could be a
key in a,-wide open --conference
race.
"We have a lot of returning
starters, and everything's going

well for us right now. We just
have some things we 'need to
work on," he continued.
"The top teams (in the conference) are much closer to one
another than they have been. I
don't think you can say that
one team really stands out from
the rest of the league."
Throughout their
:
4-ue
—it-to -thetop of the OVC standings, the
Racers have had to overcome
one major obstacle.
Because of damage to the
Racer Arena floor, the team has
been forced to play its home
matches in the north gym of
the Carr Health Building - adjacent to Cutchin Fieldhouse.
"We're limited as to what we
can do in that facility," said
Schwepker.. "But our fans have
been great -We've had the place packed for the home matches
we've played so far. Hopefully,
it will be again."

Alumni to gather for
annual nursing banquet

DOUBLE CLIENT
REWARD POINTS
every Saturday
in October!

Do you have a drawer full of makeup
that just wasn't right for you?

•

*Now is your chance to bring in your old makeup
& let us give you a new fall look with
AVEDA'STM Fall Collection.

*Bring in your old blushes,shadows,etc.
& receive $1.00 offeach new product. }
• s• •
a,
4:44
. 4
-•

The Essential.Day Spa
1311 Johnson Blvd. • Murray, KY
Call today for your appointment

767-0760
• Massage Therapy • Facials • AVEDA- • Pedicures • Manicures

•Aromatherapy • Sugaring

-74

By SCOTT NANNEY
department."The banquet is open
Staff -Writer
to all of our graduates."
Alumni from the nursing
Dr. Ruth Cole, who is creddepartment at Murray State uni- ited with beginning the nursing
versity will be reunited for an program at MSU, will be the
annual banquet during Home- keynote speaker for the event.
coming week.
The banquet will also include a
The banquet. scheduled Oct. buffet-style meal.
14 at the ClIffiS Center, will
"We usually have a short
welcome back all graduates of business meeting of the alumni,
the department, which began in and then we'll hear from the guest
1964.
speaker," Hobbs explained. "It's
"We have about 150 BSN really a social time for our_alum(bachelor of science in nursing) ni."
alumni and around 60 graduates
This year, the department will
in thc,inasters," said honor the gt'ach4ating dims • of
Dr. Marcia Hob1)7,17:i7 of the 1974.

-40040
AF(kgz-iiingir4oaci#
Weve Got It
All For Fall
• Wildbird Feed
• Black Sunflower
• Ear Corn
• Thistle Seed
Large selection of
Bird Feeders • Bird Houses
- • Sijuirrel Feeders

Farmers Farmacy
Firs: NIon.-Fri.. 8-6: Sat.. 8:30-4
Dixieland Shopping tenter • 759-224S
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CURRIS TO SPEAK...
4*-*•••
'
1-4414N
1,4,,
4;

Former Murray State University President Constantine W. "Deno" Curris will return to this
year's Homecoming festivities as part of the Presidential Scholars/Honors
Program Alumni
Reunion. Curris, MSU
president from 1973 to
the
1983, established
Presidential Scholars
Program in 1974. Recently appointed president of
the American Association
of State Colleges and Universities, Curris will be
among the featured speak-ers-at-a- buffet breakfast

•

..„
•

at 8 a.m.. Oct. 16, in the
Curris Center ballroom.

• Group • • •
From Page

The latest incarnation of Racer 1 continues the tradition
football field after a Murray State University score.

17

jrzz
.

"The minimum requirements
for students is 400 hours, however we require over 500," she
said. "During the last semester
of the program our students go
into the field and work at agencies after we have matched the
students strengths and skills with
an agency. During this field placement requirement they are working closely with faculty, the
agency and their classmates."
In trying to meet the student's needs, another amenity to
the program includes the new
interactive television classes that
began last year.
These are offered to Paducah, Hopkinsville and Madisonville. Ft. Campbell will be
added in the near future.
"These classes seem to work
well," Webb said. -We are using
Power Point and slides for the
introductory 101 and 201 classes."
DeAnna Wolf, a 1980 Murray State University graduate who
received a bachelor's degree in
sociology, is now Family Services Coordinator of the Murray Head Start Program. Wolf
works with II different school
districts in eight counties.
"Today's students are required
to do 24 hours of volunteer
work to gain experience with
other agencies," she said. "The
course content is updated to
address changes in social problems to those in need."
Allbritten said this year's
social work alumni reunion will
include a buffet breakfast at 8
a.m., Oct. 16 in the Mississippi Room.
During the breakfast, an outstanding alumnus award will be
presented. A social work tent
will also be set up at Tent City.
For more information, or to make
reservations, call the Alumni

Dr. Rose Marie Bogal-Allbritten, program director of the sociology program, said the program has become much more
sophisticated than when it first
began.
"The program has become
much greater over a period of
time - there are generations of
graduates who have grown professionally and now come back
to help our current students,"
she said. "These students and professionals have a commitment
to serve their fellow human
beings and are committed to the
profession. They are interested
in themselves as well as the
community."
Dr. Julie Lovins, who was
director of the program from
1986-1990 and retired from MSU
Jin 1994, said two of the most
unique and strongest attributes
to the program are the faculty
involvement with the students and
the internship program.
"The internship program is
designed to meet the needs of
the students and gain field placement experience - the elected
courses change based on societal issues and needs," she said.
"There have been internships
available in Alaska and Texas."
The course offerings, which
'create a greater understanding
of people and are designed to
learn helping skills, have varied over a period of time.
Addiction, mental health, child
abuse and neglect are topics that
students study. Today's current
topics and course offerings deal
with HIV, alcohol, substance
abuse, aging and working with
children.
Althea Webb, assistant professor, field educator coordinator, said their field placement program frequently receives many
compliments from agency direcll/1 .3.
.^--
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MSU kicks off fund-raising campaign
While homecoming marks a
time when alumni from around
the world gather and reminisce
about years gone by. Homecoming 1999 also marks a new
beginning for Murray State University.
This weekend the University
will kick-off Vision Quest, The
Campaign for Murray State University. This is the, university's
first-ever comprehensive fund-

raising campaign.
"The first decade of the 21st
century will bring with it new
challenges and rapid advancements in technology," said Campaign General Chair Arthur J.
Bauernfeind ('60). "Murray State
cannot rely tin state funding and
past fund-raising methods. We
must have _a new plan to meet
these new challenges."
This year's. homecoming

theme is "A Century of Celebration," and the Vision Quest
campaign reflects the university's efforts to meet the challenges of the new century. Meeting these challenges means providing increased and alternative
learning opportunities for students, attracting top-notch faculty, keeping up with the rapid
changes in technology, continuing to field successful student-
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DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLETINC.
Showroom Hours: 8-8 Mon.-Fri., 8-5 Sat.
Fax (502)753-1629
Email address — dtayloreldd.net
Hwy. 641 South • Murray •(502) 753-2617
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Football Feeding FRENZY
Bavarian Creme Filled
Blueberry Filled
Cherry Filled
Lemon Filled
Glazed Yeast Donuts
Jelly Filled Long Johns
Cream Filled
Long Johns
Apple Filled
Mini Honey Buns
Caramel Cake
Chocolate Cake

Blueberry Cake
French Glazed
Chocolate French
Coconut Cake
Peanut Cake
Sour Cream Cake
Sprinkles Cake
Powder Sugar Cake
Cinnamon Twist
Chocolate or White
Long Johns

4.00

HOMECOMING
SATURDAY
SPECIAL
No Discounts Apply'

Please place orders early
for Homecoming Parade!

Vs

es
athletes, and increasing annual
giving to the university.
In the fall of 1998, university leaders developed a strategic long-range plan to identify
and meet these challenges. The
plan builds on Murray State's
existing strengths while addressing the future needs of the students, faculty, and those served
by MSU throughout west Kentucky and beyond.
The objectives of the $25
million Vision Quest Campaign
are:
•Creation of the Center for
Telecommunications
Systems
Management
•Endowment of academic
chair positions
•Enhancement of library
resources
•Advancement of computer
equipment and instructional technology
•Endowment of student scholarships
•Enhancement of the studentathlete program
•Enrichment of the Annual
Fund

Bringing together the campaign objectives, the funding
opportunities from the state, and
the proven generosity of the universiq:s alumni and friends will
create an environment that will
allow Murray State to continue
attracting the best and brightest
students.
Leading the way in this campaign are the MSU Board of
Regents, the Foundation's Board
of Trustees, the Alumni Association Board of Governors, the
RACER Foundation Board of
Directors and other members of
the University family.
The Public Phase begins this
weekend with the announcement
during homecoming and is scheduled to conclude in February
2001.
Donors will be asked to
pledge, because one-time cash
gifts will not achieve the desired
goals. Donors will have three
to five years to fulfill their commitment. Members of the Murray State Development staff are
available to discuss other giving options.
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600 North 12th Street (Next door to Taco John's)
Central Shopping Center • Murray, KY

(270) 753-8916
OPEN DAILY
Mon.-Thur.: 10:30 a.m.-10:00 p.m.• Fri. & Sat.
10:30 a.m.-10:30 p.m.• Sun.: 10:30 a.m.-9:30 p.m.
1409 West Main • Murray • 759-1736
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•Alexander ...
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From Page 16
ketball and everything American universities are
accustomed to."
Alexander said then-state legislator Freed Curd
was a major reason the RSEC funding was approved,
which just goes to show how political climates
have as much to do with university funding as
classes and .athletics.
"It depends on the politics of the state at the
time-,and the economy of the state," he said. "If
the--economrs-gclod, revenues—are rolling-in- and

you have a good positive governor as we have
now, things are better.
"If you have ..a bad economy, politics can
quickly sour, and you can have a governor who's
looking elsewhere."
With Homecoming just around the corner.
Alexander said the role. of athletics will contin-

• See Page 24..
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Pick Up Or Delivered Where Available'
The annual homecoming parade is a popular event for all
ages.
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Music group celebrates anniversary
Fifty ,ears ago. a I2-piece dance band was
formed at Murray State University, the Len Foster Band.
The group entertained campus groups and surrounding communities with their big band music.
This year, the group will once again meet on
Murray State University campus to enjoy reunion
activities and conversation about the memories
they each ca'rry with them of their musical days.
The group was directed by Olen F. Martin.
more commonly known as Len Foster.

'A JACKSON

A 1949 MSU graduate and native of Lorain,
Ohio, Martin came to Murray State with more
than more than 25 other musically talented classmates.
Martin said the reason they all came to Murray State University was due to the influence of
their high school -band director, Howard F. Brown.
Vincent Perrier, a saxophone player from the
group who acts as toastmaster of the reunion
activities, said this influence was a common
thread for many of them.
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The Racer Band is an essential part of Homecoming activities at Murray State University.
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The museum, called Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
is housed in the first building constructed on the campus
of Murray State University in 1924.
N. 16th. & University Dr.• Mon.-Fri. 8:30-4; Sat. 10-1 & Closed University Holidays

Our Residents Say

"GO RACERS!”

tenale
glace

A Christian
'Retirement Community

"A Great Place lb Call Home"

(270)759-1555

"It ties us all together," he
said.
A 1935 graduate of Murray
State University who retired as
superintendent of music of the
Metro
Tennessee
Nashville
School System, Brown said he
never really said anything to the
students or pressured them about
college at Murray State University.
"I took different students with
me to Murray State University
when I returned on different
musical occasions," he explained.
"I also featured Price Doyle as
a guest conductor at different
musical events we would have
at the school."
Originally sponsored by Phi
Mu Alpha and representatives
of the university, the Len Foster group performed big band
music from 1942-43 prior to the
war.
During this period some of
the members were attending Murray State on music scholarships
and part of their scholarship
agreement required them to play
for different events on campus.
The group disbanded for the
war and then regrouped in 1946
and continued playing until 1949.
Martin said the group began
touring in a black 1937 Dodge
limousine he purchased from a
funeral director in Cleveland,
Ohio.
Years later, when the band
regrouped after the war, he purchased a bus they painted blue
and called the "Blue Wienie".
These two vehicles took the_
group to gigs in Mississippi,
Arkansas, Tennessee, Indiana,
Illinois, Alabama, Missouri and
throughout Kentucky.
The group, which always
returns at Homecoming for a
reunion, has many memories of
events caused by the "Blue Wienie".
"The bus was broken down

quite a bit," Martin said. "It
even broke down one time in
Cario, Ill., and we had to get
the mechanic out of bed to fix
it. While we waited, two band
members sat on top of the bus
and played duets."
Martin said there was even
one time a wheel came off and
the bus skidded to a halt.
"After the war, money was
very tight and there was even
a ration of gasoline occurring
all over, and that even became
a part of our contract. We would
be able to pick up 10-15 gallons of gasoline so we would
be sure to get there and return
home."
A total of 55 students played
in the band during the years.
"The war took three years
from our lives," Martin said.
"When we returned, we were
more serious about our education and intent on getting our
degrees and graduating."
This year, members of the
band, which include alumni who
are doctors, judges, mayors and
musicians, will return to Murray State University to enjoy
their traditional festivities that
include getting together for dinner on Friday evening.
The group will enjoy a "Blue
Wienie" reception and dinner Saturday evening at 6:30 p.m.
Perrier said this year's dinner will feature comments from
alumni who won't be able to
attend.
"Each year we have different special events that have
included a
orpast
rable events from Murray State
University's musical production
of Campus Lights," he said.
For more information and to
make reservations, please contact Olen Martin at (614) 8906711 or Patti Jones in the Alumni and Development office at 7623437.
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ue to play a vital part in the
university's goal of increasing
its exposure.
"Murray State's reputation in
basketball is free publicity
throughout this country," he said.
"When people recognize your
name, and know where you are,
it's so much better than being
nor-ebtity that nobody's ever
heard of.
"There's no way that we
could pay for that publicity,"
Alexander said. "That's hundreds of thousands of dollars
worth of publicity that's given
to us because_yi our athletic
program."
-White the uniVersity tries to
focus on making money, however, Alexander said it plays an
equally important role in shaping communities' economies.
"The multiplier effect in the
economy is very real," he said.
"There's no doubt that students
come here and learn, hopefully
they stay in the area, but they
also spend money and become
part of the economy of the area.
"There would be very little
activity without the increased
enrollment we've had at Murray State the last five years,"
Alexander said. "I think a lot
of people are depending on this

university to bring in more students, and that's certainly what we
want. to do."
With all of those responsibilities, Alexander's job dbes not
promise to get any easier during the next century.
He is optimistic, however, that the university will continue to
provide quality education well into the next millennium.
"I think things are going very well here," he said. "We have
our goals we are trying to achieve, and if we get state support.
federal support and private support, Murray State can move forward."
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Family Center Expanding programs for the whole
family! Larger Babysitting area & longer hours!
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Room:
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